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PREFACE 
The Biogeochemical Ocean Flux Study (BOFS) 1988-93 was one of the first of 
NERC's Community Research Projects. It served as the principal UK 
contribution to the International Joint Global Ocean Flux Study, and provided 
a substantial part of the 1989 North Atlantic Bloom Experiment of JGOFS. 
The BOFS data set collected during that experiment and subsequent BOFS 
studies in 1990 and 1991 are presented here on a CD-ROM. 
The British Oceanographic Data Centre (BODC) was responsible for BOFS data 
management. The procedure followed that pioneered by BODC for the NERC 
North Sea Community Research Project (published on a CD-ROM in 1992). 
Further refinements were introduced to deal with the new c1asses of data 
collected by BOFS. 
All members of the Biogeochemical Ocean Flux Study have benefited from the 
effective data management of BODC, who are to be congratulated on their 
work culminating in this CD-ROM. 
J.D. Woods 
Director, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences 
Natural Environment Research Council, Swindon 
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SECTION I : INTRODUCTION 
Seetion 11 
The Biogeochemical Ocean Flux Study 
(BOFS) 
11.1 BOFS: An Introductlon 
The Biogeochemical Ocean Flux Study (BOFS) was a Community Research Project 
within the Marine and Atmospheric Sciences Directorate (MASD) of the Natural 
Environment Research Council. The project provided a major United Kingdom 
contribution to the international Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS). 
The project ran from April 1987 until March 1992 but was extended through bridging 
funds until March 1993. The BOFS North Atlantic Data Set was collected during the 
initial five year period. Fieldwork in the bridging year focused on the Antarctic in late 
1992. These data will form part of a subsequent electronic publication of Antarctic 
data and are not included on this CD-ROM. 
The primary aims of the BOFS programme were: 
To improve the understanding of the biogeochemical processes influencing the 
dynamics of the cycling of the elements in the ocean and related atmospheric 
exchanges with particular reference to carbon. 
To develop. in collaboration with other national and international programmes. 
models capable of rationalising and eventually predicting the chemical and 
biological consequences of natural and man-induced changes to the atmosphere 
ocean system. 
A Community Research Project brings together scientists from NERC institutes and 
UK universities to work on a common problem. In this way resources far beyond the 
scope of individual research groups may be brought to bear on a common problem. 
The project 1s coordinated through a host laboratory which has responsibility for 
financial management. organisation and logistics. The host laboratory for BOFS was 
the Plymouth Marine Laboratory. 
The BOFS community included scientists scattered over the length and breadth of 
the UK. The following organisations were represented: 
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NERC Laboratories 
Plymouth Marine Laboratory 
lOS Deacon Laboratory 









Royal Holloway and Bedford NC 
Scottish Universities Research Reactor Centre 
Southampton 
University College of North Wales 
The main themes and cross projects covered by these groups were: 
Air sea interaction 
Primary production 
Partic1e production and fate 
Benthic processes 
Modelling 
Organic and inorganic geochemistry 
Physical oceanography 
Remote sensing 
It can be seen that BOFS considered a wide range of processes throughout the water 
column, in the air above and in the sediment below. This resulted in a large and 
diverse collection of data which are presented on the BOFS North Atlantic Data Set 
CD-ROM. 
11.2 BOFS Fieldwork 
2 
The BOFS North Atlantic Data Set was the result of three field seasons in 1989, 1990 
and 1991. These incorporated 11 research cruises, five of which were undertaken by 
RRS Charles Darwin and six by RRS Discovery. Abrief description of each field 
season follows and the fieldwork is summarised graphically in Figure 1.1. 
11.2.1 The 1989 North Atlantic Bloom Experiment 
The 1989 field season was the United Kingdom contribution to the JGOFS pilot study 
in the North Atlantic, known generally as the North Atlantic Bloom Experiment 
(NABE). The objective of this was to provide the most complete time series possible 
along 200W from 47°N to 600 N by pooling resources from Canada, Germany, the 





• I . 
1989 Nortb Atlanti< Bloom Experiment: 
200 W transect and process stations 
indicated (3 legs) 
~o Lagrangian Flux Experiment: tU 199 drogue release area indicated (star) 
(5Iegs) 
+ 1990 Benlbic Study: transect and coring stations indicated (I leg) 
f ,-, . 
'"
' >\~" ... 1991 Coccolilbopbore Bloom Experiment: 
approxlInate eXlent of bloom indicated 
(2legsl 
Figme 1.1: Grapbical Summary ofBOFS Fieldwork in tbe North Atlantic 
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Each of the 1989 BOFS cruises worked the 200W transect and each cruise made 
measurements of the JGOFS Level 1 parameters. namely: 
4 
Meteorology and positioning 





Particulate organic carbon and nitrogen 
Dissolved organic carbon 
Pigments (especially chlorophyll) 
Bacteria and cyanobacteria biomass 
Mesoplankton biomass 
Microplankton biomass 
Primary production by 14C 
Oxygen production 






However. in addition to as many ofthese basic measurements as possible. the work 
of these cruises centred around three different themes. 
Discovery 182 (May / June) concentrated on intensive measurements of the carbonate 
system and phytoplankton production. Discovery 183 (June/July) was focused 
towards understanding the roles of zooplankton and bacteria and the study of 
particulate material. Discovery 184 (July/August) was primarily a benthic cruise. 
collecting multicore. box core and Kasten core sampIes in addition to water column 
studies. 
11.2.2 The 1990 Lagrangian Experiment 
In 1990. the BOFS community mounted a major two ship study in the North 
Atlantic. The study centred on a region just NE of the JGOFS 47°N 200W station. The 
first cruise. Discovery 190 (April/MayJ, undertook a physical and chemical survey 
around the JGOFS station in order to identify a suitable body of water for the 
experiment. Once found. the site was marked by a drifting buoy release. 
The Lagrangian station was occupied by two cruises. Charles Darwin 46 (April/May) 
and Charles Darwin 47 (May /June). During the changeover between the two legs. the 
station was occupied by cruise Discovery 191. These process cruises continuously 
sampled the water column and ran a range of production experiments almost daily. 
Once her station keeping duties were complete. Discovery embarked on a study of 
particulate material. zooplankton netting and a mooring recovery at 59°N 20OW. The 
final cruise. Discovery 192. repeated the physical and chemical survey around the 
position of the drogued buoy marking the Lagrangian station at the end of the 
experiment. 
11.2.3 The 1990 BOFS Benthlc Study 
The primary objective of this cruise was to collect a further set of cores to the south 
of the area sampled during Discovery 184. In addition, some JGOFS Level 1 
parameters were measured, mostly by continuous sampling of the surface waters 
whilst the ship was underway. Core sampies were collected from a number of sites 
along 20"W between 18°N and 47°N. 
11.2.4 The 1991 Coccolithophore Study 
1\vo cruises, Charles Darwin 60 (June) and Charles Darwin 61 (July), studied the 
coccol1thophore bloom to the south ofIceland. This ineluded a reworking ofthe 200W 
line north of 55°N. Both cruises undertook intensive physical, chemical and 
biologlcal measurements, ineluding primary production. A stronger emphasis was 
placed on studies of grazing by mesozooplankton and microzooplankton during the 
second cruise. 
11.3 BOFS Data Management 
Project data management for BOFS was the responsibility of the British 
Oceanographic Data Centre (BODC). Automatically logged data were supplied in their 
raw form directly from the ships for calibratlon and quality control. This work was 
carried out in elose collaboratlon with the principal investlgators. 
These data were combined with individual submissions of sampie data into a 
coherent data base under the Oraele RDBMS following the procedures established 
for another MASD Community Research Project, the North Sea Project. Project 
participants were provided with on-line access to these data over the UK academic 
wide area network, JANET. 
The BOFS North Atlantlc Data Set CD-ROM is the electronic publicatlon 01' this 
database. 
11.4 The BOFS North Atlantic Data Set 
The most notlceable characteristlc ofthe BOFS North Atlantlc Data Set is its diversity 
which manifests itself in several ways. First, there is the range of parameters 
measured. A browse through sections D2 and D3 of this manual is the best way to 
appreciate the scale of the problem. 
Secondly, there is a diversity in the media studied. These range from atmospheric 
measurements, through most types of property of the water column to properties of 
the sediments underlying the water column. 
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Thirdly, there is a dramatic diversity in the volume of the different components of the 
data set. At one end of the scale are the automatically logged underway data: 
typically several megabytes per cruise. At the other are hard won experimental data 
where the results from an entire cruise may be presented on a single sheet ofpaper. 
It is difficult to provide abrief description of such a diverse data set. Providing a 
fuller description would only repeat information presented elsewhere in this manual. 
The user wishing to get a fee1 for the data set is recornrnended to read through the 
Quick Reference Guide (Seetion Q) and then browse through the descriptions ofthe 
'kit-form database' (Seetion 02) and underway data set (Seetion 03). 
Section I2 
Introduction to the CD-ROM 
and its Supporting Software 
12.1 Concepts behind the CD-ROM 
The BOFS North Atlantic Data Set CD-ROM is first and foremost an electronic 
publication of the data collected during the project. Like other CD-ROMs in 
circulation it is accompanied byvisualisation software which allows graphical images 
to be displayed on a Pe. 
However, this isjust one facet ofthe product. Much ofthe data on the CD-ROM are 
stored in flat ASCII meso The pathnames and structures of these files are fully 
documented in this manual. Consequently, the CD-ROM may also be regarded as a 
very large floppy disk from which data may be loaded into the user's horne system. 
Compared to modern magnetic disks, some CD-ROM readers are relatively slow 
devices. Some of the data files, particularly the underway files, are quite large and 
consequently reading through them may take a long time. 
However, the software interfaces have been designed in such a way that no part of 
the me pathname is assumed. Consequently, users are actively encouraged to copy 
heavily used data from the CD-ROM onto their hard disks which will give a marked 
increase in performance. 
The data files used by the displayand retrieval programs must be copied following 
certain mIes and detailed instructions are included in the software documentation. 
However, any of the flat ASCII mes, such as the 'kit-fonn' database included on the 
CD-ROM may be copied to any other device without restriction on directory structure 
or naming convention. 
12.2 Components of the Software Interface 
The software interface consists of three separate programs to avoid excessive 
demands on system resources, particularly memory. It should be noted that, with the 
exception of the underway data set, the data on the CD-ROM have been formatted 
in such a way that they may be used in conjunction with readily available 
commercial, shareware and public domain software. 
The major programs in this interface are as folIows: 
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12.2.1 Underway Data Visualisation Program 
The underway data files contain the infonnation logged every 30 seconds during a 
cruise. In addition to navigation, parameters measured include water depth, surface 
salinity, surface temperature, surface chlorophyll, meteorology and, on some cruises, 
surface nutnents and measurements on the carbonate system. 
The visualisation program allows a user specified subset of channels to be displayed 
on the PC screen as time series plots. The time interval displayed is under user 
contro!. Hard copy plots may be generated directly on some devices or through 
Windows applications onto any device supported by Windows drivers. 
12.2.2 Underway Data Retrieval Program 
The underway data set is supplied on the CD-ROM in a compact binary fonnat which 
may not be viewed easily by operating system utilities or commercial software. The 
Underway Data Retrieval Program allows a user specified subset of any underway 
data file to be refonnatted as a flat ASCII file. 
The user is free to select the data subset in a variety of ways. For example, the 
parameters listed may be restricted, a time window may be chosen or the location of 
data listed may be specified. 
12.2.3 Database File Merge Utility 
The 'kit-fonn' database supplied on the CD-ROM has a logical structure which 
mimics a relational database. This is perfect for users wishing to load the data into 
a relational system. However, other users will encounter problems. For example, a 
spreadsheet user will find nutrient concentrations in one file , sampIe depths in 
another and time and position in a third. Whilst there are links between these files, 
spreadsheet software cannot exploit them in the same way as the relational database 
software for which they were deslgned. 
The Database F1le Merge Utility provides some of the capability of a database system 
for spreadsheet users. In database parlance, the program executes joins between 
related data files through their key fields. For the example above, the program would 
produce an output file with date, time, position, and depth fields added to every 
record of the NUTRl file. This file may then be loaded into a spreadsheet and 
interrogated as required. 
12.3 Components of the CD-ROM Data Set 
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The data set on the CD-ROM may be regarded as a number of clearly defined 
subsets. For convenience, each of these is stored in aseparate directory. Abrief 
description of each subset follows. In Seetion D of this manual a chapter is devoted 
to a detailed description of each subset. 
12.3.1 Documentation and Meta Data 
This directory contains a series of ASCII plain language files describing how 
individual components of the data set were collected and processed together with 
information on any known problems with subsets of the data. In addition, copies of 
each documentation file are included in PostScript and WordPerfect 5.1 formats 
which contain a more aesthetic version of the document. 
12.3.2 The 'Kit-Form' Database 
The 'kit-form' database comprises aseries of flat ASCII files which are designed to 
map to tables within a relatlonal database schema. The files cover all the data 
collected during the project with the exception ofthe high volume surface underway 
data. They therefore include CTD, XBT, SeaSoar, water bottle, net hau!, benthic, 
sediment trap and incubation experiment data. 
Whilst the primary objective of these data files is to allow the BOFS North Atlantic 
database (or a subset thereof) to be created under any relational database 
management system, they also provide the user with the project data set in an easily 
accessible form. 
12.3.3 The Underway Data Set 
This contains the high volume underway data tor all 11 cruises included on the 
CD-ROM. In order to keep their bulk to a minimum, the data are stored in a binary 
time series format (Binary Merge Format) documented in Appendix 1. Software is 
supplied to either examine the data graphically as time series plots or convert 
subsets of the data into ASCII. 
The full parameter set covered by the underway files is given below. However, it must 
be appreciated that not every parameter was measured on every cruise. 




Surface dissolved oxygen 
Surface attenuance 
Surface nutrients 
Surface carbonate chernistry (pC02 , TC02 • pH and alkalinity) 






12.3.4 CTD ProIDe Plots 
For each CTD cast taken (over 500), a profile plot of measured parameter against 
depth has been produced as a PostScript file. These may either be viewed on the 
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screen using GhostScript (a public domain utility) or produced as hard copy on a 
PostScript printer. 
12.3.5 Kasten Core X-Ray Images 
X-Ray photograhs ofthe Kasten cores collected on Discovery 184 have been scanned, 
annotated with scale bars and included on the CD-ROM as Tagged Image Format 
(TIF) flIes. These may be viewed using commercial (such as Corel Draw) or shareware 
(such as Paintshop Pro) software. The images are accompanied by plain language 
core descriptions in ASCII, PostScript and WordPerfect 5.1 formats. 
12.3.6 SateWte Images 
Processed AVHRR reflectance images (visible and infra-red), obtained to support 
BOFS cruises whilst at sea, are included on the CD-ROM in both compressed TIF 
and PCX format~. Like the Kasten Core X-Rays, the images may be viewed using 
readily available software. 
SECTION Q : QUICK REFERENCE 
Sectlon Ql 
The BOFS North Atlantic Data Set CD-ROM 
Quick Reference Guide 
Q 1.1 Introductlon 
The Quick Reference Guide is a set of seven organograms which gives a rapid 
overview of the CD-ROM contents and directory structure. The first shows the top 
level directory structure of the CD-ROM. There are six user directories plus two 
directories which contain files to support the software interface and need not concern 
the user. 
The other six organograms summarise the contents and structure of these user 
directories. Note that the information given is limited. Each directory has a section 
describing it in detail in Section D of this manual. 
Q 1.2 Data Set Summary 
The six components of the data set are as follows: 
CTD Profile Plots: 
Satellite Images: 
Kasten Core X-Ray Images: 
Data Documentation: 
Surface Data Set: 
PostScript plot files of 534 CTD casts. 
17 visible reflectance and 5 infra-red reflectance 
AVHRR satellite images in compressed TIF and PCX 
formats. 
X-Ray photographs of 14 Kasten cores in TIF format. 
A collection of 57 plain language documents 
describing the protocols used to obtain the data in 
the surface data set, the 'kit-form' database and the 
satellite images. Documents are supplied in ASCII, 
WordPerfect 5.1 and PostScript formats. 
11 cruises of automatically logged underway data 
with between 11 and 27 data channels. Each cruise 
had a duration of at least 3 weeks and underway 
data were logged every 30 seconds giving a data set 




The 'kit-form' database contains all of the BOFS 
data set with the exception of the high volume 
underway data in the surface data set. 
Such is the diversity of the BOFS data set that the 
'kit-form' database consists of93 files. Each ofthese 
represents a table in a relational database schema. 
Inc1uded in the data set are 534 CTD casts, 246 
XBT drops, 6230 water sampies, 1080 SeaSoar 
profiles, 116 zooplankton net hauls, over 380 
incubation experiments, 68 grazing experiments and 
data on over 75 cores. 
... 
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CTO Profile Plots 
Oirectory CTOPLOT 
Subdirectory names based on the cruise mnemonics. 
One subdirectory per cruise. 
For example, subdirectory 01182 contains the CTD profiles for cruise Discovery 182. 
There is one type of file in each subdirectory. 
\} 
File type is part of the file name. 
Contains the CTD profile plots in PostScript format. 
One plot file per CTD cast. 
Files names are based on the originator's identifier (010). 












Filenames are based on the date when image was obtained. 
There are three types of file in the directory. 
README.TXT 
Methodology description 
in ASCII text fornlat. 
.PCX Files 
Images In PCX 
graphics format. 
.TIF Files 
Images in compressed 











Kasten Core X-Ray Images 
Directory KASCORE 
-\J 
Subdirectory names based on the Cambridge University BOFS core naming scheme. 
One subdirectory per core. 
For example, subdirectory K5 contains the images for BOFS core 5K. 
. TIF Files 
Images in Tagged 
Image Format. 
PART1.TIF is 
the top of the core. 
There are four types of file in each subdirectory . 
.TXT File 
Core description 
























Each subdirectory contains metadata documents pertaining to the data in the subdirectory 
of that name. For example, documents for DBKInIPROD are in DOCU\DBKITIPROD. 
There are three types of file in the directory . 
.TXT File~, 
Methodology description 
in ASCII text format. 
. WP Files 
Methodology description 














Surface Data Set 
Directory UNDERWAY 
No Subdirectorles. 
One file per cruise (file type .BMM) containing the surface underway data logged every 30 
seconds during the cruise. These files are stored In binary merge format (Section A) 
and should be accessed by users through the programs UWPLOT and UWLlST described 
in section S. Files are named using the cruise mnemonic.For example, subdirectory 01182 
contains the data for cruise Oiscovery 182. Parameters present in these fiies include: 
Navigation and bathymetry 
Surface temperature and salinity 
Surface dissolved oxygen and CO2 parameters 











Kit Form Database: directory DBKIT 
11 Subdirectories containing data 
in comma separated format 
INDEX 
Header data and 
index files 
SEASOAR eTD XBT eALIB Towed eTD - eTD and marine r- XBT data r-- eTD calibration data snow profiler information 
BOTNET SAP PROD eURR 
Water column - Stand-alone Incubation r-- Drifting buoy 
sam pie data pump data experiment data data 
eORE SEDTRAP 











SECTION S : SOFTWARE 
Seetion SI 
Introduction to the CD-ROM Software 
S 1. 1 IntroductioD 
The software provided with the CD-ROM is designed to provide users of the data with 
at least some of the tools required to visualise what is by any standards a large and 
extremely diverse data set. In an ideal world, it would satisfy every user's data 
presentation requirements. Unfortunately, the provision of software to such a 
speciftcation is way beyond the resources available to the data management project. 
However, the software, the data set and the documentation have been put together 
in as open a manner as possible. Consequently, the way is left open for users to 
interface the data system presented here with whatever other tools are available. In 
some cases, a little ingenuity may be required but, hopefully, not too much work. 
The software should therefore be viewed as but one facet of the data system. Abrief 
read through this section will reveal what it is capable of doing. If it satisfies your 
requirement then go ahead and use it. If not, don't give up. Read through the 
sections describing how the data are presented and you should be able to find a 
simple mechanism to get what you want. 
S 1.2 Required Hardware Configuration 
The software has been written to run on IBM or fully compatible platforms. VGA 
graphics are required and, due to the nature of the graphical user interface, a mouse 
with at least two buttons is essential. Program memory usage is dynamic, so it is 
difficult to specify a minimum memory requirement. However, all programs have 
been run successfully on a system with 450 Kbytes of available base memory. 
The programs and their ancillary data files require 2 Mbytes of free space on the hard 
disko They use disk caching to avoid excessive memory usage and may run into 
problems if there is less than 0.5 Mbytes of hard disk available at execution time. 
From this it can be seen that a hard disk is essential. Additional hard disk will be 
required if data flIes are to be copied from the CD-ROM onto magnetic disk to 
enhance performance. 
The software Is provided on a 1.4 Mbyte 3.5 inch floppy disko Access to a suitable 
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disk drive is required. It may be possible to provide the software on alternative floppy 
disk formats by special request. Aß the data set is provided on CD-ROM, access to 
a CD-ROM reader, connected either directly or over a network, is also required. 
Sl.3 Installing the Software 
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The installation procedure depends upon whether the software is being instalied on 
a stand-alone machine or on a local area network. In the latter case, different 
procedures are required for server installation by the network administrator and 
system initialisation on individual workstations by users. 
S1.3.1 Installation on Stand-alone Macblnes 
The installation of the software on a stand-alone machine is straightforward. Insert 




Note that this assumes that the floppy disk drive is configured as the 'A' drive. If not, 
modify the first command accordingly. A simple menu aliows the floppy disk, hard 
disk and CD-ROM drive designators to be modified from the default values. 
To change these defaults use the mouse to highlight the menu option to be modified 
and press the left mouse button. The install program prompts for the desired disk 
letter. 
By default, the instali program creates a directory called 'BOFS' and stores all the 
.EXE and ancillary data flies under this. This may be changed to any legal directory 
name if required. The programs should be run with this as the current directory. If 
the directory name chosen already exists, the installation will proceed adding flies 
to the directory. If flies already exist, they will be overwritten. 
The software as supplied assumes that the CD-ROM reader is the D disko If this is 
not the case, the user can specify the correct drive letter during installation. The flies 
DEFAULT.CFG and DBMERGE.BOF are updated automatically by the installation 
program. 
Sl.3.2 Server Installation 
Server installation is identical to installation on a stand-alone machine except is is 
done by the network administrator and the software is instalied onto a disk which 
has read oniy access for network users. 
S1.3.3 Network Workstation Installation 
The purpose of workstation installation is to copy flies which the user may wish to 
modify (such as the configuration file DEFAULT.CFG) onto a disk for which the 
workstation has write permission. This may be the workstation hard disk or, for 
diskless machines, a partition of the server hard disk which has appropriate 
permissions. 
The installation is done by running the NETINST program. This creates a working 
directory, called BOFS by default, into which the files are copied. To run the 
software, make this the current directory and change the network read only partition 
to the BOFS software directory. 
For example, consider a diskless workstation which has read only access to the 
server P drive and write access to the server H drive. In both cases the default 
directory name (BOFS) has been used. The commands required to run the UWPLOT 









S1.4 DIY Troubleshooting 
BODC will provide a user support service as described in the next section. The aim 
of this section is to off er some simple troubleshooting procedures for what we predict 
will be the most commonly reported system error. 
The error in question is the 'file not found' message. The programs require numerous 
control and data files, some of which normally reside on magnetic disk and others 
which are expected to be on the CD-ROM. The software is written in such a way that 
it will run with a file missing if at all possible. However, in these circumstances it 
may have some facilities withdrawn. 
If you have reason to suspect that the pro gram has failed to find a file, the following 
checklist may help to find the problem. 
1) It is recommended that the program is run with \BOFS specified as the current 
directory. If a path command has been set up to allow it to run from other 
directories, problems will certainly result unless the configuration file is modified 
accordingly and the program is given the full configuration file pathname as a 
command line parameter. 
So, the first thing to do is to rerun the program with \BOFS as the current 
directory. If all goes weIl here, double check the configuration file used. Advice on 
changing configuration files Is given in the program documentation that folIows. 
2) The documentation encourages users to work from magnetic disk rather than the 
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CD-ROM if at all possible to enhance performance. If the BOFS North Atlantic 
Data Set CD-ROM is not currently in the reader, insert it and rerun the program. 
If this clears the problem, then either some of the files required have not been 
copied from the CD-ROM or the configuration file has not been modified to reflect 
the fact that the files have moved. 
S 1. 5 BODe User Support 
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With a data system as complex as the BOFS North Atlantic Data Set CD-ROM there 
will inevitably be a learning overhead. The manual includes a lot of information but 
this is structured and has been written to be as readable as possible. The answers 
to many queries will be located in the following pages: please try and find them. 
If the query concerns the data, then the data documentation induded on the 
CD-ROM may well contain the answer. These files are there for your information: 
please look at them. 
There are three circumstances where users should contact BODC. First, ifyou have 
a query concerning the data or the software and cannot find the answer in the 
manual or the data documentation. Secondly, If you have any comments on any 
aspect of the data product: we place a high value on user feedback. 
Thirdly, whilst every effort has been made to test the software thoroughly, it Is 
impossible to guarantec that programs of this complexity are totally bug free. If bugs 
are reported to BODC, they will be investigated and flXed. The main purpose of 
CD-ROM user registration is to allow BODC to communicate known problems and, 
if necessary, issue subsequent software releases. 
When reporting a bug please prepare a thorough description of the problem, the 
circumstances which generated it and the environment in which the program was 
being run. Should the pro gram give a diagnostics window please include the 
information presented verbatim. 
The provision of a user support service over the telephone is difficult if not 
impossible. Please use either e-mail, fax or letter post to communicate with BODC. 
All communications concerning the CD-ROM should be directed to: 
BOFS CD-ROM Support 
BODC 
Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory 
Bidston Observatory 
Birkenhead 




BODC undertake to acknowledge all enquiries within 48 hours. In most cases, the 
full response will be available on this timescale. If not, an estimate will be given of 
the anticipated delay. 
Sectlon S2 
Underway Data Display 
S2.1 Introduction 
Whilst at sea, Discovery and Charles Darwin continuously monitored the surface 
water whtch, together with meteorologtcal measurements, forms the surface 
underway data set. Included on the CD-ROM are 11 files (one per cruise) of 
underway data. These are large data files, typically containing 50,000 records with 
up to 27 data channels. The programs described in this section and in 5ection 53 
provide the user with simple, relatively rapid access to these vast quantities of data. 
Program UWPLOT allows user specified subsets of the data to be plotted as time 
series on the screen. Program UWLISf, described in Section 53, allows such subsets 
to be 11sted to screen, printer or disk, thus overcoming the problems associated with 
binary data storage. 
S2.2 Gettlng Started 
UWPLOT is a menu driven program which plots up to six channels on the y-axis 
against a common time x-axis. Due to the quantity of data and PC memory 
!imitations, the program requires 320 Kbytes of free space on the hard disk for use 
as a disk cache. 
The program is run from the BOFS directory thus: 
cd \BOF5 
uwplot <filename.cfg> 
The command line parameter is the name of the configuration file to be used. If none 
is specified, the program uses the flle DEFAULT.CFG. Advice on customising the 
program by means of the configuration flle is given in section 52.6 below. 
S2.3 The Underway Data Menu 
Once the program has started the Underway Data Menu. accessed by pressing any 
mouse button. appears thus: 
5elect Crwse 




Display Qnderway Data 










It can be seen that on each line of the menu, one character Is underlined. This 
denotes the 'hot key' for the menu option. Thus, the 'Select Cruise' option may be 
invoked by either pointing to the menu Item with the mouse cursor and cllcking the 
left mouse button or by selecting Alt-R (pressing Alt and R keys simultaneously) on 
the keyboard, no matter where the mouse cursor Is located. 'Hot keys' are available 
throughout the menu interface. The menu options may also be traversed using the 
up and down arrow keys. 
At this stage, the user makes a declsion concerning the manner in which the 
program Is to be used. Data selections may be totally text based. Altematively, the 
selection process may be supported graphlcally by a bathymetric chart of the North 
Atlantic Ocean. 
The choice is govemed by the user's familiarity with the data, the power of the PC 
running the program and the user's patience. The graphical option puts the data 
selected into its spatial context and consequently provides a lot of help to users who 
are unsure where the Charles Darwin was on 28/4/1990. However, It involves 
plotting a large amount of data to the PC screen and consequently it can take time 
on less powerful (~86 or 486SX) machines. 
The manual is written on the assumption that most users will want to take 
advantage of the graphical support. Consequently, this option Is documented first. 
Users wishing to work in text only mode should move on to Section S2.5. 
S2.4 Using the Location Map 
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Selecting 'Display Location Map' from the Underway Data Menu results in a 
bathymetric map of the North Atlantic to be drawn, using equidistant cylindrical 
projection, from the GEBCO 5th edition contour data. Once the map has been 
drawn, pressing the left mouse button brings up the Location Map Menu thus: 
Select ~ruise 
Select Qate 
Toggle Plot /yea 
Cruise Track Plot 
Lat/Long G[id Menu 
Select DeEths 
Display Qnderway Data 










Choosing the 'Select Cruise' causes a subsidiary menu to appear containing the 
mnemonics, start dates and end dates of all the cruises included in the data set. The 
required cruise is selected by highlighting it and pressing the left mouse button. 
If the data for the cruise selected cannot be found, a windowed error message is 
displayed. This may be cleared by pressing the left mouse button, leaving the 
previous cruise definition in force. It is unlikely that this error will be encountered 
unless the configuration fIle has been edited or the wrong CD-ROM is in the drive. 
The 'Select Cruise' option does not automatically cause the screen to redraw. The 
only visible change is the mnemonic displayed in the menu window. To redraw the 
screen, select 'Display Location Map' after making any other desired changes to the 
menu settings. 
S2.4.2 Select Date 
The 'Select Date' option is used to specify which day of data from the cruise is to be 
displayed. The initial result depends upon the other Location Map Menu options in 
force. If, for any of a number of reasons, the track plot of the current cruise is not 
displayed an automatic redraw including the cruise track is enforced. 
The cruise track may be displayed in segments of two alternating colours. The 
colours change at midnight each day. The letters 'S' and 'E' are plotted at the start 
and end of the currently selected (initially the first) day of the cruise. Pressing the left 
mouse button moves these forwards one day: pressing the right mouse button moves 
them backwards one day. Moving backwards from the first day selects the last day 
ano vice versa. 
Through this mechanism it is possible to see where the ship was located during each 
day of the cruise. Once the required day is bounded by the 'S' and the 'E' it may be 
selected by pressing the 'Enter' key, pressing the middle mouse button (for those with 
a three button mouse and driver) or by pressing the left and right mouse buttons 
simultaneously. 
S2.4.3 Toggle Plot Area 
The background plot may be specifled to cover either the area occupied by the 
current cruise or the area occupied by all 11 cruises. Selecting the Toggle Plot Area' 
switches from one choice to the other. 
The Toggle Plot Area' option does not automatically cause the screen to redraw. The 
only visible change is the display in the menu window. To redraw the screen, select 
'Display Location Map' after making any other desired changes to the menu settings. 
S2.4.4 eruise Track Plot 
The 'Cruise Track Plot' option determines whether or not the cruise track is to be 
drawn on the background map. When one considers that the main objective of the 
location map is to allowa subset of the cruise track to be chosen, the ability to turn 
off the cruise track might seem a little strange. However, the cruise track consists of 
thousands of points and takes quite a long time to draw. Consequently, interactive 
development of base map appearance is speeded up considerably if cruise track 
plotting is suppressed. 
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The 'Cruise Track Plot' option does not automatically cause the screen to redraw, The 
only visible change is the display in the menu window. To redraw the screen, select 
'Display Location Map' after making any other desired changes to the menu settings. 
S2.4.5 Lat/Long Grid Menu 
Selecting the 'Lat/Long Grid Menu' brings up a subsidiruy menu which allows the 








The 'Display Grid' option controls whether (On) or not (Oft) a grid is produced. 
Choosing 'Select Colour' brings up achart ofthe available colours. Simply place the 
mouse cursor on the desired colour and press the left mouse button to select it. The 
'Plot Mode' option determines whether the grid is simply superimposed over the 
background (Copy) or allows the background to show through (Xor). Note that some 
experimentation may be required to determine the optimum grid colour if the latter 
option is selected. 
The 'Lat/Long Grid Menu' option does not automatically cause the screen to redraw. 
This is done by selecting 'Display Location Map' after making any other desired 
changes to the menu settings. 
S2.4.6 Select Depths 
Choosing the 'Select Depths' option allows the depth contours included in the base 
map to be specified. By default, the 200m, 300m, 400m, 500m, 600m, 700m, BOOm, 
900m, lOOOm, 2000m, 3000m, 4000m and 5000m contours are included. However, 
contours at 100m intervals from 100m to 5500m plus the 50m contour are available 
and the user is free to choose as many or as few of these as desired. 
The selection mechanism is simple. A window is presented containing all the 
available depths. Contours are selected or deselected by pointing to them with the 
mouse cursor and clicking the left mouse button. Selected contours are flagged by 
chevrons. An 'Invert' option is available. This selects all deselected contours and 
deselects all selected contours. Once the required contours have been specified, 
select 'Done' to return to the Location Map Menu. 
The 'Select Depths' option does not automatically cause the screen to redraw. This 
is done by selecting 'Display Location Map' after making any other desired changes 
to the menu settings. 
S2.4.7 Display Underway Data 
Choosing this option causes the track plot and background map to be replaced, after 
a delay for reading in the data, by the time series plot of the data for the date 
specified. Unless specified previously, the parameters displayed will be the first 6 
channels in the binary merge file. However, these may be easily changed by pressing 
the left mouse button to reveal the Underway Data Menu (Section 2.5) and invoking 
the 'Select Channels' option. 
Any of the options from the Underway Data Menu may be invoked at this stage. To 
return to the base map, select 'Display Location Map'. 
S2.4.8 Display Location Map 
The purpose of this option is to redraw the base map bringing into effect any changes 
made to the Location Map Menu options. 
S2.4.9 Save Screen 
Choosing 'Save Screen' allows the screen image to be saved to disk in a user specified 
file. A subsidiary menu appears that allows the cursor to be hidden on the saved 
screen and offers three file formats: 'PCX', 'IMG' and unformatted as weIl as HP 
PaintJet or LaserJet print images. The latter options are useful for printing to disk: 
the resulting files may then be copied to the appropriate printer. The PaintJet option 
offers paper or transparency output (differing ink densities) and a choice of portrait 
or landscape orientation. 
'PCX' is a popular PC graphics format which may be imported into a range of 
software packages inc1uding the Paintbrush package supplied as part ofWindows. 
Shareware packages such as Paintshop Pro and commercial packages such as Corel 
Draw can also import PCX files. 
The ability to export into PCX provides a powerful tool for Windows users who wish 
to produce hard copy screen dumps. Whilst UWPLOT has a 'Print Screen' option, the 
devices supported are restricted to HP LaserJet and PaintJet printers. However, a 
PCX file loaded into Paintbrush may be printed on any device for which Windows 
printer drivers are available. In other words, virtually anything. 
'IMG' is a standard format used by older PC artwork packages, sometimes referred 
to as a 'GEM File'. It is anticipated that most users will use PCX in preference to 
IMG. 
The unformatted option produces a file containing a VGA bit plane dump: essentially 
the screen memory is dumped to disko A simple utility, 'DISPLAY', is provided to 
allow these files to be displayed on the screen within seconds. Unformatted files are 
of fixed size (156482 bytes). PCX and IMG formats employ compression and, 
consequently, are more compact. 
Once the format has been selected, the program prompts for the filename into which 
the image is to be written. This should be provided without a file extension. The 
program automatically appends .PCx, .IMG or .WOG as appropriate. 
If the cursor is to be displayed, it can be moved to its required position, maybe 
pointing out an area of interest, and a mouse button pressed to lock it in position for 
the duration of the screen save. 
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Saving the image to disk can take some time. Completion is signalled by the return 
of the menu to the screen. 
S2.4.1O Print Screen 
The 'Print Screen' option allows a hard copy of the screen to be obtained on either an 
HP PaintJet colour graphics printer or an HP LaserJet laser printer. Additional 
options on the menu allow control over whether the mouse cursor is hidden and 
specification of the printer port. 
When a hard copy output has been requested, the program checks whether a device 
is connected to the specified port. It cannot, however, check that the device is ofthe 
required type. The result of an attempt to output to a device other than those 
specified (or a suitable emulation) is unpredictable but a system crash is likely. 
S2.4.11 General Utllities 
Choosing this option brings up the General Utilities Menu which allows user control 
over screen colours and program operation through the following options: 
Change §creen Colour 
Change Menu Colours 
Change Plot Defaults 







The 'Change Screen Colour' option allows the background rolour to be changed. A 
colour from the available palette is selected by pointing to it with the mouse cursor 
and clicking the left mouse button. 
Selecting 'Change Menu Colours' allows the colour of the menu components listed 








Once again selecting a menu component brings up a colour palette from which the 
desired colour is chosen by pointing and clicking. The 'highlighted' option requires 
colours to be specified for the foreground (the text) and background. 
The 'Change Plot Defaults' option brings up a menu which allows various aspects of 
both Location Map and Time Series Plot to be changed. The choices offered are: 
Set fruise Track Options 
Set Map Background Colour 
Set MIDJ Border Colour 
Set ~ey Columns 
S~t Key Background Colour 
Set Key Foreground Colour 
Set Key ~order Colour 
Underway A!es Colour 
Underway lltle Colour 
Underway T!me Bar Colour 
frevious Menu 
The bulk of the options provided by this menu allows the colour of various 
components of the plots to be set as desired using the point and dick mechanism 
described above. The exceptions are 'Set Cruise Track Options' and 'Set Key 
Columns'. The former allows the user to choose between the two colour track plot 
showmg day boundaries and a single colour track plot. The latter gives user control 
over the shape of the map key: this may be tall and thin (1 column), short and wide 
(7 columns) or somewhere in between. 
The 'Save Configuration File' option allows changes made through the General Utility 
Menu to be saved to disk for use with subsequent program executions. The changes 
may either be saved to the default file (DEFAULT.CFG) or to a user specified filename. 
In general, the latter option would appear the safer course. The customised 
configuration file may then be invoked as a command line parameter on future 
program runs. 
The 'Colour Palettes' option requires a little explanation. The program runs in VGA 
16 colour mode. In other words, 16 colours may be displayed on the screen at any 
one time. However, these colours are selected from a palette of 65,536 different hues. 
This option allows the actual hues mapped to the 16 screen colours used (the palette) 
to be changed by the user. It 1s possible to load palettes from a disk file, to 
interactively modify the palette and to save a modified palette to a disk file. Filenames 
only should be specified as the program automatically appends a .PAL file extension. 
The 'Menu Hierarchy' option toggles automatie transfer of control between menus on 
and off. If the option is switched on, simply moving the mouse pointer from the 
current menu to a higher level menu transfers control to the higher level menu. If it 
is switched off, transfer of control may only be achieved by selecting the 'Previous 
Menu' option. 
The 'Disk Buffering' option toggles disk buffering on and off. If the option is turned 
off, the program runs faster but consumes more memory. The option should only be 
turned on if problems due to memory shortage are encountered. 
S2.5 Using the Underway Data Menu 
The Underway Data Menu is encountered either at the start of the program or when 
the left mouse button is pressed with an Underway Time Series Plot on the screen. 








Display !:!nderway Data 









Defaults have been assigned for the cruise, time scale, date, channels and flags. 
Thus, assuming the defaults are as supplied, if the 'Display Plot' option Is executed 
Immediately, a plot is displayed of the data collected on Charles Darwin 46 during 
28/4/1990 which have the quallty control flags set to 'G', 'U' or T . The default 
channels plotted are whatever happen to be the first six channels In the data file. 
The first task for the user is to replace these defaults with the values required to 
produce the desired image. Menu selections are made by manipulating the mouse to 
highlight the required option and presslng the left mouse button. If the cursor is 
moved from a menu Into the bounds of a higher level menu wlndow, control is passed 
to that hlgher level menu unless the 'Menu Hierarchy' option has been switched off 
(Section 2.5.10). 
S2.5.1 Select eruise 
Choosing the 'Select Cruise'causes a subsidiary menu to appear containlng the 
mnemonics, start dates and end dates of all the cruises included in the data set. The 
required cruise is selected by highlighting It and pressing the left mouse button. 
If the dataJor the cruise selected cannot be found, a windowed error message is 
displayed. This may be cleared by pressing the left mouse button, leaving the 
previous cruise definition in force . It is unlikely that this error will be encountered 
unless the configuration file has been edited or the wrong CD-ROM is in the drive. 
S2.5.2 Select Time Scale 
Chooslng the 'Select Time Scale' option In the Underway Data Menu brings up a 







These speclfy the time span represented by the x-axis which is plotted across the full 
width of the screen. If the interval selected Is less than 24 hours, a further menu 
appearsto allow the part ofthe day to be specified. 
S2.5.3 Select Date 
Choosing the 'Select Date' option from the Underway Data Menu produces a 
subsidiary menu containing all the dates spanned by the current cruise. The date 
required Is selected by pointing and clicking. Note that if 'FulJ. Cruise' has been 
selected from the 'Select TIme Scale' option, the 'Select Date' option is unavailable. 
S2.5.4 Sclect Channcls 
Choosing the 'Select Channels' option from the Underway Data Menu displays a 
subsidiary menu showing the parameters currently assigned to each of the six plots 
which will appear on the screen. The parameters to be changed are selected one at 
a time by pointing and clicking. Each time a further menu appears offering the 
available alternatives and one of these is selected, again by pointing and clicking. 
An 'Unused Channel' option is included in the parameter list. This allows control over 
the number of plots which appear on the screen. If all six plot channels are assigned, 
the screen is subdivided into three horiwntal segments and two channels are plotted 
in each segment. If, for example, channels 1 and 2 are assigned to actual parameters 
and the other four are set to 'Unused Channel', the fuH height of the screen is used 
for the plot, giving improved vertical resolution. 
The foHowing table summarises the results of some example combinations of used 
and unused channels: 
CbalUlel Number 0% Plots per segment 
123456 serssn segments Seg 1 Seg 2 
1CXXXXX 3 2 
XJCXJDC- 3 :1 
JCXXX-- :1 :1 
xx---- 1 :1 
-x-x-x 3 1 
-xxxx- 3 1 
x-x-x- 3 1 
x-x--- :1 1 
-----x 3 0 
--x--- :1 0 
x = CbalUlel assigned to a data parameter 

















Of the exampIes shown, the latter two produce results which are less desirable with 
two thirds or a half of the screen used to no good effect. The best way to fully 
appreciate the capabilities provided by the 'Unused Channel' option is to run the 
program and experiment. 
S2.5.5 Select Flags 
Each data value in the underway data files has an associated quality control flag 
assigned during BODC screening of the data set. The flag values used are: 
'0' - Good data value 
l' - Interpolated data value 
'U' - Value outside range of calibration 
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'N' - Null (absent) data 
'S' - Suspect data value 
'B' - Bad data value 
The program only includes in the plot those data points associated with the flags 
selected. In general, data points flagged 'G', 'U' or 'I' represent the 'acceptable' data 
in the data set: hence the default flag settings. However, the user is free to choose 
any subset of flags. 
To do this, choose the 'Select Flags' option. A menu appears with the the six possible 
flags. With the defaults set, three of these {G, U and n will be marked as selected by 
a chevron. Choosing a marked flag deselects it: choosing an unmarked flag selects 
it. Once the desired list of flags has been assembled, return to the main menu. 
S2.5.6 Display Underway Data 
Selecting this option causes the data to be read in from disk and displayed as a time 
series plot. The read delay depends upon the hardware used and the amount of data 
required. Reading an entire cruise can take several minutes on slower machines. The 
full file is only read when necessary: a temporary file is used wherever possible to 
speed up the process. Once the plots have been produced, the Underway Data Menu 
may be restored by pressing the left mouse button. 
S2.5.7 Display Location Map 
Choosing this option causes a bathymetric base map to be drawn. Once the map is 
drawn, transfer may be controlled to the Location Map Menu documented in Sectlon 
2.4 by pressing the left mouse button. 
S2.5.8 Save Screen 
Choosing 'Save Screen' allows the screen image to be saved to disk in a user specifled 
file. A subsidiary menu appears that allows the cursor to be hidden on the saved 
screen and offers three file formats: 'PCX', 'IMG' and unformatted, as weIl as output 
in HP PaintJet or LaserJet print images. The latter options are useful for printing 
from disk on other machines linked to these printeres. The PaintJet option offers 
paper or transparency output (which use different ink densitles) and portrait or 
landscape orientation. 
'PCX' is a popular PC graphics format which may be imported into a range of 
software packages inc1uding the Paintbrush package supplied as part of Windows. 
Shareware packages such as Paintshop Pro and commercial packages such as Corel 
Draw can also import PCX files. 
The ability to export into PCX provides a powerfui tool for Windows users who wish 
to produce hard copy screen dumps. Whilst UWPLOT has a 'Print Screen' option, the 
devices supported are restricted to HP LaserJet and PaintJet printers. However, a 
PCX file loaded into Paintbrush may be printed on any device for which Windows 
printer drivers are available. In other words, virtually anything. 
'IMG' is a standard format used by older PC artwork packages, sometimes referred 
to as a 'GEM File'. It is anticipated that most users will use PCX in preference to 
IMG. 
Tbe unformatted option produces a file containing a VGA bit plane dump: essentially 
the screen memory is dumped to disko A simple utility, 'DISPLAY', is provided to 
allow these files to be displayed on the screen within seconds. Unformatted files are 
of fIxed size (156482 bytes). PCX and IMG formats employ compression and, 
consequently, are more compact. 
Once the format has been selected, the program prompts for the filename into which 
the image is to be written. This should be provided without a file extension. Tbe 
program automatically appends .pex, .IMG or .WDG as appropriate. 
Saving the image to disk can take some time. Completion is signalled by the return 
of the menu to the screen. 
S2.5.9 Print Screen 
Tbe 'Print Screen' option allows a hard copy of the screen to be obtained on either an 
HP PaintJet colour graphics printer or an HP LaserJet laser printer. Additional 
options on the menu allow control over whether the mouse cursor is hidden and 
specification of the printer port. 
When a hard copy output has been requested, the program checks whether a device 
is connected to the specified port. It cannot, however, check that the device is ofthe 
required type. Tbe result of an attempt to output to a device other than those 
specified (or a suitable emulation) is unpredictable but a system crash Is likely. 
S2.5.1O General Utilities 
Choosing this option brings up the General Utilities Menu which allows user control 
over screen colours and program operation through the following options: 
Change §creen Colour 
Change M.enu Colours 
Change P!ot Defaults 







The 'Change Screen Colour' option allows the background colour to be changed. A 
colour from the available palette Is selected by pointing to it with the mouse cursor 
and clicking the left mouse button. 
Selecting 'Change Menu Colours' allows the colour of the menu components listed 










Once again selecting a menu component brings up a colour palette from which the 
desired colour is chosen by pointing and cIicking. The 'highlighted' option requires 
colours to be specified for the foreground (the text) and background. 
The 'Change Plot Defaults' option brings up a menu which allows various aspects of 
both Location Map and Time Series Plot to be changed. The choices offered are: 
Set fruise Track Options 
Set ,Map Background Colour 
Set M~ Border Colour 
Set ~ey Columns 
S~t Key Background Colour 
Set Key Foreground Colour 
Set Key ~order Colour 
Underway ~es Colour 
Underway litle Colour 
Underway Time Bar Colour 
Previous Menu 
The bulk of the options provided by this menu allows the colour of various 
components of the plots to be set as desired using the point and click mechanism 
described above. The exceptions are 'Set Cruise Track Options' and 'Set Key 
Columns'. The former allows the user to choose between the default two colour track 
plot showing day boundaries and a single colour track plot. The latter gives user 
control over the shape.of the map key: this may be tall and thin (1 column), short 
and wide (7 columns) or somewhere in between. 
The 'Save Configuration File' option allows changes made through the General Utility 
Menu to be saved to disk for use with subsequent program executions. The changes 
may either be saved to the default file (DEFAULT.CFG) or to a user specified filename. 
In general, the latter option would appear the safer course. The custornised 
configuration file may then be invoked as a command line parameter on future 
program runs. 
The 'Colour Palettes' option requires a little explanation. The program runs in VGA 
16 colour mode. In other words, 16 colours may be displayed on the screen at any 
one time. However, these colours are selected from a palette of65,536 different hues. 
This option allows the actual hues mapped to the 16 screen colours used (the palette) 
to be changed by the user. It is possible to load palettes from a disk file , to 
interactively modify the palette and to save a modified palette to a disk file. Filenames 
only should be specified as the program automatically appends a .PAL file extension. 
The 'Menu Hierarchy' option toggles automatie transfer of control between menus on 
and off. If the option is switched on, simply moving the mouse pointer from the 
current menu to a higher level menu transfers control to the higher level menu. If it 
is switched off, transfer of control may only be achieved by selecting the 'Previous 
Menu' option. 
The 'Disk Buffering' option toggles disk buffering on and off. If the option is tumed 
off, the program runs faster but consumes more memory. The option should only be 
turned on if problems due to memory shortage are encountered. 
S2.6 Customising the program 
Customisation of the program is achieved by editing various files used by the 
program. The most important of these is the configuration file. By default, the 
program uses the file DEFAULT.CFG but a custom file may be specified as a 
command Hne parameter. As the default is used by several ofthe programs suppHed 
with the CD-ROM it is safer to use customised copies. However, if the default is to 
be customised make a backup of it before making any changes. 
Only a sub set of the records in the configuration file has an effect on this program. 
These records are listed below and their function described. Tbe text up to and 
including the first colon of each line is a comment. Everything following the first 
colon is regarded as a variable and is taken literally. Particular care must be taken 
when editing to avoid the insertion of additional embedded blanks: LIGHT CYAN is 
NOT the same as LIGHTCYAN. 
Some changes may be made to the configuration file using the 'General Utilities' 
option within the program. The following records may be changed in this way: 
Screen background : WHITE 
Menu background : CYAN 
active options :LIGHTCYAN 
inactive options :LIGHTGRAY 
border : WHITE 
title : RED 
highlight text : LIGHTRED 
Background : BLACK 
Menu Hierarchy : TRUE 
Default underway axes colour 
Default underway title colour 
Default underway timeoar colour 
Default Map background 
Default Map border 
Default Key background 
Default Key foreground 
Default Key border 
Default Cruisetrack Colour 1 
Default Cruisetrack Colour 2 
Single Colour Cruisetrack 
Plot Cruisetrack 
Latitude/Longitude Grid Colour 
Latitude/Longitude Grid Display 
















However, some users may wish to do all the changes to the configuration file in a 
single text editing session and the following notes are provided for their assistance. 
Most ofthe records above control the colours used for the user interface menus and 



















With one exception, the remaining options are control switches which may be set to 
TRUE to turn the option on or FALSE to turn it off. The Latltude/Longitude Grid 
wrtte mode must be set to either COPY or XOR The effects of these switches are 
documented in the 'General Utilities' seetion above (82.5.10). 
The remainder of the configuration file may only be changed using an editor or word 
processor. Windows users will find Notepad ideally suited to the job. These records 
specify where vartous files required by the software rnay be found and the default 
cruise. 
The default cruise is specified by the record: 
Oefault cruise :C046 
Note that the cruise mnemonic must be in upper case. 
The following tell the program where to look for its internal control files and the data. 
Parameter filename 
BM Cruise filename 
Underway limits file 










: C: \ BOFS 
:C :\BOFS 
:C:\BOFS\OEPCOOES.OAT 
Additional custornisation is possible by directing the program to modified copies of 
same of these control files. The file PARA.DAT should be left weIl alone: 
custornisation using this file is possible but is beyond the scope of this manual. 
However, the following changes controlling the extent and location ofthe input data 
are straightforward and advantageous. 
As supplied, the program works from the full set of binary merge files on the 
CD-ROM reading the data from that device. Although the technology is currently 
improving rapidly, many CD-ROM readers are slow devices and the binary merge files 
are big flies. 
Consequently, extensive use of UWPLOT can become very time consurning. 
Transfernng the data set onto a hard disk will speed things up considerably. 
However, the entire data set requires some 100 Mbytes of hard disk which are 
unlikely to be available. 
Let us therefore consider how to work from a sub set of the data on hard disko For 
example, consider a user who wishes to work on the data set from the three 1989 
North Atlantic Bloom Experiment (NABE) cruises (Discovery 182, 183 and 184). 
Assurning that the CD-ROM is the D disk and the hard disk is the C disk, the data 
may be transferred from the'CD-ROM using the comrnands: 
mkdir c:\nabe 
copy d:\undeIWay\dil8*.bmm c:\nabe\dil8*.bmm 
The next stage is to tell the program that there are only three cruises of data 
available. This is done by making a copy of the file SMCRUISE.DAT and editing the 
copy so that only those cruises that are available remain. The copy, let us call it 
NABE.DAT, must reside in the same directory as SMCRUISE.DAT. 
Finally, the following changes need to be made to DEFAULT.CFG: 
Default cruise 
BM Cruise filename 
BM file directory 
to 
Default cruise 
BM Cruise filename 
BM file directory 
:CD46 
:C:\BOFS\BMCRUISE.DAT 




Note that the default cruise has been ehanged to one that exists in the reduced data 
set. The program would still work if SMCRUISE.DAT were used. However, the user 
would be able to seleet cruises for whieh there were no data files, resulting in system 
error messages and user frustration. 
The CD-ROM directory SATHY contains the contour information used to produce the 
base map. If users find base map drawing painfully slow, the contents of this 
directory should be transferred to hard disk and the 'Sathymetry Directory' entry in 
the configuration file ehanged aeeordingly. The disk space used is relatively small ( 1-
2 Mbytes) but, unless the CD-ROM drive is one of the latest SCSI devices, the 
inerease in performance is dramatic. 
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8ection 83 
Underway Data Selection and Format Conversion 
83.1 Introduction 
Whilst at sea, Discovery and Charles Darwin continuously monitored the surface 
water which, together with meteorological measurements, forms the surface 
underway data set. Inc1uded on the CD-ROM are 11 files (one per cruise) of 
underway data. These are large data files, typically containing 50,000 records with 
up to 27 data channels. The programs described in this section and in Section S2 
provide the user with simple, relatively rapid access to these vast quantities of data. 
The basic function of program UWLIST is to list the data from an underway data file 
in binary merge format to screen, printer or disko It is, however, a far more flexible 
tool than this brief description suggests. Using the program it is possible to extract 
subsets of the data using a variety of techniques. 
Further, the binary merge file consists of spot values collected every 30 seconds. 
UWLIST can either output these spot values or generate averages over a user 
specified time interval. BOFS participants who have used the underway data files 
available over JANET will recognise UWLIST as MRGLIST with a vastly improved user 
interface. 
83.2 Getting 8tarted 
The program is run from the BOFS directory thus: 
cd \BOFS 
uwlist <filename.cfg> 
The command line parameter is the name of the configuration file to be used. If none 
is specified, the program uses the file DEFAULT.CFG. Advice on customising the 
program by means of the configuration file is given in section 53.4 below. 
Once the title screen appears, pressing the left mouse button brings up the 
Underway Data Retrieval menu. 
83.3 Underway Data Retrieval Menu 
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The Underway Data Retrieval Menu provides the following options: 
Select fruise 
Select P!!I"ameters 
5elect .!'iull Flags 
Select Spot or Mean 




Select Output !:onnat 
.Q.isplay Selection Criteria 




Menu options may be selected by moving the cursor with the mouse (pointing) to the 
option, thus highlighting it, and clicking the left mouse button. Alternatively, 'hot 
keys' may be used. Each menu option has one character underlined to signify Its 'hot 
key'. Thus selecting Alt-C (pressing the Alt and C keys together) invokes the 'Select 
Cruise' option. The menu options may also be transferred using the up and down 
arrowkeys. 
Unless 'Menu Hierarchy' Is turned off using the 'General Utilities', control is 
transferred from a subsidiary menu to a menu higher in the hierarchy by simply 
moving the mouse cursor into the higher level menu. 
83.3.1 Select eruise 
The 'Se1ect Cruise' option allows the user to choose the cruise of interest. A menu is 
offered containing the identifying mnemonies of the available cruises (11 if working 
from the CD-ROM) together with the dates when data logging commenced and 
ceased. The desired cruise is selected by pointing and c1icking. 
83.3.2 Select Parameters 
The 'Se1ect Parameters' option brings up a menu offering the parameters that are 
available for the selected cruise. Date, time. latitude and longitude are always 
inc1uded in the output listing and may not be suppressed by the user. Parameters 
are selected and dese1ected by pointing and c1icking. Selected parameters are marked 
as such by chevrons on the menu display. Once all the desired parameters have been 
selected, control is returned to the Underway Data Retrieval menu by selecting 
'Previous Menu'. 
It can be seen from Seetion D3 that the parameter set differs markedly from cruise 
to cruise. The parameter set offered by the program is obtained by interrogating the 
binary merge file header. Consequently, it is a nonsense to se1ect the parameters 
before selecting the cruise. If no parameters are selected, any output will contain 
date. time, latitude and longitude on!y. 
83.3.3 Select Null Flags 
The 'Select Null Flags' option is the first in the list to offer data subsetting. In the 
case of spot values (i.e. not averages) it is helpful to consider the records of the 
binary merge file as bricks which have a number of different shapes. The data 
subsetting options may then be regarded as a set of sieves with holes whose shape 
is controlled by the option settings. By default, these sieves have holes which allow 
any shaped brick to pass through. However, holes may be selectively c10sed off so 
that only bricks of the required shape are obtained. 
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The first 'sieve' is controlled by the 'Select Null Flags' option. Choosing this produces 
a menu which is almost identical to that presented for the 'Select Parameters' option. 
The only difference is the parameters available for user tagging are latitude, longitude 
and those parameters selected for inclusion in the output file. The desired 
parameters are again chosen by pointing and clicking. 
Let us now consider the effect on the output of specifying parameters through the 
'Select Null Flags' option. The binary merge files contain a data value for every 30 
second time slot within their time spans. If a parameter was logged less frequently, 
the missing time slots are filled with null values. UWLIST only outputs those records 
from the binary merge file which have non-null values for all parameters specified in 
the 'Select Null Flags' list. 
For example, let us consider a case where the relationship between dissolved oxygen 
and chlorophyll is to be examined. The parameters required would be oxygen, 
chlorophyll, temperature and salinity. However, dissolved oxygen was sampled every 
5 minutes whereas the other parameters were sampled every 30 seconds. Records 
with null oxygen are useless: all they do is increase the volume of output. If oxygen 
is specified using the 'Select Null Flags' option, only records which include an oxygen 
value are output. 
S3.3.4 Select Spot or Mean: Spot Values 
The 'Select Spot or Mean' option gives access to a suite of additional 'sieves' which 
maybe used to further the subsetting ofthe data. On selection, a menu offering 'Use 
Spot Values' or 'Use Average Values' is offered. Ifthe former is selected, the following 
menu appears: 
Qutput All Records 
Use Iime Range 
Use PQsition Range 
Use P!!I"ameter Range 
Use §ubset of Data 
,Erevious Menu 
Please note that these are offered as alternatives. It is not possible to have a subset 
of the data specified by 'Use Time Range' and 'Use Position Range'. It is, however, 
possible to specify one of these secondary sieves whether or not a primary sieve has 
been specified through the 'Select Null Flags' option. 
The 'Output All Records' option is provided to allow recovery should a secondary 
sieve be specified accidentally. The other options are now discussed in detail. 
'Use Time Range' 
The 'Use Time Range' option allows the data output to be restricted to those records 
logged within a specified time range. For example, users can select data from a 
particular event described in a cruise report. 
When the option is selected a menu appears requesting the desired start date. This 
contains a list of all the dates covered by the cruise. The required date is highlighted 
and then selected by pressing the left mouse button. A further window appears 
asking for the start time to be supplied from the keyboard. This procedure is 
repeated for the end date and time. 
'Use Position Range' 
The 'Use Position Range' option allows data to be selected from within a user 
specified box. For example, one may want to extract data for the JGOFS 47°N station 
from each of the BOFS cruises that visited the region. 
A menu is presented offering either a graphical interface ('Select Using the Map') or 
the keyboard. If the graphical interface is chosen, a map of the cruise track overlain 
on a bathymetric chart (GEBCO 5th Edition drawn using equidistant cylindrical 
projection) is produced. A 'rubber banding' method is used to define the area of 
interest. The cursor is moved to one corner of the desired box and the left mouse 
button is pressed to anchor it. Further movements of the cursor cause an elastic 
sided box to be drawn with its diagonal between the cursor and the anchor point. 
Once this box covers the desired region, press the left mouse button again to 
complete the selection. Should the anchor be dropped in the wrong place, it may be 
released by pressing the right mouse button. 
The main cost of using the graphical interface is the time taken to draw the base 
map. This may be speeded up considerably by copying the contents of the CD-ROM 
BATHY directory and the binary merge fiie onto the PC's hard disk and modifying the 
configuration file accordingly as described in section S3.4. 
If keyboard input is selected, the program prompts for the southern, northern, 
western and eastern limits ofthe desired box. Values are required in decimal degrees 
(e.g. -20.5 for 200 30'W). Note that as all BOFS longitudes lie west of Greenwich, they 
must be supplied as negative values. 
'Use Parameter Range' 
The 'Use Parameter Range' option allows output to be restricted to those records 
where the values of a user specified parameter are confined within a user specified 
range. For example, data from surface waters where blooms are active may be 
obtained by specifying a chlorophyll range. 
On selecting the option a menu is offered containing the available parameters. The 
parameter to be used is selected by pointing and clicking. The program then prompts 
for the minimum and maximum values to be considered. All records where the 
specified parameter value lies between these limits (inclusive) are output. 
'Use Subset of Data' 
The 'Use Subset of Data' option allows the volume of the output data file to be 
reduced by picking spot records from the binary merge file at regular intervals. For 
example, every tenth record may be picked giving an output file of spot values at 5 
minute intervals. This option will behave more predictably if it is not used in 
conjunction with null value output suppression. 
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When the option is selected, it requires the time of the first value to be included in 
the output. This is designed to allow output to be selected so it falls on the hour etc., 
but may also be used to suppress output from the beginning of a binary merge file. 
The start date is specified first. A menu appears containing the dates within the 
cruise. Simply highlight the desired date and select it by pressing the left mouse 
button. Next the program prompts for the start time to be entered via the keyboard. 
Finally, the program asks for the number of input records to be skipped after each 
record that is output. Thus, to obtain a data value every 5 minutes (Le. every 10 
records), the number of records which must be skipped is 9. 
S3.3.5 Select Spot or Mean: Mean Values 
The above seetion describes the methods available for reducing the volume of the 
output data by pulling out a subset of spot readings. If the data are of a consistent 
high quality, this presents no problems. Indeed, the flexible way in which the subsets 
may be defined bestows a clear advantage on the method. However, if the data 
include a significant proportion ofvalues flagged as spikes then it is quite possible 
for the data coverage to be unnecessarily degraded by this method. 
An alternative technique is to average the data. UWLIST is able to generate averages 
over a range of time intervals. The averages are computed using only those values 
which have been flagged as acceptable during quality control: any data flagged 'B' 
(bad), 'S' (suspect) or 'N' (null) are excluded from the computation of the mean. 
Should no good data be encountered, the average is set null. 
Averaged data are obtained by choosing the 'Select Spot or Mean' option followed by 
'Use Average Value'. A menu offering the available averaging intervals is presented 
and the desired interval selected by pointing and clicking. A further menu is 
presented allowing the averages to be determined for the entire file or for a specified 
time span within the file. If a limited time span is desired, it is specified in exactly the 
same way as is described for 'Use Time Range' above. 
In order that the output from the program be understood, the averaging algorithm 
needs to be defined. Let us consider the derivation ofhourly means for the entire file. 
The first mean will be determined from cycles 1 to 121 of the input file,and the 
output record is labelled with the time stamp from cycle 61. The next mean includes 
cycles 121 to 241 centred on cycle 181 and so on. Note that this will result in a 
rolling average if an interval of 1 minute is specified. 
It is possible to use averaging in combination with null value output suppression 
described above. If this is the case, the average is determined first and if the 
nominated parameters have null means, output of the record is suppressed. Null 
value output suppression is less powerful when used with averaged data but may be 
used to reduce the output volume ifthere are significant gaps in the data. Ifrequired 
it is specified using the 'Select Null Flags' option as described in Seetion S3.3.3. 
One word of caution. Included in the binary merge files for most cruises is a wind 
direction channel. Averaging this channel should NOT be attempted: the result will 
be garbage because of the effect of wrap around from 360 to zero. 
S3.3.6 Select Output Device 
By default, the program output is as ASCII codes directed to a printer connected to 
port LPTl. This may be changed through the 'Select Output Device' option. The 
output device may be chosen to be either the screen, a printer or a disk file. 
If the screen is selected, a menu appears which allows the text, background and 
border colours to be specified. Colours are chosen by pointing and c1icking on the 
palette ofIered. It is also possible to specify the number of lines of header 
information. These are lines oftext at the top ofthe screen which are not overwritten 
when the screen is refreshed allowing the header information to remain visible whilst 
all the data are listed. If the number of lines is set to the number of user selected 
parameters plus 6, the entire header is preserved. 
If a printer is selected, the menu interface allows the printer port to be changed from 
the default (LPTl) and for the printer driver to be selected. Drivers for generic text 
(ASCII), PostScript, LaserJet, PaintJet and Epson FX80 are available. 
If disk output is chosen, the user is able to specify the output ftIename. Otherwise 
the default, OUTPUT.DAT, is used. 
S3.3.7 Select Output Format 
The 'Select Output Format' option allows the deIimiters between items of text to be 
changed. By defauIt, the text is blank delimited. This may be changed to comma 
delimited or 'Lotus 123 delimited text'. The latter option is NOT Lotus 123 internal 
format (WKl, WK2 etc.) but comma delimited text with alphanumeric fields enclosed 
by double quotes. Microsoft Excel 4 users will know this as CSV format. 
S3.3.8 Display Selection Criteria 
Once the desired data sub set has been specified, the user is almost ready to generate 
the reformatted output data. However, before doing this it is wise to check that the 
data subset has been specified correct1y. This is achieved by selecting the 'Display 
Selection Criteria' option which lists the chosen selection criteria in an information 
window. Pressing the left mouse button returns control to the Underway Data 
Retrteval menu. 
S3.3.9 Output Selected Data 
Selecting 'Output Selected Data' causes the binary merge file to be output according 
to the options currently in force. This process takes time, even if the data are on 
magnetic disk, because the binary merge files are very large. The program's progress 
is continuously displayed on the screen to allow accurate estimates to be made of 
how long the formatting will take to complete. The output process may be aborted at 
any time by pressing the Esc key, or the right mouse button. 
Output to the screen is done on a screen by screen basis. Once a screen full of 
information has been digested, the next screen is obtained by pressing any key on 
the left mouse button. 
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S3.3.1O General Utilities 
Choosing this option brings up the General Utilities Menu which allows user control 
over screen colours and program operation through the following options: 
Change §.creen Colour 
Change Menu Colours 







The 'Change Screen Colour' option allows the background colour to be changed. A 
colour from the available palette is selected by pointing to it with the mouse cursor 
and clicking the left mouse button. 
Se1ecting 'Change Menu Colours' allows the colour of the menu components listed 








Once again selecting a menu component brings up a colour palette from which the 
desired colour is chosen by pointing and clicking. Some ofthese require two colours 
to be specified: one for the foreground (the text) and one for the background. 
The 'Save Configuration File' option allows changes made through the General Utility 
Menu to be saved to disk for use with subsequent program executions. The changes 
may either be saved to the default file (DEFAULT.CFG) or to a user specified filename. 
In general, the latter option would appear the safer course. The customised 
configuration file may then be invoked as a command line parameter on future 
program runs. 
The 'Colour Palettes' option requires a little explanation. The program runs in VGA 
16 colour mode. In other words, 16 colours may be displayed on the screen at any 
one time. However, these colours are selected from a palette of65,536 different hues. 
This option allows the actual hues mapped to the 16 screen colours used (the palette) 
to be changed by the user. It is possible to load palettes from a disk file, to 
interactively modify the palette and to save a modified palette to a disk file. Filenames 
only should be specified as the program automatically appends a .PAL file extension. 
The 'Menu Hierarchy' option toggles automatie transfer of control between menus on 
and off. If the option is switched on, simply moving the mouse pointer from the 
current menu to a higher level menu transfers control to the higher level menu. If it 
is switched off, transfer of control may only be achieved by selecting the 'Previous 
Menu' option. 
The 'Disk Buffering' option toggles disk butlering on and off. If the option Is turned 
off, the program runs faster but consumes more memory. The option should only be 
turned on if problems due to memory shortage are encountered. 
83.4 Customising the program 
Customisation of the program is achieved by editing various files used by the 
program. The most important of these is the configuration file. By default, the 
program uses the file DEFAULT.CFG but a custom file may be specified as a 
command line parameter. As the default Is used by several of the programs supplied 
with the CD-ROM it is safer to use customised copies. However, if the default is to 
be customised make a backup of it before making any changes. 
Only a subset of the records in the configuration file has an effect on this program. 
This subset Is listed below and its function described. The text up to and lncluding 
the first colon of each line is a comment. Everything following the first colon is 
regarded as a variable and is taken literally. Particular care must be taken when 
editing to avold the insertion of additional embedded blanks: LIGHT CYAN is NOTthe 
same as LIGHTCYAN. 
Some changes may be made to the configuration file using the 'General Utilities' 



















However, some users may wish to do all the changes to the configuration file in a 
single text editing session and the following notes are provided for their assistance. 
Most ofthe records above control the colours used for the user interface menus and 

















The remaining option is a control switch which may be set to TRUE or FALSE. Users 
unsure ofthe effect ofthis switch should refer to Section S3.3.10. 
The remainder of the configuration file may only be changed using an editor or word 
processor. Windows users will find Notepad ideally suited to the job. These records 
specify where various files required by the software may be found and the default 
cruise. 
The default cruise is specified by the record: 
Default cruise :CD46 
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Note that the eMse mnemonie must be in upper case. 
The following tell the program where to look for its internal control files and the data. 
Parameter filename 
BM Cruise filename 
Underway limits file 




Oepth values file 
:C:\BOFS\PARA.OAT 
:C:\BOFS\BMCRUISE.OAT 






Additional customisation is possible by directing the program to modified copies of 
some of these control files. The file PARA.DAT should be left weIl alone: 
customisation using this file is possible but is beyond the scope of this manual. 
However, the following changes controlling the extent and location ofthe input data 
are straightforward and advantageous. 
As supplied. the program works from the full set of binary merge files on the 
CD-ROM (which is assumed to be the D disk) reading the data from that device. 
Although the technology is currently improving rapidly. many CD-ROM readers are 
slow devices and the binary merge files are big files. 
Consequently extensive use of UWLIST can become very time consuming. 
Transferring the data set onto a hard disk will speed things up considerably. 
However. the entire data set requires some 100 Mbytes of hard disk which are 
unlikely to be available. 
Let us therefore consider how to work from a subset of the data on hard disko For 
example, consider a user who wishes to work on the data set from the three 1989 
North Atlantic Bloom Experiment (NABE) cruises (Discovery 182. 183 and 184). 
Assuming that the CD-ROM is the D disk and the hard disk is the C disk, the data 
may be transferred from the CD-ROM using the commands: 
mkdir c: \nabe 
copy d:\underway\dil8*.bmm c:\nabe\dil8*.bmm 
The next stage is to tell the program that there are only three cruises of data 
available. This is done by maklng a copy of the file BMCRUISE.DAT and editing the 
copy so that only those cruises that are available remain. The copy. let us call it 
NABE.DAT must reside in the same directory as BMCRUISE.DAT. 
Finally. the following changes need to be made to DEFAULT.CFG: 
Oefault cruise 
BM Cruise filenarne 
BM file directory 
to 
Oefault cruise 
BM Cruise filename 
BM file directory 
:C046 
:C:\BOFS \ BMCRUISE.OAT 
:0: \UNDERWAY 
:0I182 
:C: \ BOFS \ NABE.OAT 
:C: \ NABE 
Note that the default cruise has been changed to one that exists in the reduced data 
set. The program would still work If BMCRUISE.DAT were used. However. the user 
would be able to select cruises for which there were no data files, resulting in system 
error messages and user frustration. 
The CD-ROM directory BATHY contains the contour information used to produce the 
base map. If users find base map drawing painfully slow, the contents of this 
directory should be transferred to hard disk and the 'Bathymetry Directory' entry in 
the configuration file changed accordingly. The disk space used is relatively small (1-
2 Mbytes) but, unless the CD-ROM drive is one of the latest SCSI devices, the 
increase in performance is dramatic. 
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8ection 84 
Database Merge Program 
S4.1 Introduction 
The 'kit-form' database supplied on the CD-ROM is designed to be loaded into a 
relational database management system. Consequently, the files which make up the 
'kit' are not self contained data units in the c1assical sense. Rather than having a file 
header and aseries of datacyc1es together in the same file all the header information 
is contained in a header file whilst the datacyc1es are held in a second file. The 
linkages between the two are established by special fields common to both files 
termed keys. 
Not all users will wish to use the 'kit-form' database for its intended purpose. 
DBMERGE is designed to assist in this task. In database jargon, the program 
executes a two or three way join between the data file and the appropriate header file 
or files. In other words, fields from the appropriate records in the header files are 
added to fields from the data record to create a new output file. 
Thus the desired header information is replicated on each datacyc1e record producing 
a result which may be loaded into a spreadsheet, input to contouring packages 
(although it may need editing first) or used in many other ways. 
DBMERGE has an additional capability. The program is able to generate a subset of 
the data according to user specified criteria. For example, output may be restricted 
to data from a particular area described by a rectangular box. 
S4.2 Getting 8tarted 
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The program is run from the BOFS directory by entering the commands: 
cd c:\bofs 
dbmerge <filename.cfg> 
The command line parameter is the name of the configuration file to be used. If none 
is specified, the program uses the file DEFAULT.CFG. Advice on customising the 
program by means of the configuration file is given in section S4.11 be1ow. 
When the title screen appears, pressing the left mouse button brings up the 
Database File Merge Menu containing the following options: 
Select MAIN DATA file 
Select Parameters from E!VENT file 
Select Parameters from !:!OTTLE file 
Select Parameters from fORE file 
Select Parameters from SAP file 
D: \DBKIT\BOTNET\NUTRI.CSV 
Seleet Parameters from SEQTRAP file 
Seleet Parameters from !:!,ET file 
Seleet Parameters from !!EADER file 
Seleet Parameters from MA!N DATA file 
Define Data ßange 
Define Order of OU!put 
E~eeute File Merge 
Seleet Output ,Eormat Blank 
Seleet Qutput DevieePrinter 
Qeneral Utilities 
gUIT 
Menu options are seleeted by highlighting the option with the mouse cursor 
(pointing) and elicking the left mouse button. One letter from each menu option is 
underlined. This denotes the 'hot key' for that menu option, which allows menu 
option se1eetion without using the mouse. For example, selecting Alt M (pressing the 
Alt and M keys simultaneously) ehooses the 'Select MAlN DATA File' option. The 
menu options may also be traversed by pressing the up and down arrow keys. 
84.3 Select MAIN DATA File 
DBMERGE takes parameters from a 'kit-form' database data file and merges them 
with header parameters from its associated index files. The program is able to work 
out whieh index files are assoeiated with a given data file. All the user has to do is 
to ehoose the desired data file. These are in the 'kit-form' database direetories other 
than DBKIT\INDEX and DBKIT\CALIB. 







Set the drive first if required (e.g. if the CD-ROM drive is not the 'D' drive) . This is 
simply a ease of ehoosing 'Drive' and keying in the desired drive letter when 
prompted by the program. Next select 'Path'. A menu appears eontaining all the 
subdirectories under the path eurrently speeified (if any) together with the two 
'special' direetories eneountered in DOS ('.' - eurrent direetory: ' . .' - parent direetory). 
The proeess of speeifying the path may be visualised as a walk through the tree 
strueture until the required subdirectory is reaehed. The startlng point is either 
DBKIT\BOTNET by default or the eurrent directory if the drive letter has been 
ehanged. At eaeh stage, 'Path' is selected followed by the subdireetory name to go 
down a level or ' . .' to go up a level. Seetion D2 of the manual will be of assistanee 
here. For example to get to the CTD data speelfy ' . .' followed by 'CTD'. 
This may seem a little painful to those who know exaetly where they want to go but 
it does enable a totally unfamiliar direetory structure (e.g. the CD-ROM) to be 
navigated with relative ease. 
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Once the path has been set to the required subdirectory, choose the 'File' option. A 
menu appears containing all the files within the subdirectory. Simply choose the 
desired file . 
S4.4 Select Parameters 
Having selected the data file, the next stage is the selection of the parameters wh1ch 
are to be inc1uded in the output. On returning to the Database File Merge Menu, it 
will be noted that the pro gram has recognised the data file chosen and made 
available the 'Select Parameters' options for the files to which it may be joined. The 
user simply chooses each available 'Select Parameters' option and specifies the 
parameters that are required. 
On choosing a 'Select Parameters' option a menu appears offering a list of the 
available parameters. Each parameter is described as a mnemonic with abrief plain 
language description (providing the file PARADESC.DAT has been found. Otherwise, 
only the mnemonic is given). The space for this 1s limited. If the description is not 
fully understood, a fuller description may be obtained from Section D2 of this 
manual. 
Parameters are selected and deselected by pointing and c1icking. Selected parameters 
are flagged by arrow symbols at either end of the menu entry. By default, all 
parameters of the main data file are selected, and all parameters from the index files 
are deselected. 
S4.5 Define Data Range 
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DBMERGE has a limited data subsetting capabil1ty. It is possible to select the data 
from a specified cruise OR from a specified time interval OR from a specified area 
(rectangular box) OR from a specified depth range (for data files linked to index file 
BOTrLE). Time spans and positional ranges may be input from the keyboard or 
through a graphical interface based on a bathymetric chart and cruise tracks. 
S4.5.1 Define Data Range: Non-Graphical Options 
Selecting 'Define Data Range' brings up the Data Range Menu which contains the 
following options for menu-based data subsetting. 
Output All gata 
Specify ~ruise 
Specify b!ea from Keyboard 
Specify Start :Dme Range 
Specify !!ottle Depth Range 
It must be emphasised that these options are alternatives and not cumulative. Thus 
choos1ng 'Specify Cruise' followed by 'Specify Area from Keyboard' results in data for 
the designated area from ALL cruises: the 'Specify Cruise' selection is overridden. 
The 'Output All Data' option is provided to allow a change of mind and will overr1de 
any previously selected option. 
'Specify eruise' 
The 'Specify Cruise' option allows the user to choose the cruise of interest. A menu 
is offered containing the identifying mnemonics of the 11 available cruises together 
with the dates when data logging commenced and ceased. The desired cruise is 
selected by pointing and clicking, 
'Speclfy Area from Keyboard' 
The 'Specify Area from Keyboard' option allows data to be selected from within a user 
specifled box. For example, one may want to extract data for the JGOFS 47°N station 
from each of the BOFS cruises that visited the regton. 
The program prompts for the southern, northern, western and eastern limits of the 
desired box. Values are required in decimal degrees (e.g. -20.5 for 200 30W). Note that 
as all BOFS longitudes lie west of Greenwich, they must be supplied as negative 
values. 
Record selection is based on the LAT and LON fields from the EVENT file. 
'Specify Start Time Range' 
The 'Specify Start Time Range' option allows the data output to be restricted to those 
records associated with a specified time range. For example, users Can select data 
from a particular event described in a cruise report. 
When the option is selected the program prompts for the start and end of the desired 
time span. Record selection is based on the TBEGNS field from EVENT. Generally, 
selecting data using a time span also restricts data to a single cruise. However, 
during 1990 two ships were operating simultaneously and consequently a subset 
based on time may include data from two cruises. 
'Specify Bottle Depth Range' 
The 'Specify Bottle Depth Range' option allows the data output to be restricted to a 
specified depth range in the water column. This is obviously only possible for data 
flies which contain water column data: it cannot be used with other data types, such 
as benthic data, for obvious reasons. 
The program prompts for the minimum and maximum depths (in metres) required . 
The inclusive selection is based on the DEPTH field from flie BOTILE. 
S4.5.2 Define Data Range: Graphical Options 
Choosing 'Specify using Map' causes a base map covering the BOFS area based on 
GEBCO 5th Edition contour data to be drawn using equidistant cylindrical 
projection. Pressing the left mouse button brings up the Location Map Menu. This 
allows the appearance of the map to be modified and data subsetting on the basis of 
time or position. 
The options controlling the appearance, saving and printing of the map are: 
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Toggle Plot ~ea 
Cruise Irack Plot 
Lat/Long Qrid Menu 
Select Depths 
Select fruise 








The background plot may be specified to cover either the area occupied by the 
current cruise or the area occupied by all 11 cruises. Selecting the 'Toggle Plot Area' 
switches from one choice to the other. 
The 'Toggle Plot Area' option does not automatically cause the screen to redraw. The 
only visible change is the display in the menu window. To redraw the screen, select 
'Display Location Map' after making any other desired changes to the menu settings. 
'eruise Track Plot' 
The 'Cruise Track Plot' option determines whether or not the cruise track is to be 
drawn on the background map. When one considers that the main objective of the 
location map is to allow a subset of the cruise track to be chosen, the ability to turn 
off the cruise track might seem a little strange. However, the cruise track consists of 
thousands of points and takes quite a long time to draw. Consequently, interactive 
development of base map appearance is speeded up considerably if cruise track 
plotting is suppressed. 
The 'Cruise Track Plot' option does not automatically cause the screen to redraw. The 
only visible change is the display in the menu window. To redraw the screen, select 
'Display Location Map' after making any other desired changes to the menu settings. 
'Lat/Long Grid Menu' 
Selecting the 'Lat/Long Grid Menu' brings up a subsidiary menu which allows the 







The 'Display Grid' option controls whether (On) or not (Off) a grid is produced. 
Choosing 'Select Colour' brings up achart of the available colours. Simply place the 
mouse cursor on the desired colour and press the left mouse button to select it. The 
'Plot Mode' option determines whether the grid is simply superimposed over the 
background (Copy) or allows.the background to show through (Xor). Note that some 
experimentation may be required to determine the optimum grid colour if the latter 
option is selected. 
The 'Lat/Long Gnd Menu' option does not automatically cause the screen to redraw. 
This is done by selecting 'Display Location Map' after making any other desired 
changes to the menu settings. 
'Select Depths' 
Choosing the 'Select Depths' option allows the depth contours included in the base 
map to be specified. By default, the 200m, 300m, 400m, 500m, 600m, 700m, BOOm, 
900m, lOOOm, 2000m, 3000m, 4000m and 5000m contours are included. However, 
contours at 1 DOm intervals from 100m to 5500m plus the 50m contour are available 
and the user is free to choose as many or as few of these as desired. 
The selection mechanism is simple. A window is presented containing all the 
available depths. Contours are selected or deselected by pointing to them with the 
mouse cursor and clicking the left mouse button. Selected contours are flagged by 
chevrons. An 'Invert' option 1s available. Th1s selects all deselected contours and 
deselects all selected contours. Once the required contours have been specified, 
select 'Done' to return to the Location Map Menu. 
The 'Select Depths' option does not automatically cause the screen to redraw. This 
is done by selecting 'Display Location Map' after making any other desired changes 
to the menu settings. 
'Select eruise' 
Choosing the 'Select Cruise' causes a subsidiary menu to appear containing the 
mnemonics, start dates and end dates of all the cruises included in the data set. The 
required cruise is selected by h1ghlighting It and pressing the left mouse button. 
If the data for the cruise se1ected cannot be found, a windowed error message is 
displayed. This may be cleared by pressing the left mouse button, leaving the 
previous cruise definition in force. It is unlikely that this error will be encountered 
unless the wrong CD-ROM is in the drive. 
The 'Select Cruise' option does not automatically cause the screen to redraw. The 
only visible change is the mnemonic displayed in the menu window. To redraw the 
screen, select 'Display Location Map' after making any other desired changes to the 
menu settings. 
The 'Select Cruise' option only Influences the appearance of the base map by 
changing the area covered. It does NOT restriet the data output to the cruise 
selected. 
'Display LocatioD Map' 
The purpose of this option is to redraw the base map bringing into effect any changes 




Choosing 'Save Screen' allows the screen image to be saved to disk in a user specified 
file. A subsidiary menu appears that allows the cursor to be hidden on the saved 
screen and offers three file formats: 'PCK' , 'IMG' and unformaUed, as weil as HP 
PaintJet or LaserJet print images. Tbe latter options are useful for printing from disk 
or other machines linked to these printers. The PaintJet option offers paper or 
transparency output (which use different ink densities) and portrait or landscape 
orientation. 
'PCK' is a popular PC graphics format which may be imported into a range of 
software packages inc1uding the Paintbrush package supplied as part of Windows. 
Shareware packages such as Paintshop Pro and commercial packages such as Corel 
Draw can also import PCX files. 
The ability to export into PCX provides a powerful tool for Windows users who wish 
to produce hard copy screen dumps. Whilst DBMERGE has a 'Prillt Screen' option, 
the devices supported are restricted to HP LaserJet and PaintJet printers. However, 
a PCX file loaded into Paintbrush may be printed on any device for which Windows 
printer drivers are available. In other words, virtually anything. 
'I MG' is a standard format used by older PC artwork packages, sometimes referred 
to as a 'GEM File'. It is anticipated that most users will use PCX in preference to 
IMG. 
The unformatted option produces a file containing a VGA bit plane dump: essentially 
the screen memory is dumped to disko A simple utility, 'DISPLAY', is provided to 
allow these files to be displayed on the screen within seconds. Unformatted files are 
of fIxed size (156482 bytes). PCX and IMG formats employ compression and, 
consequently, are more compact. 
Once the format has been selected, the program prompts for the filename into which 
the image is to be written. This should be provided without a file extension. The 
program automatically appends .PCX, .IMG or .WOG as appropriate. 
Saving the image to disk can take some time. Completion is signalied by the return 
of the menu to the screen. If the cursor is to be inc1uded, it may be moved to its 
required position, maybe pointing to an area of interest, and locked in pi ace for the 
duration of the screen save by pressing a mouse button. 
'Print Screen' 
The 'Print Screen' option allows a hard copy of the screen to be obtained on either an 
HP PaintJet colour graphics printer or an HP LaserJet laser printer. Additional 
options on the menu allow control over whether the mouse cursor is hidden and 
specifIcation of the printer port. 
When a hard copy output has been requested, the program checks whether a device 
is connected to the specifIed port. It cannot, however, check that the device is ofthe 
required type. The result of an attempt to output to a device other than those 
specifIed (or a suitable emulation) is unpredictable but a system crash is likely. 
'Map UtWtics' 
Choosing the 'Map Utilities' option brings up a menu offering the following options: 
Set Cruise Track Options 
Set Map Background Colour 
Set M~ Border Colour 
Set ~ey Columns 
~t Key Background Colour 
Set Key Foreground Colour 
Set Key .§.order Colour 
The bulk of the options provided by this menu allow the colour of various 
components of the background map to be set as desired using a point and click 
mechanism against a colour chart. The exceptions are 'Set Cruise Track Options' and 
'Set Key Columns'. The former allows the user to choose between the default two 
colour track plot showing day boundaries and a single colour track plot. In both 
cases, the colour(s) used are user selected. The latter gives user control over the 
shape of the map key: this may be tall and thin (1 column), short and wide (7 
columns) or somewhere in between. 
'Data Sclcctiou' 
The two remaining options in the Location Map Menu specify the desired data 
subset. This may either be on the basis of time or space. In the former case, data 
from any desired day during the cruise may be chosen. In the latter case, data from 
within a rectangular box are selected. 
'Sclcct Datc' 
The 'Select Date' option is used to specify which day of data is to be output. The 
initial result depends upon the other Location Map Menu options in force. If, for any 
of a number of reasons, the track plot of the current cruise is not displayed an 
automatie redraw including the cruise track is enforced. 
The cruise track may be displayed in segments of two alternating colours. The 
colours change at midnight each day. The letters 'S' and 'E' are plotted at the start 
and end of the first day of the cruise. Pressing the left mouse button moves these 
forwards one day: pressing the right mouse button moves them backwards one day. 
Moving backwards from the first day selects the last day and vice versa. 
Through this mechanism it is possible to see where the ship was located during each 
day of the cruise. Once the required day is bounded by the 'S' and the 'E' it may be 
selected by pressing the 'Enter' key, pressing the middle mouse button (for thosewith 
a three button mouse and driver) or by pressing the left and right mouse buttons 
simultaneously. 
Record selection is based on the TBEGNS field from EVENT. Generally, selecting data 
using a time span also restrtcts data to a single cruise. However, during 1990 two 
ships were operating simultaneously and consequently a subset based on time may 
include data from two cruises. 
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'Select Area' 
The 'Select Area' option allows the data output to be restricted to those rec6rds 
Iocated within a user defined box. A 'rubber banding' method is used to define the 
area of interest. The cursor is moved to one corner of the desired region and the left 
mouse button is pressed to anchor it. Further movements of the cursor cause an 
elastic sided box to be drawn with its diagonal between the cursor and the anchor 
point. Once this box covers the desired region, the Ieft mouse button is pressed again 
to complete the selection. Should the anchor be dropped in the wrong place, it may 
be released by pressing the right mouse button. 
Record selection is based on the LAT and LON fields from the EVENT file. 
S4.6 Define Order of Output 
The 'Oefme Order of Output' option provides some control over where fields are 
located in the output record. The program classifies data fields into four categories: 
Primary Index Fields 
Secondary Index Fields 
Ancilliary Oata Fields 
Main Oata FieIds 
Primary index fields are fields selected from EVENT. Secondary Index fields are fields 
selected from the secondary index file (BOTILE, COREINOX, SAPINOX, STINOX or 
NETINOX). Ancilliary data fieIds are fields seIected from the ancilliary header file 
Included in four-way joins (e.g. CI4HOR). The main data fields are those from the 
user-seIected data file. 
By default, the fieIds are output in the order listed above going from left to right 
along the record. This may be changed if desired by choosing 'Define Order of 
Output' and seIecting, by pointing and clicking, the field classes in the desired order. 
S4.7 Execute File Merge 
Selecting the 'Execute File Merge' option informs the program that all user options 
have been set as desired and starts execution ofthe merge process. The program has 
been optimised by the inclusion of direct Iookup indices. Despite this, the operation 
is still reiativeIy slow because of the Iarge amount of disk access required. 
S4.8 Select Output Format 
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The 'Select Output Format' option allows the delimiters between items of text to be 
changed. By default, the text is blank delimited. This may be changed to comma 
delimited or 'Lotus 123 delimited text'. The latter option is NOT Lotus 123 internal 
format (WKl, WK2 etc.) but comma delimited text with alphanumeric fields enclosed 
by double quotes. Microsoft Excel users will know this as CSV format. 
S4.9 Select Output Device 
By default, the program output is as ASCII codes directed to a printer connected to 
port LPT1. This may be changed through the 'Select Output Device' option. The 
output device may be chosen to be either the screen, a printer or a disk file. 
If the screen is selected, a menu appears which allows the text, background and 
border colours to be specified. Colours are chosen by pointing and clicking on the 
palette offered. It is also possible to specify the number of lines of header 
information. These are lines of text at the top of the screen which are not overwritten 
when the screen is refreshed allowmg the header information to remain visible whilst 
all the data are listed. If the number of lines is set to the number of parameters 
selected + I, the entire header is preserved. 
If a printer is selected, the menu interface allows the printer port to be changed from 
the default (LPTl) and for the printer driver to be selected. Drivers for generic text 
(ASCrn, PostScript, LaserJet, PaintJet and Epson FX80 are available. 
If disk output is chosen, the user is able to specify the output filename. Otherwise 
the default, OUTPUT.DAT, is used. 
S4.1O General Utilities 
Choosing this option brings up the General Utilities Menu which allows user control 
over screen colours and program operation through the followmg options: 
Change §.creen Colour 
Change Menu Colours 







The 'Change Screen Colour' option aTIows the background colour to be changed. A 
colour from the available palette is selected by pointing to it with the mouse cursor 
and clicking the left mouse button. 
Se1ecting 'Change Menu Colours' allows the colour of the menu components listed 









Once again selecting a menu component brings up a colour palette from which the 
desired colour is chosen by pointing and clicking. Some options require colours to 
be specified for the foreground (the text) and the background. 
The 'Save Configuration File' option allows changes made through the General Utility 
Menu to be saved to disk for use with subsequent program executions. The changes 
may either be saved to the default file (DEFAULT.CFG) or to a user specified filename. 
In general, the latter option would appear the safer course. The customised 
configuration file may then be invoked as a command line parameter on future 
program runs. 
The 'Colour Palettes' option requires a little explanation. The program runs in VGA 
16 colour mode. In other words, 16 colours may be displayed on the screen at any 
one time. However, these colours are selected from a palette of 65,536 different hues. 
This option allows the actual hues mapped to the 16 screen colours used (the palette) 
to be changed by the user. It is possible to load palettes from a disk file, to 
interactively modify the palette and to save a modified palette to a disk file. Filenames 
only should be specified as the program automatically appends a .PAL file extension. 
The 'Menu Hierarchy' option toggles automatie transfer of control between menus on 
and off. If the option is switched on, simply moving the mouse pointer from the 
current menu to a higher level menu transfers control to the higher level menu. If it 
is switched off, transfer of control may only be achieved by selecting the 'Previous 
Menu' option. 
The 'Disk Buffering' option toggles disk buffering on and off. If the option is turned 
off, the program runs faster but consumes more memory. The option should only be 
turned on if problems due to memory shortage are encountered. 
54.11 Customising the program 
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Customisation of the program is achieved by editing the configuration file. By default, 
the program uses the file DEFAULT.CFG but a custom file may be specified as a 
command line parameter. As the default is used by several ofthe programs supplied 
with the CD-ROM it is safer to use customised copies. However, if the default is to 
be customised it should be backed up before making any changes. 
Only a sub set of the records in the configuration file has an effect on this program. 
This subset is listed below and its function described. The text up to and including 
the first colon of each line is a comment. Everything following the first colon is 
regarded as a variable and is taken literally. Particular care must be taken when 
editing to avoid the insertion of additional embedded blanks: LIGHT CYAN is NOT the 
same as LIGHTCYAN. 
Changes to the records listed below may be made to the configuration file using the 



















Most of the records above control the colours used for the user interface menus and 

















The remaining option is a control switch which may be set to TRUE or FALSE. Users 
unsure ofthe effect ofthis switch should refer to Section S4.10. 
The remainder of the configuration file may only be changed using an editor or word 
processor. Windows users will find Notepad ideally suited to the job. These records 
specify where various files required by the software may be found and the default 
cruise. 
The default cruise is specified by the record: 
Default cruise :CD46 
Note that the cruise mnemonie must be in upper case. 
The following tell the program where to look for its internal control files and the data. 
Parameter filename 
BM Cruise filename 
Underway limits file 




Depth values file 
Parameter description 
DBMerge linker file 
: C: \ BOFS\PARA. DAT 
: C: \ BOFS \ BMCRUISE.DAT 
:C:\BOFS\BMLIMITS.DAT 
:D: \ UNDERWAY 
: D: \ BATHY 
: C: \ BOFS 
: C: \BOFS 
:C:\BOFS\DEPCODES.DAT 
:C:\BOFS\PARADESC.DAT 
: C:\BOFS \ DBMERGE.BOF 
The CD-ROM directory BATHY contains the contour information used to produce the 
base map. If user~ find base map drawing painfully slow, the contents of this 
directory should be transferred to hard disk and the 'Bathymetry Directory' entry 
above accordingly. The disk space used is relatively small (1-2 Mbytes) but, unless 
the CD-ROM drive is one of the latest SCSI devices, the increase in performance is 
dramatic. 
The parameter descriptions present in the 'Select Parameters from' menus are taken 
from the file PARADESC.DAT, Should users wish to change these, an edited copy of 
the file may be produced and the 'Parameter Description' entry above changed to 
point to it. If the field mnemonics are required without parameter descriptions, 
simply delete the PARADESC.DAT file. 
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Seetion S5 
Image Display Program 
S5.1 Introduction 
Two ofthe programs described in the preceding sections, UWPLOT and DBMERGE, 
have the ability to output screen images to disk files. One of the available formats is 
an unformatted screen dump which produces files with the .WOG extension. 
DISPLAY is a utility which allows the images in such files to be viewed. 
S5.2 Getting Started 
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The DISPLAY program is invoked by typing: 
display (fF)filename (fPpalette_filename /Bborder_colour /Ttime /L) 
The only mandatory parameter is 'filename' which is the name of the file to be 
displayed. lfthis is omitted, the program issues a help message. The /F option allows 
a file to be used which contains a list of acceptable command line options. This 
produces a smoother result when the program is used to generate a slideshow. 
The palette filename is required in cases where the image saved has been generated 
using a modified palette. Normally, DISPLAY uses the default palette. 
The border colour specifies the colour of the pe screen border. It can either be an 
integer number in the range 0-15, or the actual colour name, bearing in mind any 

















The time parameter specifies the length of time in minutes for wbich the image is 
displayed. This may be interrupted at any time by pressing any key unless the IL 
(locked) parameter is specified. 
85.3 Creating a SIldeshow 
Using tbis prograrn, it is possible to generate a 'slideshow' of images for presentation, 
demonstration or teaching purposes. This is extremely portable: the requisite batch 
file , DISPLAY.EXE and eight image files will fit cOrnfortably on a single floppy disko 
An example slideshow batch file is given below. 
:loop 
display irnagel.wdg /Tl /L 
display image2.wdg /Predblue.pal /Tl /L 
pause 
goto loop 
This displays two images before prompting for a keypress. Ir "C (pressing ctrl and C 
keys together) is entered at this stage, the batch file terminates. Otherwise the image 
display sequence is repeated. 
Alternatively, a driver file can be created. The driver file equivalent to the above batch 
file is: 
imagel.wdg ITl IL 
image2.wdg IPredblue.pal ITl IL 





The only difference between the two methods is that the latter produces a smoother 
change between images. 
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SECTION D : DATA 
Section Dl 
Documentation and Metadata 
D 1.1 IntroductioD 
Data are only oflimited value unless the protocols used in their collection are known. 
This information, or meta-data, is included as aseries of data documents on the 
CD-ROM. The subdirectory structure is designed to mimic the structures used for 
the data. F1lenames have also been designed to be as similar as possible: identical 
filenames are not possible in all cases because sometimes a data document covers 
more than one data file. 
The data documents are all held in the subdirectories of the directory DOCU. 
Three copies of each document file are included on the CD-ROM. The first is a simple 
flat ASCII file. This has the advantage of being universally accessible but lacks the 
aesthetic appearance one associates with modern laser printed documents. The 
second copy is in PostScript format and may be printed on a PostScript printer with 
Times Roman font available. The third copy is in the internal format of the 
WordPerfect 5.1 word processor which should import, complete with layout, into 
most modern word processors. The versions of the document file are distinguished 
by their file extension. This is set to .1XT for flat ASCII files, to .PS for PostScript 
files and to .WP for WordPerfect 5.1 files. 
Users of Windows will find that File Manager is a very powerful tool for browsing 
through the documentation. The files in each directory are clearly displayed. 
Moreover, double clicking on the icon for any .TIIT file williaunch Notepad with the 
file loaded, enabling the document to be read. Note that a small number of the 
documents are too large for Notepad and consequently may not be read in this 
manner. 
Altematively, users may establish a linkage in File Manager between the .WP 
extension and their favourite word processor. If this is done, double clicking a .WP 
file icon will launch the word processor with the appropriate document loaded. 
D 1.2 Subdirectory DOCU\DBKIT 
This subdirectory contains the data documents covering the files which comprise the 
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'kit-form' database. The documents are stored in a structure which mimies that used 
for the aetual data. 
01.2.1 Subdirectory DOCU\DBKlT\SEASOAR 
The Seasoar data presented on the CD-ROM were eolleeted during two eruises in 
1990, Diseovery 190 and Diseovery 192. There is one doeument for eaeh eruise and 
the lles are named after the eruise mnemonie (e.g. DIl90 for Diseovery 190). 
01.2.2 Subdirectory DOCU\DBKlT\CTD 
The CTD data set is documented on the basis of one document per eruise. The 
document name eorresponds to the eruise mnemonie. For example, the doement files 
pertainingto Discovery 182 are DOCU\DBKIT\CTD\DIl82.TXT (flat ASCII), DOCU\ 
DBKIT\CTD\DIl82.WP (Word Perfeet 5.1 format) and DOCU\DBKIT\CTD\DIl82.PS 
(PostScript format). 
There are two additional doeuments deseribing data sets eollected from other 
instruments whieh were deployed on the CTD frame. The first of these, 02PROF, 
deseribes the Endeeo oxygen prolles obtained during Diseovery 182 whieh are held 
in the lle DBKIT\CTD\02PROF. The seeond, MSP, deseribes the marine snow 
proller data held in DBKIT\CTD\MSP. 
01.2.3 Subdirectory DOCU\DBKlT\BOTNET 
This subdirectory eontains the following doeuments whieh map simply to the data 
files stored under DBKIT\BOTNET. The names in braekets are the data lles eovered 






























- Measurements of earbon and nitrogen 
- Phytoplankton speeies distributions 
Calibration sampIes (salinity, dissolved oxygen 
and reversing thermometer temperatures) 
- Dissolved and partieulate radionuclides 
- Optieal seattering measurements 
- Cyanobaeteria and phyeoerythrin 
- Chlorophyll and other pigments 
- Lipid biomarkers 
- Nutrients 
- Sulphur speeies (DMS, DMSP) 
- Dissolved aluminium 
- Mesozooplankton biomass, grazing and gut 
eontent 
- Mierozooplankton grazing and biomass 
01.2.4 Subdirectory DOCU\DBKlT\PROD 
This subdireetory eontains the following doeuments. deseribing the varied ineubation 
experiments undertaken during BOFS, which map simply to the data files stored 
under DBKIT\PROD. The names in brackets are the data files covered by the 
document file. 
C14PROD (C14HDR, C14DAT, PIDAT - Primary Production by l4C 
C14SURV, C14CALC) 
THYPROD (THYDAT, THYDIU) - Bacterial production by 3H-Thymidine 
and 3H-Leucine. Bacteria cell counts. 
- Oxygen, TC02 and pC02 production 02PROD (OXYHDR, OXYDAT) 
N15PROD (N15HDR, N15DAT) 
NOXPROD (NOXHDR, NOXDAT) 
- New and regenerated production by 15N 
- High resolution N03 uptake experiments 
D1.2.5 Subdirectory DOCU\DBKlT\SAP 
This subdirectory contains the following documents, describing the data sets 
obtained using Challenger Oceanics stand-alone pumps (SAPs), which map simply 
to the data files stored under DBKIT\SAP. The names in brackets are the data files 
covered by the document file. 
RADNUC (RADSAP) 
LIPIDS (LIPSAP) 
PIGMENT (PIGMENTI, PIGMENT2, 
PIGMENT3) 
- Dissolved and particulate 
radionuclides 
- Lipid biomarkers 
- Chlorophyll. carotenoid and 
particulate carbon data 
D1.2.6 Subdirectory DOCU\DBKlT\CORE 
This subdlrectory contains the following documents. describing the BOFS benthic 
data set, which map simply to the data files stored under DBKIT\CORE. The names 







(LSBULK, LSANE, LSANOL, 
LSAA, LIPSED 1. LIPSED2) 
(COXPROF) 
(CISO. SFCISO) 
(KASCHEM. KASGEN. KASISO. 
KASSED, KBFHEAD. KBFDAT) 
(PBISO, UTHISO) 
(MCCN) 
- Organic biomarkers 
- Oxygen electrode profiles 
- Radiocarbon dates and carbon 
isotope data 
Profile data sets obtained from 
Kasten cores 
- Radionuclide profiles 
- Multicore bulk property and 
chemistry profiles 
D 1.2. 7 Subdirectory DOCU\DBKlT\SEDTRAP 
This subdirectory contains a single document, SEDTRAP. which describes the data 





Carbon, nitrogen and opal content 







D1.2.8 Subdirectory DOCU\DBKIT\CURR 
This subdirectory contains a single document, ARGOS, which describes the Argos 
Drifting Buoy data set held in DBKIT\CURR\ARGOS. 
D 1.2.9 Subdirectory DOCU\DBKIT\XBT 
This subdirectory contains a single document, XBT, which describes the Expendable 
Bathythermograph data set held in DBKIT\XBT\XBT. 
D1.3 Subdirectory DOCU\SATIMG 
This subdirectory contains a single document, SATIMG, which describes the 
methodology used to obtain the satellite images contained in data directory SATIMG. 
Abrief description of the images is included, together with references to papers in the 
literature which describe the oceanographic features they portray. The contents of 
this document (in flat ASCII format) is also included in the README.TXT file in the 
SATIMG directory. 
D1.4 Subdirectory DOCU\UNDERWAY 
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The underway data set is documented on the basis of one document per cruise. The 
document name corresponds to the cruise mnemonie. For example, the document 
files pertaining to Discovery 182 are DOCU\UNDERWAY\DIl82.TXT, DOCU\ 
UNDERWAY\DIl82.WP and DOCU\UNDERWAY\DIl82.PS. 
Seetion D2 
The 'Kit-Form' Database 
D2.1 Introduction 
The 'kit-form' database is aseries of flat ASCII files which contain a significant 
subset of the BOFS North Atlantic data set in a form suitable for loading into a 
relational database. The original database is held under the ORACLE RDBMS. Using 
the loader utility supplied by ORACLE (SQLLOAD) the database may be recreated 
from the files supplied in 1-2 working days. The data structures used should, 
however, be equally compatible with any other truly relational system. This includes 
PC-based systems, such as Microsoft Access and Borland Paradox. 
Database programs are not the only software that can make use of the 'kit'. 
Individual tables may be loaded into spreadsheet programs. This approach has 
limited value for some tables because the primary key included conveys little 
meaning of the spatial and temporal coordinates for the data. However, this problem 
may be overcome by using the table merge utility (DBMERGE) which accompanies 
the CD-ROM. Some tables, such as the EVENT top level index, are ideally suited to 
exploration using spreadsheets. 
The concept behind the 'kit' is simple. Each file corresponds to a relational database 
table, including the appropriate key fields. It is, of course, posslble to produce a 
database structure which differs from that implied by the 'kit': e.g. a database 
including tables with ftelds derived from several files. This is done by creating 
temporary tables which map to the file structures supplied. The required columns 
may then be merged using the appropriate key fields. 
Individual files from the 'kit' have been designed for ease of loading into a vartety of 
systems and are biased towards the requirements of commercial software and away 
from the 1/0 requirements of programming languages. The files may be read by high 
levellanguage programs, but some degree of parsing will be required. The structure 
is flXed, so each field occupies the same position in every record of a file. In addition, 
the fields are separated by commas and any text fieids containing embedded commas 
are enclosed by double quotes ("). 
Fields containing null values are filled with blanks. The files have been carefully 
designed to ensure that the rightmost value in any record never contains a null 
value. Consequently, the problems associated with trailing null values, such as 
vartable length records, have been circumvented. 
Users of Microsoft Excel will recognise the structure described above as the 'Comma 
Separated Value' syntax available as an Excel 4 import/export option. Excel 
associates these flles With the flle extension .CSV and this convention has been 
followed for the flles on the CD-ROM. The ORACLE data loader, SQLLOAD, describes 
these files as <fields separated by ',' optionally enclosed by "">. 
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The 'kit-form' database files will be found on the CD-ROM under the directory DBKIT. 












contains files which hold the sampIe space and time coordinates 
together with metadata fields 
contains data collected using the SeaSoar towed undulating CTD 
contains the CTD data together with data from additional 
instruments attached to the CTD frame 
contains water bottle and zooplankton net data 
contains data from productivity incubation experiments 
contains data collected using stand-alone pumps 
contains benthic data 
contains details of the CTD calibrations 
contains data collected using moored sediment traps 
contains drifting buoy data 
contains expendable bathythermograph data 
In general, files from the INDEX subdirectorywill be needed in conjunction with files 
from the other subdirectories. For example, to fully describe a nutrient sampie (from 
file DBKIT\BOTNET\NUTRI), the bottle depth from file DBKIT\INDEX\BOTrLE (note 
that the file extension .CSV is ornitted from filenames in this document to aid 
readability) together with date, time, latitude and longitude from file 
DBKIT\INDEX\EVENT are required. 
This may seem a little strange to those used to working with files rather than 
relational databases. Providing suitable key fields are provided , tables in relational 
databases may be easily joined together. The major design crtterton is therefore to 
elirninate redundancy rather than to ensure complete information in every tablejfile. 
It is appreciated that there will be some users who realise the potential of the 'kit-
form' database files for purposes other than loading into a relational database. The 
relational structure of the 'kif inevitably makes life difficult for such users. 
Consequently, a utility is supplied with the CD-ROM to allow header fields to be 
merged onto each record of a data file. 
In ALL cases, dates and times quoted are GMT. 
The 'kit-form' database is described be10w file by file. This is intended to document 
the data, not the methods by which the data were obtained. Protocol descriptions are 
to be found on the CD-ROM under the subdirectory \DOCU\DBKIT as shown by the 
cross-references included at file level. 
D2.2 Subdirectory INDEX 
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The subdirectory contains a number offiles which fall into two distinct groups. First 
there is file EVENT which is the top level index cataloguing the data collection events. 
This is supported by fIles ECOMM and GCODE. 
The second group is the secondary indices (BOTrLE, CTDINDX, SAPINDX, NETINDX, 
SSINDX, COREINDX and STINDX) which fulfil one of two purposes. First, they may 
implement 'one to many' relationships between data collection events and the data 
themselves. The classic example is file BOITLE which manages the relationship 
resulting from the CID rosette having twelve water bottles. Secondly. they provide 
fields which are specific to a particular data type. For example, the depth of a CID 
cast is an item of information specific to CID data and consequently it is held in the 
file CIDINDX. Some files, such as NETINDX, are required for both purposes. 
D2.2.1 Files EVENT, ECOMM and GCODE 
The EVENT file specifies the space/time coordinates for all data collection events. An 
event Is defined as a deployment of equlpment from which data will result. Thus, 
events include CID casts, net hauls, corer deployments; but one must not forget less 
spectacular happenings such as the drawing of a sampIe from the non-toxic sea 
water supply. 
Events are classified into two types: point events and traverse events. Point events 
are those events for which the ship holds station, such as aCIDcast. Traverse 
events are those events where the ship stearns from point A to point B towing a piece 
of equipment, such as an RMT trawl. 














Originator's identifier for the event 
Event start date and time 
Event end date and time 
Code specifying the equipment used 
Point event latitude expressed as degrees +ve North 
Point event longitude expressed as degrees +ve East 
Station bathymetric depth Im) 
Traverse event start latitude expressed as degrees +ve North 
Traverse event start longitude expressed as degrees +ve East 
Traverse event end latitude expressed as degrees +ve North 
Traverse event end longitude expressed as degrees +ve East 
Cruise mnemonic 
BODC event number (primary key) 
The originator's identifier, wherever possible, is the label that was assigned to the 
event during the cruise. For example, tor Discovery cruises, it is based on the 
'Discovery number' such as 11869#1. In a few cases, usually non-toxic sampIes or 
XBT drops, no identifier was assigned during the cruise and suitable naming 
schemes have been devised by BODC. 
Event start and end times have been specified to bracket the event. Thus, for a CTD 
cast, the time span is from the instrument leaving the deck until its return. Some 
events are regarded as instantaneous, for example non-toxic sampIes. In these cases, 
the end times are set null. Dates and times are presented in the format dd/mm/yyyy 
hh:mm. 
The gear codes are mnemonics used to describe the data collection activity or the 
equipment used. The codes have been chosen to convey as much meaning as 
possible, but plain language descriptions of each code are provided in file GCODE. 
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The strueture of file GCODE is: 
DESCR 
GCODE 
Plain language deseription 
Gear eode 
The position fields used depend upon the type of event. For point events, fields LAT 
and LON are used. These have been determined by averaging the automatieally 
logged navigation from time TBEGNS to time TENDS. For traverse events, LATS and 
LONS speeify the ship's position at time TBEGNS and LATE and LONE speeify the 
position at time TENDS. Again, these positions were determined from the navigation 
data and not from log sheets or eruise reports. The position fields whieh are 
inappropriate for a partieular type of event are set null. 
The water depth, WDEPTH, has been obtained by averaging the data from the 
automatieally logged bathymetry wherever possible. Frequently during BOFS, no 
bathymetry was logged and in these eases depths have been taken from log sheets 
or eruise reports. The depths have been eorrected using Carter's Tables. 
The eruise mnemonies, CRUISE, are of the form DI (Diseovery) or CD (CharIes 
Darwin) followed by the eruise number. The BODC event number, BEN, is an integer 
number assigned by algorithm to provide a unique identifier for eaeh event and 
henee provide the file with a primary key. 
File EVENTis supported by file ECOMM. This eontains any plain language eomments 
gleaned from log sheets or eruise reports pertaining to speeifie events. A field is also 
inc1uded to flag those events whieh were designated as JGOFS Level Is. 




Plain language eomment 
Flag set to '*' for JGOFS Level 1 designated events 
BODC event number (primary key) 
D2.2.2 File BOTTLE 
The file BOTrLE provides the linkage for the one to many re1ationship between CTD 
or bottle station events and water bottle sampIe data. Reeords are also inc1uded for 
sampIes taken from the non-toxie supply, enabling them to be handled as if they 
were water bottle sampIes taken on the surfaee. 
Consequently, it is structured with one reeord per water bottle fired and eontains two 
key fields in addition to the bottle depth and deseriptive fields. In eases where several 
bottles were fired at the same depth they are regarded for the purposes of the 
database as a single bottle firing and are eonsequently represented by one reeord in 
the file. 




BODC event number 




Bottle depth (m) 
BODC bottle identifier (primary key) 
The BODC event number. BEN. is the first ofthe two key fields. It is numerie but not 
unique. being shared between the records for all the bottles pertaining to a given 
event. It equates exaetly with the fleld of the same name in the EVENT file and 
eonsequently may be used as a linkage between the two files. 
The seeond key field. the bottle identifier IBTrLE. is a unique numerie referenee to 
eaeh water bottle and may therefore be used as the primary key. 
The bottle type mnemonie. BOrr. is used to specify the different types ofwater bottle 
used and to identify those sampIes taken from the non-toxie supply. The following 







10 litre General Oeeanies Go-Flo bottle 
30 litre General Oeeanies Go-Flo bottle 
7 litre NIO bottle 
10 litre Niskin bottle 
25 litre transparent bottle 
SampIe taken from the non-toxie supply 
The flag field. F. is used to indicate bottle sampIes whieh had warnings associated 
with them in either log sheets or eruise reports. lf no problem was reported. the field 




Bottle leaked eontaminating sampIe with shallower water 
Bottle misflre suspeeted and hence depth is unreliable 
Bottle rosette fired in ineorreet order (bottle 1 not fired first) 
For bottles fired using the CTD rosette. the bottle depth is defined as the distanee in 
metres from the surfaee of the water to the midpoint of the water bottle. It was 
derived from the ealibrated CTD pressure ehannel and inc1udes a geometrie al 
eorreetion for the physieal separation of the water bottle from the CTD pressure 
sensor. Standard eonversion from press ure to depth has been applied. The minimum 
value is eonstrained to 0.5m to suppress small negative values whieh oeeasionally 
result trom pressure ehannel drift. 
For bottles deployed using the kevlar hydrographie wire. the bottle depth has been 
taken from log sheets or eruise reports and is based on the length of wire out. The 
depth for non-toxie sampIes is the depth below the surfaee of the non-toxie inlet. A 
figure of 4m has been used for Diseovery and 2m for Charles Darwin. 
D2.2.3 File COREINDX 
This file manages the relationship between eoring events and the resulting eores. 
This is a one to one relationship exeept for multieorer sampIes whieh have a one to 
many relationship. The file strueture is: 
BEN 
ORGREF 
BODC event number 






BODC core reference (primary key) 
The BODC event number, BEN, is the first ofthe two key fields . It is numeric but not 
unique, being shared between the records for all the cores pertaining to a given 
event: i.e. the individual core tubes of a multicorer. It equates exactly with the field 
of the same name in the EVENT file and consequently may be used as a linkage 
between the two files . 
The second key field, the core reference ICORE, is a unique numeric reference to 
each core sampie and may therefore be used as the primary key. 
An additional originator's reference is included for two reasons. First, on some 
cruises each multicorer tube has been given a separate name, Secondly, in a number 
of cases the core has been given a different name from its associated coring event. 
For example, Kasten core 5K is also known as 11882#5. 
The flag Is used to indicate coring failures. This is usually null, but may be set to 'S' 
indicating that only large stones were returned or to 'F' indicating that no core was 
obtained. This information has been included because it indicates sites where coring 
problems might be expected. 
02.2.4 File CTDINDX 
This file contains additional information specific to CTD data. There Is no one to 
many relationship in this case. However, the table does serve one additional purpose. 
Some CTD events in file EVENT have no downcasts stored in the database for 
reasons such as instrument failure. These events do not have an entry in CTDINDX 
and hence within a relational database joining EVENT and CTDINDX will restrict 
queries to CTD events with downcast data. 








Date and time of the start of the downcast 
Date and time of the end of the downcast 
Pressure recorded at the bottom of the downcast 
Downwelling irradiance extinction coefficient 
Mixed layer depth (m) 
Depth of the euphotic zone (m) 
BODC event number (primary keyl 
The downcast start and end times are the times of the first and last datacycle stored 
in the database and are given in the format dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm. 
MAXP is the maximum pressure that was recorded during the downcast. The 
pressure correction given in the CTD calibration file , CTDCAL, has been applied . This 
field assurnes importance for BOFS because a significant proportion of the CTD casts 
only sampled the biologically active surface waters. 
The extinction coefficient, EXTCO, is the absolute slope of a plot of natural log of 
downwelling irradiance against pressure. 
The mixed layer depth, MLD, was determined as the depth at which a gradient of 
0.05°C per metre was sustained for at least 4 metres. Gradients encountered at 
depths shallower than 5m were ignored to eliminate diurnal thermoclines. A value 
of -1.0 is used to signify that no gradient satisfying the above criteria was found. 
The euphotic zone depth, EZD, was determined as the depth at which the C1D 
downwelling irradiance sensor registered one per cent of the value measured 
contemporaneously by the underway sensor on the ship. 
D2.2.5 File NETINDX 
This file manages the one to many relationship between zooplankton net stations (the 
event) and individual net hauls which map to a single catch. In addition, it provides 
addional information about each individual net haul. 







BODC event number 
Minimum depth of net haul (m) 
Maximum depth of net haul (m) 
Gear code 
Net mesh size (microns) 
BODC net reference (primary key) 
The BODC event number, BEN, is the first of the two key fields. It is numeric but not 
unique, being shared between the records for all the net hauls or trawls pertaining 
to a given event. It equates exactly with the field of the same name in the EVENT file 
and consequently may be used as a linkage between the two files. 
The second key field, the bottle net reference INET, is a unique numeric reference to 
each net haul or individual net on a trawl rig. It may therefore be used as the 
primary key. 
The depth fields, MINDEP and MAXDEP, are taken from logs and cruise reports and 
are based on the length of wire out. 
The gear code, GCODE, specifies the type of net used. 1t is more specific than the 
gear code in file EVENT which is frequently set to the generic value 'ZNET'. The gear 
codes used in NETINDX are defined together with the codes used in file EVENT in file 
GCODE. Mesh sizes were obtained from log sheets. 
D2.2.6 File SAPINDX 
This file provides the one to many relationship between stand-alone pump (SAP) 
events and filter sampies. Note that each SAP event usually comprised several SAPs 
at different depths, each of which sometimes carried more than one filter. Single 
filters were sometimes subsampled using punches. In terms of data structure, these 
are regarded as if they were separate filters. The file also provides information on the 
depth of the SAP, the volume pumped and the type of filter used. 










BODe event number 
Depth of SAP below surface (m) 
Volume ofwater filtered (litres) 
Filter type mnemonic 
Pore size for Nuclepore filters (microns) 
Flag 
BODe SAP filter reference (primary key) 
The BODe event number, BEN, is the fIrst ofthe two key fIeids. It is numeric but not 
unique, being shared between the records for all the SAPINDX entries pertaining to 
a given SAP event. It equates exactly with the field of the same name in the EVENT 
file and consequently may be used as a linkage between the two files. 
The second key field, the filter reference IFILT, is a unique numeric reference to each 
SAP sampie and may therefore be used as the primary key. 
The SAP depth was taken from log sheets and cruise reports and was determined on 
the basis of wire out. 
The volume filtered was taken from log sheets or cruise reports and was detennined 
from the duration of pumping. If a filter has been subsampled, the volume pumped 
has been reduced accordingly. This is particularly important for the organic 
biomarker sampies where only a small portion of the filter was analysed to give water 
volumes comparable with conventional water bottles. 






GF /F glass fIbre filter 
Nuclepore polycarbonate membrane filter 
Nuclepore above GF /F filter sandwich 
GF /F above Nuclepore filter sandwich 
GF /F filter preceded by a 53 micron Nitex filter 
The flag field is usually blank, but has been set to 'B' where filter rupture was 
reported. 
D2.2.7 File SSINDX 
This file provides additional information conceming SeaSoar data stored in the 






Minimum pressure stored in the profile (db) 
Maximum pressure stored in the profile (db) 
Binary merge file pointer 
BODe event number (primary key) 
The pressure range of the stored profile is given to allow identification of cases where 
the water column coverage was restricted. The depth to which the fish was flying may 
also be readily ascertained. 
The binary merge file pointer is the index of the record in the underway file (Le. the 
surface data files stored in directory UNDERWAy) which is contemporaneous with 
the SeaSoar pseudo-CTD. Application programs may use this field, together with the 
CRUISE field from the EVENT file, to forge linkages between the SeaSoar data set 
and the underway data set. 
D2.2.8 File STINDX 
This file provides the one to many relationship between a sediment trap mooring 
deployment and the individual sampIes collected by the Parflux traps. 







BODC sampIe reference (primary key) 
Originator's sampIe reference 
Date of start of sampIe collection 
Date of end of sampIe collection 
Depth below water surface of sediment trap 
BODC event number 
The BODC event number, BEN, 1s the first ofthe two key fields. It is numeric but not 
unique, being shared between the records for all the STINDX entries pertaining to a 
given mooring deployment. It equates exactly with the field of the same name in the 
EVENT file and consequently may be used as a linkage between the two files. 
The second key field, the sampIe reference ISAMP, is a unique numeric reference to 
each trap sampIe and may therefore be used as the primary key. The sediment trap 
community assigned each sampIe a character reference, maintained in field SAMP, 
composed of a Roman numeral mooring deployment reference, a trap identifier and 
a time series sequence number. For example, I/C/I is the first sampIe from trap C 
for mooring deployment I. 
The time limits for each sampIe were determined from the deployment and recovery 
dates and the trap programming. Allowance has been made for trap malfunctions 
(failure ofthe sampIe changer to operate). Dates are given in the form dd/mm/yyyy. 
The trap depths were determined from the mooring conflguration and an uncorrected 
bathymetric depth. 
D2.3 Subdirectory SEASOAR 
Associated data document files: DOCV\DBKlT\SEASOAR\D1190.TXT. t.-. 
DOCV\DBKlT\SEASOAR\D1192. TXT. 
The files in this subdirectory contain the pseudo-CTD profiles derived from the 
Seasoar data. These profiles are derived from the gridded data files normally used for 
plot generation. However, these files have been used for another purpose which 
allows SeaSoar and CTD data to be seamlessly integrated. The data management 
technique involves splitting a gridded data file into individual columns. Each ofthese 
is associated with a position and a date/time and loaded into the database as if it 
were a CTD profile. 
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It is important for users to realise that there are differences between pseudo-CTDs 
and true CTDs as weIl as similarities. True CTDs show the properties of the water 
column at a specified point with a vertical resolution in the final data set of 2db. 
Pseudo-CTDs are interpolated averages which integrate information deIived along a 
length of track: Le. different depths are actually sampled at different positions. 
Vertical resolution has to be restIicted to prevent the propagation of interpolation 
artifacts. In the case of the BOFS data, each pseudo-CTD represents 4km of track 
and the vertical resolution is 8db. 
The profile data are stored as one file per cruise to keep file sizes down to reasonable 
limits. The files are named using the cruise mnemonics: e.g. DI 190 for Discovery 190. 












Density anomaly computed as sigma-theta (kg/m3) 
Dissolved oxygen (J.1M) 
Oxygen saturation (%) 
Chlorophyll (mg/m3) 
BODC event number 
The pIimary key is formed from two fields, BEN and PRESS, which satisfy the 
cIiteIion of uniquely specifying any record in the file. BEN provides a linkage to the 
EVENT file which inc1udes arecord for each pseudo-CTD profile. 
Pressure corresponds to the midpoint of the vertical averaging interval or bin. Thus, 
6db indicates (assuming the 8db averaging stated above) a bin extending !rom 2db 
to 10db. 
Salinity, potential temperature (not listed, but used to compute density anomaly) and 
density anomaly were computed using the algoIithms in Fofonoff and Millard (1983). 
Dissolved oxygen values are quoted at in-situ temperature and salinity. Oxygen 
saturations were computed using the algoIitm ofBenson and Krause (1984). Further 
details of the data processing, calibrations applied and comments on data quality are 
presented in the data documentation files. Users ofthe data should read these first. 
No flag channels are inc1uded in the data files. Data values are either acceptable or 
set null. Each profile has been topped and tailed such that datacyc1es with all 
channels except the pIimary key null are exc1uded !rom the data set. The file 
structure is a channel subset of that used for CTD data. 
D2.4 Subdirectory CTD 
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This directory contains the complete project CTD data set. The data are presented 
in two ways: as individual casts and as CTD data contemporaneous with each water 
bottle fired. 
In addition, there are two related data files which contain profiles obtained by 
additional instruments attached to the CTD frame. First, there are a seIies of profiles 
obtained from an Endeco oxygen probe deployed dunng Discovery 182. Secondly. 
there are profiles of marine snow abundance obtained dunng Discovery 183 and 
Discovery 191. 
D2.4.1 CTD Profile Data 
Associated data document directory: DOCU\DBKIT\CTD. 
The CTD profile data are held as a series of files, each containing the data from a 
cruise. Each includes the full erD downcasts binned at 1 (shallow casts <lOOdb) or 
2 decibar intervals. The files are named using the cruise mnemonic: e.g. DI182 
contains the CTD data for cruise Discovery 182. An identical naming convention is 
used for the associated data documentation files. 
The binned data were derived from the fully calibrated CTD downcasts. The binning 
program only considered data points which had been fIagged as good during the CTD 
quality control. Mter binning, the data were scanned and any gaps of up to 3 bins 
were filled by linear interpolation. Gaps larger than this were left null. 















Density anomaly computed as sigma-theta (kg/m3) 
Dissolved oxygen (pM) 
Oxygen saturation (%) 
Chlorophyll (mg/m3) 
Optical attenuance (per m) 
Downwelling irradiance (JlE/m2/s) 
Upwell1ng irradiance (JlE/m2/s) 
BODC event number 
The BODC event numbers correspond exactly to those held in file EVENT, giving 
access to the erD header information. This field is identical for all records pertaining 
to the cast. Consequently, it must be combined with the PRESS fie1d to form the 
primary key. 
Pressure values represent the midpoint of the bin. Thus. a pressure of 3db specifies 
a bin extending from 2db to 4db. 
Salinity, potential temperature (used to compute density anomaly) and density 
anomaly were computed using the algonthms presented in Fofonoff and Millard 
(1983). The dissolved oxygen concentrations are given as the value at in-situ 
temperature and salinity. Oxygen saturation was computed using the algorithrn of 
Benson and Krause (1984). 
No fIag channels are included: data values are either acceptable or are set null. 
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D2.4.2 File BOTCTD 
Associated data document files in DOCU\DBKIT\CTD. 
This file is intended to aid the interpretation of water bottle data by prOviding the 
CTD data for the depths at which the water boUles were fired. The data were derived 
by averaging the fully calibrated CTD downcast data over the depth interval sampled 
by the water boUle. Only values identified as good were included in the 
computations. 
A quality control flag is included for each channel. This is used to both reflect the 
precision of the data point and how it was derived. In most cases, a number of data 
points were included in the average and a standard deviation determined. However, 
tbis was not always so, particularly when a channel had been heavily flagged . In 
such cases, the program made three attempts to assign a value using the algorithms 
outlined below. If these failed, the value was set to null. 
First, if a single point was found in the required pressure range then that was taken. 
Secondly, the program scanned for 2db above and below the specified pressure 
range. If points were found each side then linear interpolation was used to obtain a 
value. Failing that, the value of any point within the expanded depth range was 
taken. 
The quality control flags were assigned as follows: 
G - Value is the mean of at least two values with the standard deviation within 
expected limits 
Q - Value is the mean of at least two values with the standard deviation outside 
expected limits 
o - Value is the only point within the specified depth range 
- Value is the result of a linear interpolation of data within 2db of the specified 
pressure range 
C - Value is that of a single point within 2db of the specified pressure range 












<=0.01 per m 
<=1.0 pE/m2/s 
<=0.02 kg/m3 






Temperature (C) 1-"\ t 
Temperature quality control flag 
Salinity (PSU) -=t-l (p 
Salinity quality controI flag Q (' 













Density anomaly quality control flag 
Dissolved oxygen (].IM) ;r~ 
Dissolved oxygen quality co~ulol flag 
Chlorophyll (mgjm3) Z-t'\ 3 , 
Chlorophyll quality control fl~ 
Optical attenuance (per m) A ~ cg:,. 'f 
Optical attenuance quality control flag 
Downwelling PAR (IlEjm2 js) 2., 'f 2.0 c::'> 
Downwelling PAR quality control flag 
Upwelling PAR (IlEjm2 j s) ~ 't 2.. A (!) 
Upwelling PAR quality control flag 
BODC bottle reference (primary key) ,~~ () 
IBTrLE is the file primary key. It is identical to field IBTILE in file Bü1TLE, which 
can be linked to the EVENT file using the field BEN. 
Salinity, potential temperature (used to compute density anomaly) and density 
anomaly were computed using the algorithms presented in Fofonoff and Millard 
(1983). The dissolved oxygen concentrations are given as the value at in-situ 
temperature and salinity. Oxygen saturation was computed using the algorithm of 
Benson and Krause (1984). 
02.4.3 File 02PROF 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKlT\Cm\02PROF. TXT. 
111is file contains dissolved oxygen profiles obtained during an experimental 
deployment of an Endeco pulsed oxygen electrode on the CTD frame during 
Discovery 182. 




BODC event number 
Pressure (db) :r { e;-
Dissolved oxygen (1lM) :t t;lt 
The BODC event numbers correspond exactly to those held in file EVENT. giving 
access to the CTD header. This field is identlcal for all records pertaining to the cast. 
Consequently. it must be combined with the PRESS field to form the primary key. 
BEN may also be used to link the oxygen profiles to their associated CTD casts. 
The data are given at full resolution: no binning has been done. 111e oxygen values 
are quoted at in-situ temperature and salinity. 
02.4.4 File MSP 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\CTD\MSP. TXT. 
This file contains data collected by the marine snow profiler. a photographic system 
which provides quantitative information on marine snow abundance. In general, the 
instrument was deployed on the CTD frame. However, in one case the instrument 
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was deployed in time series mode on a sediment trap mooring. In data management 
terms, these are identical: both have time and pressure as independent variables and 
are linked to a single event. Consequently, the data are presented together within a 
single file. The moored series may be identified by the gear code of its record in 
EVENT, or by the fact that the pressure channel is constant. 







Date and time of e~sure A '1~t3 
Pressure (db) :rA 'j 
Particle abundance (per litre) cz.~ 'f-t.I-~ 
Total particulate volume (ppm) 't~ q.q. ~ 
Abundance of particles of equivalent spherical diameter (esd) 0 .6-
0.98mm (per litre) 
Abundance of particles of esd 0.98-1.56mm (per litre) 
Abundance of particles of esd 1.56-2.48mm (per litre) 
Abundance of particles of esd 2.48-3.94mm (per litre) 
Abundance of particles of esd 3.94-6.25mm (per litre) 
Abundance of particles of esd 6.25-9.93mm (per litre) 
Abundance of particles of esd >9.93mm (per litre) 
Volume of particles of esd 0.60-0.98mm (ppm) 
Volume ofparticles of esd 0 .98-1.56mm (ppm) 
Volume of partic1es of esd 1.56-2.48mm (ppm) 
Volume of partic1es of esd 2.48-3.94mm (ppm) 
Volume of partic1es of esd 3 .94-6.25mm (ppm) 
Volume of partic1es of esd 6.25-9.93mm (ppm) 
Volume of partic1es of esd >9.93mm (ppm) 
BODC event number 
The BODC event numbers correspond exactly to those held in file EVENT, giving 
access to the header information, the contemporaneous CTD data or (in the case of 
the moored deployment) sediment trap data. This field is identical for all records 
pertaining to the profile or time series. Consequently, it must be combined with the 
FRAME field to form the primary key. Note that PRESS cannot be used because 
pressure values cannot be guaranteed to be unique within aseries. 
Dates and times are given in the format dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss 
The data are presented sorted into time order for a given series. Most of the profiles 
inc1ude data from both the down and up casts. Details ofthe methodology, inc1uding 
the definition of 'effective spherical diameter', are presented in the accompanying 
data document. 
D2.5 Subdirectory BOTNET 
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The files in this subdirectOlY are concerned with water bottle data and quantitative 
data obtained from zooplankton net catches. The bottle data files have been set up 
with the parameters c1ustered into related groups. This produces files, and 
subsequently tables, which are easy to manage. It is appreciated that the c1ustering 
adopted will not suit all users. However, the files concerned include a common 
primary key field, IBITLE, and hence the fields from the files may be merged in any 
desired combination within a relational database system. 
D2.5.1 Files MESOMASS, MESOGUT and MESOGRAZ 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKlT\BOTNET\MESOZOO.TXT. 
These files contain the mesozooplankton biomass and grazing data. Size fractionated 
biomass data are presented in file MESOMASS. Experimentally determined grazing 
rates are presented in file MESOGRAZ. File MESOGUT includes some gut pigment 
analyses, but its main function is to provide a !inkage for the one to many 
relationship which resulted from animals in grazing experiments being taken from 
more than one net hau!. 














Carbon content ofthe 200-50011m size fraction (mg C/m3) l 
Carbon content ofthe 500-100011m size fraction (mg C/m3) z.. ~~S1-
Carbon content ofthe 1000-200011m size fraction (mg C/m3) 
Carbon content of the 200-200011m size fraction (mg C/m3) ?"o":l-{, 
Nitrogen content of the 200-50Opm size fraction (mg N/m3) ~ 
Nitrogen content ofthe 500-100011m size fraction (mg N/m3) 'l,q ~ 9, 
Nitrogen content ofthe 1000-200011m size fraction (mg N/m3) 
Nitrogen content of the 200-200011m size fraction (mg N/m3) z.. Cj' ~" 
Dry weight of the 200-50011m size fraction (mg/m3) ~ 
Dry weight of the 500-100011m size fraction (mg/m3) 
Dry weight of the 1000-200011m size fraction (mg/m3) Z. ~ 9 ~ j 
Dry weight of the 200-200011m size fraction (mg/m3 ~ q, ~ ""';L 
BODC net reference (primary key) 
The primary key is provided by the field INET. This may be !inked through the BEN 
field in file NETINDX to the entry for the zooplankton net station in file EVENT. 
The 'total' (200-200011m) fields are generally produced by summation of the 
individual size fractions. However, in a few cases the sampIes were not size 
fractionated and the 'total' field presents the results of determinations on the entire 
catch screened through a 200011m mesh. 








Ingestion by the 200-50011m size fraction (ng Pigment/copepOd/day~~ 
Ingestion by the 500-1 OOOllm size fraction (ng pigment/ copepod/ day) ~ 
Ingestion by the 1000-200011m size fraction (ng pigment/ copepod/ day) 7' 
Ingestion by the 200-200011m size fraction (ng pigment/copepod/day z..~C!JO 
Consumption by the 200-50011m size fraction (llg ChloroPhYll/m3/daYYJ 
Consumption by the 500-100011m size fraction (llg chlorophyll/m3/ ~!J._ 
day) -~ 
Consumption by the 1000-200011m size fraction (llg chlorophyll/m3 / 7.J 
day) 
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!, '\'1~ ~ -CTOT Consumption by the 200-200011m size fraction (llg chIorophyll/m3 / 
day) ~NTI200 1.,~~r:;- INTI500 INTI1000 
'Z.. ~ ~ Y. -INTITOT 
IDAY 
Integrated ingestion by the 200-50011m size fraction (mg C/m2/day) 
Integrated ingestion by the 500-1 OOOllm size fraction (mg C/m2 / day) 
Integrated ingestion by the 1000-200011m size fraction (mg C/m2 / day) 
Integrated ingestion by the 200-200011m size fraction (mg C/m2/day) 
Grazing experiment label (primary key) 
The grazing experiment label is an integer primary key derived from the date of the 
grazing experiment. It has six digits which represent yymmdd. 
The (200-200011m) total ingestion and consumption fields are the summation of the 
individual size fractions. 
The structnr~ of file MESOGUT is: 
INET /' \~OpC net reference ~.~ 
G200 Gut.;:ontent of the 200-50011m size .flaction (ng pigment pb:.copepod) 
G500 Gut CQp.tent ofthe 500-1 OOOll~~ie fraction (ng pigment per 6oVepod) 
• G 1000 ~~~;:~nt of the.~_00()-20bOllm size fraction (ng Pigme~~ 
IDAY Grazing exPeriment label 
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This file, when joined through a one to one relationship to NETINDX, provides the 
linkage which converts the many to many relationship between EVENT and 
MESOGRAZ into two one to many relationships. Consequently, the primary key is 
formed from two index fields, INET and IDAY. 
Many users will find that, as the primary key in MESOGRAZ may be decoded to give 
the date of the experiment, they are able to obtain the information they need from 
this table alone. Approximate positional data may be obtained by simply scanning 
the records in EVENT for that day. The complex linkages through MESOGUT and 
NETINDX to EVENT need only be pursued if specific information is required on the 
times and positions of the net hauls which caught the animals used in the grazing 
experiments. 
D2.5.2 Files MICMASS and MICGRAZ 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\BOTNET\MICROZOO. TXT. 
These files present the rnicrozooplankton biomass and grazing data. 
The structure of file MICMASS is: 
TOTMASS Microzooplankton biomass (llg C/litre) l(' "tO 
UCOUNT Microzooplankton cell count (cells/litre) 2.1\. 113 cf' 
IBTTI-E BODC bottle reference (primary key) C, ~~O 
IBTTI-E is the file primary key. It is identical to field IBTTI-E in file BOTTI-E (includes 
bottle depths) and may be used to link the data from MICMASS with the header 
information held in EVENT. 




Date of the grazing experiment 
Microzooplankton grazing rate (pg chlorophyll/litre/day) 
BODC bottle reference (primary key) G ", 0 
The date in DAY, given in the format dd/mm/yyyy, gives the date the dilution 
experiment was carried out and hence provides the basis for simple time series. The 
bottle reference, IBTILE, provides a link to file BOTTLE where the depth from which 
the water sarnple was taken is stored. Further header information may be obtained 
through the linkage of BOTTLE to file EVENT via field BEN. 
D2.5.3 Files PPCOUNT and PPSAMP 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\BOTNET\PPCOUNT. TXT. 
These files contain ~e phytoplankton spec~distributions determined by counting 
preserved sampies from water bottles. PPSAMP contains information concerning the 
count, such as when it was done. PPCOUNT contains the individual counts for each 
species. 






r~q, Date sampie was counted 
Sarnple volume (ml) Ä~ g1....-
Sarnple bottle number '"$~C 
BODC bottle reference (primary key) 
/ 
The date the sampie was counted, in the format dd/mm/yyyy, is inc uded to allow 
sarnple storage limes to be ascertained. The sampie bottle number'~B' is included 
because it has been quoted in cruise reports. However, the main ink to header 
information is through the primary key, IBTTLE: depths of sampling ay be obtained 
from file BOTILE and time and position from file EVENT. Files EVE . T and BOTTLE 
are linked through field BEN. ., 
I PPCOUNT IBTILE CODE SPECIES COUNT BODC bottle reference ? 7 PML species code . . Species narne :r 07"3 Cell count for species (cells/ml) t ~ttq ~ 
As for PPSAMP above, the fleld IBTILE may be used to link individual species counts 
to the header information in files BOTTLE and EVENT. This linkage may be forged 
through PPSAMP, but this is not mandatory. However, unlike PPSAMP, IBTTLE is not 
the primary key: it is replicated for every species present in a sampie. The primary 
key for file PPCOUNT must be generated from two fields , IBTTLE and CODE. 
Phytoplankton species codes have been the subject of much debate between data 
managers. The code used here is the one adopted by the data originator, Derek 
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Harbour at the Plymouth Marine Laboratory. It is composed of 6 digits. The three 
most significant digits are the genus code and the other three digits are the species 
number within genus. For example, species 213008 is Ceratium furca and 213009 
is Ceratium fusus. Thus the code may be used to reduce the resolution of the data 
from the species level to the genus level if required. 
D2.5.4 File TSO 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\BOTNET\TSO. TXT. 
This file contains some of the water bottle parameters used to calibrate the CTD 
sensors, though of course they form a data set in their own right, particularly the 
dissolved oxygen data. The major omission from this file is the extracted chlorophyll 
data set used to calibrate the CTD fluorometer. This is inc1uded in file PIGMENT. 
With the exception of temperature the data are the result of quantitative analyses on 
water sampIes. The temperatures are the mean of two or three digital reversing 
thermometer readings. Suspect readings were rejected from the data set and 
consequently there are no quality control flag channels. 






Reversing thermometer temperature (C) t_ 
Salinity determined by salinometer (PSU) '1-' !" -1 
Winkler dissolved oxygen (llM at in-situ temperature) {--'1 "1 
BODC bottle reference (primary key) 
The BODC bottle reference may be used to link the data in this file to the sampIe 
depths held in file BOTTLE and to the primary header parameters in file EVENT. 
BOTTLE and EVENT are linked through field BEN. 
The dissolved oxygen data are presented in units of llM at in-situ temperature. This 
is the unit required for CTD calibration and the unit of the CTD data channel. 
However, it is appreciated that users might wish to work in units of llmol/kg to 
eliminate the influence of temperature. The conversion may be achieved using the 
density anomaly, SIGT, present in file BOTCTD. 
D2.5.5 File CYANPE 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\BOTNE'f\CYANPE.T.XT. 
This file contains data on cyanobacteria numbers and the pigment phycoerythrin 
collected from CTD water bottles and surface sampIes during Discovery 182. Quality 
control was achieved by means of sampIe rejection and hence there are no quality 
control flags. 




Number of cyanobacteria cells (106 cells/litre) 'fe;-'[. t!) ", &c-€) (!) 
Phycoerythrin concentration (ng/l) 'I G =1:3J ,A J At7t;s'2:> ~ ~!..e 
BODC bottle reference (primary key) 
The BODC bottle reference may be used to link the data in this file to the sampie 
depths held in file BOTI'LE and to the primary header parameters in file EVENT. 
BOTfLE and EVENT are linked through field BEN. 
02.5.6 File CN 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKlT\BOTNET\CN. TXT. 
This file contains the measurements made during BOFS on the carbon and nitrogen 
systems. The data are mainly from CID rosette samples. but there are also a number 
of measurements made on pumped surface sampies. A small amount of additional 
data from stand-alone pumps is held in directory DBKIT\SAP. 
Quality control was through exc1usion from the database and eonsequently there are 
no flag ftelds. The flag field present is an indicator to show which TC02 samples were 
filtered prior to analysis. 

















TC02 determined potentiometrically (l1mol/kg) ? l'+ ~ 
TC02 determined coulometrtcally (pmol/kg) ) 
Coulometric TC02 filtration flag 
pC02 (llatm) ~,,-; 1 
Temperature at whieh pC02 was determined 1.0-;;'2 Ä " 
Alkalinity determined potentiometrically (l1Eq/kgJ 1 ~ ~ 
Alkalinity determined spectrophotometrically (l1Eq/kg) ) 
pH (pH units) :}' Cf 
Temperature at whieh pH was determined (C) 10 ~t" 
Dissolved organie carbon (lImol C/l) :r" 
Particulate organie carbon (mg C/m3) 1-G, 'b 
Total particulate carbon (mg C/m3) Uo~<; 
Calcite (mg Ca/m3) 'Z.~ tJ fi"C1 
Particulate organie nitrogen (mg N/m3) +,~ 
Total particulate nitrogen (mg N/m3) t.~~C30G­
BODC bottle reference 
The BODC bottle reference may be used to link the data in this file to the sampie 
depths held in file BOTI'LE and to the primary header parameters in file EVENT. 
BOTfLE and EVENT are l!nked through fteld BEN. 
The TC02 filtration flag is normally null unless the sampies were filtered through a 
0.45pm Nuc1epore filter prior to analysis in which case it Is set to 'F'. 
02.5.7 File AL 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKlT\BOTNET\AL. TXT. 
This file contains a set of dissolved aluminium measurements made on unfiltered 
water taken from CTD rosette bottles and the non-toxie supply during Discovery 184. 
Quality control was by data value exclusion and hence there is no flag channel. 
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The structure of the file is: 
AL 
IBTrLE 
Aluminium concentration (uM) ~.A r;; 
BODC boUle reference 
The BODC boUle reference may be used to link the data in this file to the sampie 
depths held in file BOTrLE and to the primary header parameters in file EVENT. 
BOTrLE and EVENT are linked through field BEN. 
D2.5.8 File PIGMENT 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\BOTNET\PIGMENT. TXT. 
This file contains the results of pigment analyses using a number of techniques on 
water sampies from boUles and the non-tmdc supply. Size fractionated chlorophyll 
measurements made during primary production experiments are inc1uded with the 
primary production data. Pigment measurements on stand-alone pump sampies are 
also stored separately in directory DBKIT\SAP. Quality control was by deletion from 
the data set and consequently there are no associated quality control flags. 






















Fluorometric chlorophyll (mg/m3) 2 A ~ ~ 
Fluorometric phaeopigment (mg/m3) 'f.~::r­
Spectrophotometric chlorophyll (mg/m3) "2.~~' 
Spectrophotometric phaeopigment (mg/m3) 't~ ; 1-
HPLC chlorophyll a (j.lg/l) Z 1. ~ 
Chlorophyll c3 (ng/I) q ~ ~ 
Chlorophyll clc2 (ng/l) *-.A.'f-e:> 
Chlorophyll b (ng/l) t{-' 't !3 
Peridinin (ng/l) 'f~(;O 
Butanoyloxyfucoxanthin (ng/l) <t 6 cft? 
Fucoxanthin (ng/I) ..,. G~ 
Hexanoyloxyfucoxantl lin (ng/I) \{-6~ 
Diadinoxanthin (ng/l) ff-6 r;'f 




Chlorophyllide a (ng/l) '+ G .,3 
Phaeophorbide a (ng/l) 'f ,,' A. 
Phaeophorbide like (ng/l) ~ -; (!> ",tf) 
Phaeophytin a (ng/l) \f Ge; ::r 
Phaeophytin like (ng/I) ~t;=l-I( 




The BODC bottle reference may be used to link the data in this file to the sampie 
depths held in file BOTILE and to the primary header parameters in file EVENT. 
BOTrLE and EVENT are linked through field BEN. 
Any pigment for which no explicit method is given in the field description was 
determined by HPLC. HPLC chlorophyll a is given units of j.lg/l (which is exactly the 
same as mg/m3) to ease comparison with the other methods. 
D2.5.9 File RADNUC 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKlT\BOTNET\RADNUC.T.KT. 
This file contains dissolved and particulate radionuclide data detennined on CTD 
water bottle sampIes. There are additional data from stand-alone pumps in directory 
DBKIT\SAP and from sediment trap sampIes in \DBKIT\SEDTRAP. Suspect values 
were deleted from the data set by the data originator. Consequently, there are nö 
quality control flag fields. 
The format of the file is: 
Dissolved 21OpO (dpm/lOOl) "LI tf1;"~ 
Dissolved 2lOpO standard error (dpm/ 1 001) '21 t:;-r; 3 










Dissolved 210Pb standard error (dpm/lOOl) '2..-\ «7'f--=l-
Particulate 21Dpo (dpm/lOOl) ~~A. t;'7'f 
Particulate 2lOpO standard error (dpm/lOOl) ~~ A crtrS'"" 
Particulate 2lOPb (dpm/lOOl) 2 ..t ~ 
Particulate 210Pb standard error (dpm/ 1 001) ~l W ~ 
BODC bottle reference 
The BODC bottle reference may be used to link the data in this file to the sampie 
depths held in file BOTfLE and to the primary header parameters in file EVENf. 
BOTrLE and EVENf are linked through field BEN. 
D2.5.10 File NUTRI 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKlT\BOTNET\NUTRI. TKT. 
This file contains the results of nutrient analysis on discrete sampIes from CTD water 
bottles. In most cases it Is the mean of replicate sampies. A value of zero for anY 
nutrient specles slgnifies that it is below detection limit. 
Nutrient data quality control occurred in two stages. First, erroneous data were 
deleted from the data set prior to submission to BODC. Additional data were 
recognised as suspect by BODC or by users of the database. 
BODC established practice is to flag data, not delete them. Consequently, a flag 
channel is included for each nutrient species. This is set null for acceptable data and 
'?' for suspect values. In addition, data values were sometimes reported as >x 
indicating that the precise value is not known but that it exceeds the specified value. 
These are signified by the symbol '>' in the flag channe1. 
The structure of the file is: 
N03 Dissolved nitrate plus nitrite (pM) tel"Z."2-. 
FN3 Nitrate plus nitrite flag 
N02 Dissolved nitrite (pM) -;t-li':r 
FN2 Nitrite flag 










Dissolved silicate (pM) ~ 
Silicate flag 
Dissolved ammonia (pM) t;'\f-
Ammonia flag 
BODC bottle reference 
The BODC bottle reference may be used to link the data in this file to the sampie 
depths held in file BOTILE and to the primary header parameters in file EVENT. 
BOTTLE and EVENT are linked through field BEN. 
Note that nitrate is quoted as nitrate plus nitrite. In general, this is how the data 
were reported to BODC. Where this was not the case, the nitrate and nitrite channels 
were summed prior to loading onto the database. 
D2.5.11 File SULPHUR 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBK1T\BOTNET\SUIPHUR. TXT. 
This file contains measurements ofthe sulphur species dimethyl sulphide (DMS) in 
the dissolved phase and dimethylsulphoniopropionate (DMSP) in the dissolved and 
particulate phases. 
Any suspect values identified by the data originator were deleted from the data set. 
Consequently, there are no explicit quality control flags. 






Dissolved DMS (nM) 4'1?rrr-
Total (dissolved+particulate) DMSP (nM) t{- c;1:)~ 
Dissolved DMSP (nM) 3t>q) I\. 
Particulate DMSP (nM) "Z.:t-1>.\O 
BODC bottle reference 
The BODC bottle reference may be used to link the data in this file to the sampIe 
depths held in file BOTILE and to the primary header parameters in file EVENT. 
BOTTLE and EVENT are linked through field BEN. 
Total DMSP has been included in addition to the dissolved and particulate values 
because in some cases this is the only parameter which has been determined. 
Note that DMSP data from sampies for which there is no DMS datum will be 
uncorrected for DMS and hence will be overestimates. 
D2.5.12 File LlPBOT 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\BOTNET\LIPIDS. TXT. \ 
This file contains organic biomarker data determined from CTD water sampIes. 
Additional biomarker data from stand-alone pumps is held in directory DBKIT\SAP 
and associated benthic data are held in DBKIT\CORE. 



















Methyl hexatriaconta-7E.14E.21E-trienoate (%) 
Heptatriaconta-15E.22E-dien-2-one (%) 





Total alkenone and alkenoate concentration (ng/l) 
Ratio of ME37 _2/(ME37 _3+ME37 _2) 
Ratio of ME38_2/(ME38_3+ME38_2) 
Ratio of ET38_3/(ET38_3+FAME36_3+FAME36_2) 
Standard error for total concentration (ng/l) 
Standard error for UK37 ratio 
Standard error for UK38ME ratio 
Standard error for AA36 ratio 
BODC bottle reference 
The BODC bottle reference may be used to link the data in this file to the sampie 
depths held in file BOTILE and to the primaIY header parameters in file EVENT. 
BOTILE and EVENT are linked through field BEN. 
The individual alkenones and alkenoates are expressed as apercentage of the total 
alkenone and alkenoate concentration. This maintains the structure of the data as 
supplied. 
02.5.13 File VOLSCT 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKlT\BOTNET\ VOLSCT.TXT. 
This file contains optical scattering determinations on water sampies collected from 
the CTD rosette and non-toxic supply during the coccolithophore cruise Charles 
Darwin 60. Suspect values were deleted from the data set prior to submission and 
consequently there are no quality control flag channels. /' 












Blue light volume scatter 45° incidence 
Blue light volume scatter 90° incidence 
Blue light volume scatter 135° incidence 
Green light volume scatter 45° incidence 
Green light volume scatter 90° incidence 
Green light volume scatter 135° incidence 
Total green backscatter 
Total blue backscatter 
Green backscatter attributed to calcite 
Blue backscatter attributed to calcite 
BODe bottle reference 
V 
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The BODC boUle reference may be used to link the data in this ffie to the sampIe 
depths held in file BOTfLE and to the primary header parameters in ffie EVENT. 
BOTfLE and EVENT are linked through field BEN. 
02.6 Subdirectory PROD 
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During BOFS, a wide range of incubation experiments was carried out which 
inc1uded: on deck and in-situ HC primary production, 15N new and regenerated 
production determinations, artificiallight (P:I) experiments, nutrient uptake, oxygen 
and carbon dioxide production and tritiated thyrnidine and leucine uptake. 
The result is a comprehensive data set which quantifies the activities of the flora and 
fauna from many different perspectives. This data set is presented in the files of 
subdJrectory PROD. 
02.6.1 File C14HDR 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\PROD\C14PROD.TX.T. 
This file contains one record for each 14C production experiment and provides 
metadata pertaining to each incubation. The file also provides storage for any 
integrated production values supplied With the data. 













BODC incubation experiment reference (prirnary key) 
Incubation type 
BODC event number for incubation 
Incubation start date and time 
Plain language comment 
Incubation duration (hours) 
1/ 
Depth to which integrated values were deterrnined (m) 
Integrated production ofthe >5J.lm fraction (mg C/m2/day) 
Integrated production ofthe 1-5J.lm fraction (mg C/m2/day) 
Integrated production ofthe O.2-1J.lm fraction (mg C/m2/day) 
Integrated production of the >O.2J.lm fraction (mg C/m2 /day) 
BODC event number of the water coJlection event 
The incubation experiment reference is an alphanumeric identifier generated by 
BODC. Its primary purpose is to provide a link between C14HDR and the data ffies 
to which it is related through one to many relationships. 
The incubation type, TI, is set to '00' for on deck incubations and 'IS' for in-situ 
incubations. 
The incubation event number, BEN, provides a link to records in EVENT which 
record the deployrnent and recovery times of in-situ rigs. It is important to note that 
it is quite possible to extend the incubation beyond the recovery time of a rig 
recovered in darkness by simply storing the boUles in the dark. 
The date and time that the incubation commenced, taken from log sheets or cruise 
reports, are given in the format dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm. 
Integrated production values are only stored where they accompanied the data from 
discrete depths submitted to BODC. The units are quoted as (mg C/m2/day). It is 
important to realise that 'day' means 'duration ofincubation experiment'. In the case 
of the BOFS 14C data this is not critical as, with the exception of one 18 hour 
experiment, the durations are all 24 hours. 
BENCOL provides a link to the entry in file EVENT which describes the sourcing of 
the water for the production experiment. Normally, this is a pre-dawn Go-Flo station 
collecting water from several depths. On Charles Darwin 46, each individual Go-Flo 
fired was assigned aseparate identifier and consequently had to be treated as a 
separate event. In this case, the relatlonship between C 14HDR and EVENT is one to 
many, not the one to one relationship required by the data structure. Rather than 
complicate matters by introducing a linker table, the one to many relationship was 
simplified by setting BENCOL to the BEN of the first 35m bottle taken during the 
pre-dawn Go-Flo station. 
D2.6.2 File C14DAT 
Associated data document: DOCV\DBKlT\PROD\C14PROD.7XT. 
This me contains the 14C uptake data for both on deck and in-situ incubations, 
together with associated size fractionated chlorophyll measurements. For a few 
incubations, no size fractionated data are available. Records are also inc1uded where 
no production data were obtained due to experimental problems but which have size 
fractionated chlorophylls. 












BODC incubation experiment reference 
Depth of incubation (m) 
Light level for incubation (% of ambient irradiance) 
14C uptake by the >511m size fraction (mg C/m2/day) 
14C uptake by the 1-511m size fraction (mg C/m2/day) ( 
14C uptake by the O.2-111m size fraction (mg C/m2/day) 
14C uptake by the >O.211m size fraction (mg C/m2/day) 
Chlorophyll content in the >5pm size fraction (mg/m3) 
Chlorophyll content in the 1-511m size fraction (mg/m3) 
Chlorophyll content in the O.2-111m size fraction (mg/m3) 
BODC bottle reference for water sampIe 
The primary key for this file must be specified from three fields, EXPREF, DEPrH and 
LIGHT. Use of EXPREF and either one of the other two fields is insufficient due to 
duplicate record specifications caused by null values. 
The light level of incubation is expressed as the actual depth of incubation for in-situ 
experiments. In the case of on deck incubations, it is either expressed as the 
percentage of ambient light passing through the mter screen or as the depth where 
such a light level would be encountered (sometimes as both). 
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The units of 14C uptake are expressed in tenns of 'per day'. In this case 'day' means 
'duration ofincubation'. It can be seen from file C14HDR that this does not pose a 
problem for the BOFS data because all incubations except one were of 24 hours 
duration. 
The >0.211m size fraction, or total, is generally the sum of the data from the three size 
classes. If these are null, but a total value is given, then the data result from an 
experiment which was not size fractionated. 
The field IBTILE specifies the water sampie incubated. The depth from which the 
sampie was taken may be obtained from file BOTILE and where and when it was 
collected from file EVENT (linked to BOTTLE through field BEN). In general, IBTTLE 
is unique indicating that different water was used for each incubation depth. There 
are a few duplicates which either result from the same water being incubated at 
different light intensities or, more commonly, from parallel incubations of different 
types being done on the same water. 
D2.6.3 File C14CALC 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\PROD\C14PROD.TXT. 
For a number of incubations undertaken on the coccolithophore cruise, Charles 
Darwin 60, the acidified/non-acidified method was used to discriminate between 14C 
uptake by photosynthesis and 14C uptake by calcification. The non-acidified results 
are included in file C14DAT. The acidified results and calcification determined by 
difference are presented in this file. 










BODC experiment reference 
Depth of incubation (m) 
HC uptake attributed to photosynthesis in the >511m size fraction 
(mg C/m3 /day) 
14C uptake attributed to photosynthesis in the 1-511m size fraction 
(mg C/m3 /day) 
14C uptake attributed to photosynthesis in the 0.2-111m size fraction 
(mg C/m3 /day) 
14C uptake attributed to calcification in the >511m size fraction 
(mg C/m3 /day) 
14C uptake attributed to calcification in the 1-511m size fraction 
(mg C/m3 /day) 
14C uptake attributed to calcification in the 0.2-111m size fraction 
(mg C/m3 /day) 
BODC boUle reference 
The primary key may be fonned from fields EXPREF and DEPTH. All incubations for 
the data set in file C14CALC were of 24 hours duration. 
The field IBTTLE determines the water sampie incubated. The depth from which the 
sampie was taken may be obtained from file BOTILE and where and when it was 
collected from file EVENT (linked to BOTILE through field BEN). 
D2.6.4 File C14SURV 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\PROD\C14PROD. TXT. L 
During the second coccolithophore cruise, Charles Darwin 61, two bow-tie surveys 
were done. During these, water sampies were taken from the non-toxic supply, 
inoculated with 14C and incubated for four hours in artificiallight (23llE/m2/s). 
Calcification was determined by acidification initially, but the levels were so low that 
this was abandoned. The experiments were not size fractionated. 




Total 14C uptake by >0.2llm size fraction (mg C/m3/hour) 
14C uptake by >0.2}lffi size fraction attributed to calcification 
(mg C/m3 /hour) 
BODC bottle reference (primary key) 
The primary header parameters for the water sampies may be obtained from file 
EVENT, linking through file BOTILE. EVENT and BOTILE are linked by field BEN. 
Note the units of 14C uptake. In this case the unit of time is per hour, not per day 
and not per duration of incubation. 
D2.6.5 File PIDAT 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\PROD\C14PROD.TXT. 
This file presents the results of artificiallight (P:I) 14C incubations which determined 
the photosynthetic characteristics ofthe phytoplarIkton community. The structure 










Alpha for >5llm size fraction (mg C/(llE/m2/s)/mg Chl/hour) 
Alpha for 1-5llm size fraction (mg C/(llE/m2/s)/mg Chl/hour) 
Alpha for 0.2-1llm size fraction (mg C/(llE/m2/s)/mg Chl/hour) 
Alpha for >0.2llm size fraction (mg C/(llE/m2/s)/mg Chl/hour) / 
P max for >5llm size fraction (mg C/mg Chl/hour) I 
Pmax ior 1-5llm size fraction (mg C/mg Chl/hour; ~ 
P max for 0.2-1 llm size fraction (mg C/mg Chl/hour) 
P max for >0.2llm size fraction (mg C/mg Chl/hour) 
BODC bottle reference (primary key) 
The BODC bottle refrence, IBTILE, may be used to obtain the depth from which the 
sampie was taken from file BOTILE. Primary header parameters for the sampie may 
be obtained from file EVENT which is linked to file BOTILE through field BEN. 




D2.6.6 Files THYDAT and THYDIU 
Associated data document: DOCV\DBKlT\PROD\THYPROD.TXT. 
This file contains data from the tritiated thymidine and tritiated leucine uptake 
experiments. File TINDAT may be regarded as presenting the bacterial 
environmental data. In addition to the production data there are cell numbers of 
bacteria and cyanobacteria. File TINDIU contains the results of thymidine uptake 
diel experiments. 











Thymidine uptake rate (pmol/litre/hour) 
Standard deviation of the thymidine uptake rate (pmol/litre/hour) 
Leucine uptake rate (pmol/litre/hour) 
Standard deviation of the leucine uptake rate (pmol/litre/hour) 
Cyanobacteria numbers (106 cells/litre) r( Ci C c oe f } 
Cyanobacteria numbers flag 
Bacterial numbers (l08 cells/litre) /f 00 . C C (~ ooe 
Bacterial sampie degradation factor 
Flagellate numbers (l03 cells/litre) A, C (;0 
BODC bottle reference (primary key) 
The BODC bottle reference, IBTTLE, may be used to obtain the depth from which the 
sampie was taken from file BOTTLE. Primary header parameters for the sampie may 
be obtained from file EVENT which is linked to file BOTILE through field BEN. 
The cyanobacteria numbers flag has been set to '.' for values where it is known that 
the count was done on preserved sampies. 
The bacterial sampie degradation factor requires some explanation. If it is null, the 
sampie was elther counted on board ship or immediately made up Into a slide and 
frozen until counted. If the factor has a positive value, it is the empirically derived 
correction factor for cell number decay that has been applied to a sampie which was 
preserved. If the factor has a value of zero, the sampie was preserved and made up 
into a slide at a later date (sometimes up to a year later). 
The upshot of this is that if BCORR is null or has a positive value the counts are 
believed to be accurate. If BCORR has a value of zero, it is believed that the counts 
are likely to be underestimates. Further details are provided in the data 
documentation and in Turley and Hughes (1992). 






Date and time of the thymidlne determination 
Thymidine uptake rate (pmol/litre/hour) 
Bacterial cell numbers (108 cells/litre) 
Bacterial sampie degradation factor 
BODC bottle reference 
The BODC bottle reference, IBTTLE, may be used to obtain the depth from which the 
sampIe was taken from file BOTTLE. Primary header parameters for the sampIe may 
be obtained from file EVENT which is linked to file BOTTLE through field BEN. Note 
that 1n this case, because the data presented are a time series from each bottle 
sampled, both IBTILE and DATIM must be used to construct a primary key. 
The sampIe degradation factor is the same as described above for file TIIYDAT. 
However, in the case of file TIIYDIU 1t is largely irrelevant because all the counts 
presented were done on frozen slides. 
D2.6.7 File OXYHDR 
Assoeiated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\PROD\OXYPROD.TXT. 
Th1s file contains the header 1nfonnation for the oxygen production experiments. 
Note that in some eases TC02 and pC02 were determined in addition to oxygen. 









BODC incubation experiment reference (primary key) 
Incubation type 
Incubation start date and time 
Incubation duration (hours) 
Depth to which integrated values were determined (m) 
Integrated gross oxygen production (mmol/m2/day) 
Integrated net oxygen produetion (mmol/m2/day) 
BODC event number of the water collection event 
The incubation experiment reference is an alphanumeric identifier generated by 
BODC. Its primary purpose is to provide a link between OXYHDR and the data file 
OJITDAT to which it is related through a one to many relationship. 
The incubation type, TI, is set to 'OD' for on deck incubations and 'IS' for in-situ 
incubations. 
The incubation event number, BEN, provides a link to records in EVENT whicn 
record the deployment and recovery times ofin-situ rigs. It is important to note that 
1t 1s quite possible to extend the incubation beyond the recovery time of a rig 
reeovered in darkness by simply storing the bottles in the dark. 
The date and time that the incubation commenced, taken from log sheets or eruise 
reports, are given in the fonnat dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm. 
Integrated production values are only stored where they accompanied the data from 
discrete depths submitted to BODC. The untts are quoted as (mmol/m2/day). It is 
important to realise that 'day' means 'duration of incubation experiment'. In the ease 




BENCOL provides a link to the entry in file EVENT which describes the sourcing of 
the water for the production experiment. Normally, this is a pre-dawn Go-Flo station 
collecting water from several depths. On Charles Darwin 46, each individual Go-Flo 
fired was assigned aseparate identlfier and consequently had to be treated as a 
separate event. In this case, the relationship between OXYHDR and EVENT is one to 
many, not the one to one relationship required by the data structure. Rather than 
complicate matters by introducing a linker table, the one to many relationship was 
simplified by setting BENCOL to the BEN of the first 35m bottle taken during the 
pre-dawn Go-Flo station. 
D2.6.8 File OXYDAT 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKlT\PROD\OXYPROD. TXT. 
This file contains the gross and net oxygen, TC02 and pC02 production determined 
at different depths and/or natural light intensities. 




















BODC incubation experiment reference 
Depth of incubation (m) 
Light level for incubation (% of ambient irradiance) 
Gross oxygen production (JlM/ day) 
Standard error for gross oxygen production (JlM/day) 
Net oxygen production (JlM/day) 
Standard error for net oxygen production (JlM/day) 
Standard error for oxygen respiration (JlM/day) 
Gross TC02 production (JlM/day) 
Standard error for gross TC02 production (JlM/day) 
Net TC02 production (JlM/day) 
Standard error for net TC02 production (JlM/day) 
Standard error for TC02 respiration (JlM/ day) 
Gross pC02 production (JlM C/day) 
Standard error for gross pC02 production (JlM C/day) 
Net pC02 production (JlM C/day) 
Standard error for net pC02 production (JlM C/day) 
Standard error for pC02 respiration (JlM C/day) 
BODC bottle reference 
The primary key f!?r this file must be speclfied from three fields , EXPREF, DEPTH and 
LIGHT. Use of EXPREF and either one of the other two fields is insufficient due to 
duplicate record specifications caused by null values. 
The light level of incubation is expressed as the actual depth of incubation for in-situ 
experiments. In the case of on deck incubations, it is either expressed as the 
percentage of ambient light passing through the filter screen or as the depth where 
such a light level would be encountered. 
The units of production are expressed in terms of 'per day'. In this case 'day' means 
'duration ofincubation'. It can be seen from file OXYHDR that this is significant: 12 
and 18 hour incubations are relatively common. Do oot use these data without 
first determioing the iocubatioo duratioo from OXYHDR. 
The fieId IBTILE specifies the water sampie incubated. The depth from which the 
sampie was taken may be obtained from file BOTILE and where and when it was 
collected from file EVENT (linked to BOTILE through field BEN). In general, IBTILE 
is unique indicating that different water was used for each incubation depth. 
However, this was not always the case (see data document). 
D2.6.9 File N15HDR 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\PROD\N15PROD.TXT. 
This file contains one record for each 15N production experiment and provides 
metadata pertaining to each incubation. The file also provides storage for any 
integrated production values supplied with the data. 











BODC incubation experiment reference (primary key) 
Incubation type 
BODC event number for incubation 
Incubation start date and time 
Plain language comment 
Incubation duration (hours) 
Depth to which integrated values were determined (m) 
Integrated uptake by new production (mmol!m2/day) 
Integrated uptake by regenerated production (mmol!m2 / day) 
BODC event number of the water collection event 
The incubation experiment reference is an alphanumeric identifier generated by 
BODC. Its primary purpose is to provide a link between N15HDR and the data file 
N15DAT to which it is related through a one to many relationship. 
The incubation type, TI, is set to 'OD' for on deck incubations and 'IS' for in-situ 
incubations. 
The incubation event number, BEN, provides a link to records in EVENT which 
record the deployment and recovery times ofin-situ rigs. It is important to note that 
it is q11jte possible to extend the incubation beyond the recovery time of a rig 
recovered in darkness by simply storing the bottles in the dark. 
The date and time that the incubation commenced, taken from log sheets or cruise 
reports, are given in the format dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm. 
Integrated production values are only stored where they accompanied the data from 
discrete depths submitted to BODC. The units are quoted as (mmol!m2/day). It is 
important to realise that 'day' means 'duration ofincubation experiment'. In the case 
of the BOFS 15N data this is not important as the durations are an 24 hours. 
BENCOL provides a link to the entry in file EVENT which describes the sourcing of 
the water for the production experiment. Normally, this is a pre-dawn Go-Flo station 
collecting water from several depths. On Charles Darwin 46, each individual Go-Flo 
fired was assigned aseparate identifier and consequently had to be treated as a 
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separate event. In this case, the relationship between N 15HDR and EVENT is one to 
many, not the one to one relationship required by the data structure. Rather than 
complicate matters by introducing a linker table, the one to many relationship was 
simplified by setting BENCOL to the BEN of the first 35m bottle taken during the 
pre-dawn Go-Flo station. 
02.6.10 File N15DAT 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\PROD\N15PROD.TXT. 'L. 
This file presents the new and regenerated production determined by 15N nitrate and 
ammonia uptake during BOFS. 










BODC incubation experiment reference 
Depth of incubation (m) 
Total 15N nitrate uptake (pM/day) 
15N nitrate uptake by <5pm size fraction (pM/day) 
15N nitrate uptake by >5pm size fraction (pM/day) 
Total 15N ammonia uptake (pM/day) 
15N ammonia uptake by <5pm size fraction (pM/day) 
15N ammonia uptake by >5pm size fraction (pM/day) 
BODC bottle reference 
The BODC bottle reference, IBTTLE, may be used to obtain the depth from which the 
sampIe was taken from file BOTTLE. Primary header parameters for the sampIe may 
be obtained from file EVENT which is linked to file BOTTLE through field BEN. 
The units of 15N uptake are expressed in terms of 'per day'. In this case 'day' means 
'duration ofincubation'. It can be seen from file N15HDR that this does not pose a 
problem for the BOFS data because all incubations were of 24 hours duration. 
D2.6.11 FileNOXHDR v 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\PROD\NOXPROD. TXT. 
This file contains one record for each high resolution nitrate uptake experiment and 
provides metadata pertaining to each incubation. 









BODC incubation experiment reference (primary key) 
Incubation type 
BODC event number for incubation 
Incubation start date and time 
Plain language comments 
Incubation duration (hours) 
BODC event number of the water collection event 
The incubation experiment reference is an alphanumeric identifier generated by 
BODC. Its primary purpose is to provide a link between NOXHDR and the data file 
NOXDAT to which it is related through a one to many relationship. 
The incubation type, TI, is set to 'OD' for on deck incubations and 'IS' for in-süu 
incubations. 
The incubation event number, BEN, provides a link to records in EVENT which 
record the deployment and recovery times ofin-süu rigs. It is important to note that 
ü is quite possible to extend the incubation beyond the recovery time of a rig 
recovered in darkness by simply storing the bottles in the dark. 
The date and time that the incubation commenced, taken from log sheets or cruise 
reports, are given in the format dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm. 
BENCOL provides a link to the entry in file EVENT which describes the sourcing of 
the water for the production experiment. Normally, this is a pre-dawn Go-Flo station 
collecting water from several depths. On Charles Darwin 46, each individual Go-Flo 
fired was assigned aseparate identifier and consequently had to be treated as a 
separate event. In this case, the relationship between NOXHDR and EVENT is one 
to many, not the one to one relationship required by the data structure. Rather than 
complicate matters by introducing a linker table, the one to many relationship was 
simplified by setting BENCOL to the BEN of the first 35m bottle taken during the 
pre-dawn Go-Flo station. 
D2.6.12 File NOXDAT t/ 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKlT\PROD\NOXPROD. T.XT. 
This file presents the results of high resolution nitrate uptake experiments. The 





BODC incubation experiment reference 
Depth of incubation (m) 
Nitrate uptake (pM/day) 
BODC bottle reference 
The BODC bottle reference, IBTTLE, may be used to obtain the depth from which the 
sampie was taken that is held in file BOTTLE. Primary header parameters for the 
sampie may be obtained from tUe EVENTwhich is linked to tUe BOTTLE through field 
BEN. 
The units of nitrate uptake are expressed in terms of 'per day'. In this case 'day' 
means 'duration ofincubation'. It can be seen from file NOXHDR that this does not 
pose a problem for the BOFS data because all incubations except one were of 24 
hours duration. 
D2.7 Subdirectory SAP 
This subdirectory contains the data set collected using Challenger Oceanics stand-
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alone pumps. These data have many paralIeIs with filtered water sampIe data. 
However. as they have been collected by a very different mechanism. they have been 
stored separate1y. Users wishing to blur thls distinetion in their own system may do 
so by concatenating the data from subdirectory SAP with the equivalent data in 
subdirectory BOTNET. 
D2. 7.1 File LIPSAP 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKlT\SAP\LlPlDS. TKT. 
This file contains organie biomarker data determined from SAP sampIes. Additional 
biomarker data from CTD water bottles are held in directory DBKIT\BOTNET and 
associated benthic data are held in DBKIT\CORE. 


















Heptatriaconta-8E. 15E.22E-trien-2-one (%) 
Methyl hexatriaconta-7E,14E.21E-trienoate (%) 
Heptatriaconta-15E.22E-dlen-2-one (%) 




Octatriaconta -16E,23E-dien-2-one (%) 
Total alkenone and alkenoate concentration (ng/I) 
Ratio of ME37 _2/(ME37 _3+ME37 _2) 
Ratio of ME38_2/(ME38_3+ME38_2) 
Ratio of ET38_3/(ET38_3+FAME36_3+FAME36_2) 
Standard eITor for total concentration (ng/I) 
Standard eITor for UK37 ratio 
Standard eITor for UK38ME ratio 
Standard eITor for AA36 ratio 
BODC SAP filter reference 
The BODC filter reference may be used to link the data in this flle to the sampIe 
depths held in file SAPINDX and to the prlmary header parameters In flle EVENT. 
SAPINDX and EVENT are linked through field BEN. 
The individual alkenones and alkenoates are expressed as apercentage of the total 
alkenone and alkenoate concentration. This maintains the structure of the data as 
supplied. 
D2.7.2 File RADSAP 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKlT\SAP\RADNUC. TKT. 
Thls file contains dissolved and particulate radionuclide data determined on stand-
alone pump sampIes. There are additional data from CTD water bottles in directory 
DBKIT\BOTNET and from sediment trap sampIes in DBKIT\SEDTRAP. Suspect 
values were deleted from the data set by the data orlginator. Consequently. there are 
no quality control flag fields. 
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Dissolved 210pO (dpm/IOO1) 
Dissolved 210pO standard error (dpm/IOO1) 
Dissolved 210Pb (dpm/lOOI) 
Dissolved 210Pb standard error (dpm/lOO1) 
Particulate 210pO (dpm/lOOl) 
Particulate 210pO standard error (dpm/lOOl) 
Particulate 210Pb (dpm/lOOl) 
Particulate 210Pb standard error (dpm/IOOl) 
BODC SAP filter reference 
The BODC SAP filter reference may be used to link the data in this file to the sampie 
depths held in file SAPINDX and to the primary header parameters in file EVENT. 
SAPINDX and EVENT are linked through field BEN. 
02.7.3 Files PIGMENTl. PIGMENT2 and PIGMENT3 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\SAP\PIGMENT. TXT. 
This file contains the results of pigment analyses using HPLC on water sampies 
collected using stand-alone pumps. Size fractionated chlorophyll measurements 
made dunng primary production experiments are included with the primary 
production. Pigment measurements on water boUle and non-tmdc supply sampies 
are also stored separately in directory DBKIT\BOTNET. Quality control was by 
deletion from the data set and consequently there are no associated quality control 
flags. 











Chlorophyll a (ng/I) 
Chlorophyll a allomer (ng/I) 
Chlorophyll c3 (ng/I) 
Chlorophyll clc2 (ng/I) 
Chlorophyll b (ng/I) 
Chlorophyllide a (ng/I) 
Chorophyll c like (ng/I) 
BODC SAP filter reference (primary key) 

















Carotene plus phaeophytin (ng/I) 
BODC SAP filter reference (primary key) 
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Phaeophorbide a (ng/I) 
Phaeophorbide like 1 (ng/I) 
Phaeophorbide like 2 (ng/I) 
Phaeophytin a (ng/I) 
Pyrophaeophytin a (ng/I) 
Total particulate carbon (llg/I) 
Total particulate nitrogen (llg/I) 
Particulate organic carbon (llg/I) 
Particulate organic nitrogen (llg/I) 
BODC SAP filter reference (primary key) 
The BODC SAP filter reference may be used to link the data in these files to the 
sampIe depths held in file SAPINDX and to the primary header parameters in file 
EVENT. SAPINDX and EVENT are linked through field BEN. 
The analysis flag, AN, is set to 'S' for analyses done on fresh sampIes at sea and to 
'L' for sampIes that were frozen and analysed back in the Iaboratory. 
D2.8 Subdirectory CORE 
This subdirectory contains the benthic data collected during the project. The benthic 
data comprise a number of discrete data sets collected independently by groups 
using different methodologies. They are therefore best regarded as separate data sets. 
The data sets included are: the Kasten core data set, organic biomarkers from 
multicorer sampIes, radionuclides, dissolved oxygen profiles, multicorer carbon and 
nitrogen profiles and carbon date and stable isotope data. 
D2.8.1 Kasten Core Data Set 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\CORE\KASCORE. TXT. 
This is an extensive set ofmeasurements made on a set ofKasten Cores collected on 
Discovery 184. The data set has been subdivided into a number of files to keep it 






Age, sedimentation rates, dry bulk density, water content and 
magnetic susceptibility. 
Carbon and nitrogen profiles. 
Foraminifera test carbon and oxygen isotope data. 
Sediment grain size parameters 
Benthic foraminifera species distributions (with KBFHEAD) 
















Distance along core to midpoint of core segment (ern) A 
Core segment length (ern) X 
Plain language description of correlation basis for segmen~ 
Uncalibrated age for segment (years) 6:rO 
Ageflag x 
Sedimentation rate (cm/ka) 1-
Mass accumulation rate (g/cm2 ~ ~ 
Dry bulk density (g/cm3) 2.~ 
Water content (%) A!3 c....... • t 
Bulk magnetic susceptibility of fresh core slab~unit) '3~ __ '> I 
Non-carbonate mass normalised magnetic susceptibility of the dri 
coarse fraction (cgs unit/g non-carbonate) r<; 
Non-carbonate mass normallsed magnetic susceptibility of the dried 
fines fraction (cgs unit/g non-carbonate) ~ 
Mass normal~s$d magnetic susceptibility of the dried coarse fraction 
(cgs unit/gJ ~ 
Mass normali~d magnetic susceptibility of the dried fines fraction 
(cgs unit/gJ /"-.... 
ICORE BODC core reference ~ 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to he ader parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and CORDEP. 
The distance along core of the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into lern segments. Alternate slices were analysed and the 
remaining slices archived giving a 2cm resolution profile. Note that bulk magnetic 
susceptibility is an instrumental profile along the fresh core slab which has been 
mapped onto the segment-based scale. 
The age flag i5 set to 'Y' for sampIes dated by AMS and to 'N' for sampIes dated by 
correlation. 
Mass normalised magnetic susceptibility was determined by measuring sampIes of 
the dried coarse and ftnes fractions obtained by wet 5ieving through a 63pm mesh. 
The results were divided by the sampIe weight to give ftelds MSC and MSF and by the 
sam ,w~igh~s .mul7·Plie by the proportion of non-carbonate material to obtain fie s MSCGN~d MSE NC. , "-n !'1t ". F KASCHEM 






Distance along core to midpoint of core segment (ern) 1 
Core segment length (ern) X 
Total carbon in bulk sediment (wt 0/0) ~3 S-
Inorganic carbon in bulk sediment (wt %) ':1-49 




lFCTOT Total carbon in fines fraction (wt %) >-~ FCINORG Inorganic carbon in fines fraction (wt %) ,k' FCORG Organie carbon in the fines fraction (wt %) ~ 
NTOT Total nitrogen in bulk sediment (wt %) ~3 
NINORG Inorganic nitrogen in bulk sediment (wt %) I r;-&.t eJ 
NORG Organie nitrogen in bulk sediment (wt %) ~ 1~t6 ~~~--FNTOT Total nitrogen in fines fraction (wt %) ~. 
NINORG Inorganic nitrogen in fines fraction (wt %) X' 
Organie nitrogen in fines fraction (wt %) V 
'Ir,:;=~--~BODC core reference ~ 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and CORDEP. 
The distance along core of the profiles is defmed in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into lcm segments. Alternate slices were analysed and the 
remaining slices archived giving a 2cm resolution profile. 
The fines fraction was obtained by wet sieving through a 63 pm mesh. The term 
.org~e;.J§ct~ned aVs maj:eriallost through combustion at 400°C for 3 hours. 
, ~ FiI= .. 
















Distance along core to midpoint of core segment (cm) A 
Core segment length (cm) X 
Delta-ISO determination on Globigerina bulloides tests AtI't 
Delta- 13C determination on Globigerina bulloides tests .f 'f ~ 
Delta-ISO determination on Neoglobigerina pachyderma tests A~"" 
Delta-13C determination on Neoglobigerina pachyderma tests A '10 
Delta-ISO determination on Cibicidoides wuellerstorfi tests All" 
Delta- 13C determination on Cibicidoides wuellerstorfi tests .,l-l. ~ 
Delta-ISO determination on Uvigerina species tests 1l1)Ac;' 
Delta- 13C determination on Uvigerina species tests A5A.~ 
Delta-ISO determination on Planulina wuellerstorfi tests /\t:;'c;c6 
Delta- 13C determination on Planulina wuellerstorfi tests AI1~ 
Delta-ISO determination on unspecified benthic foraminif~ra tests ;tlW 
Delta- 13C determination on unspecified benthic foraminifera tests) L:'t);r 
BODC core reference )( 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and CORDEP. 
The distance along core of the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into lcm segments. Alternate slices were analysed and the 




data document: DOCU\DBKlT\CORE\KASCORE. T.XT. 
CORDEP Distance along core to midpoint of core segment (cm) 1 
SEGLEN Core segment length (cm) ><.. 
CRSE ~ '3 ........ Dry weight proportion of coarse material (%) /.{~ 
FINE <.' l' JA-< Dry weight proportion of fme material (%) A~ 
















Proportion of the fines fraction comprised of non-carbonate 
material (%) 
Proportion of the coarse fraction comprised of carbonate material (%) 
Proportion of the coarse fraction comprised of non-carbonate 
material (%) 
Proportion of the total sediment comprised of carbonates in the fines 
fraction (%) 
Proportion of the total sediment comprised of non-carbonates in the 
fines fraction (%) 
Proportion ofthe total sediment comprised of carbonates in the coarse 
fraction (%) 
Proportion of the total sediment comprised of non-carbonates in the 
coarse fraction (%) 
Proportion of the fines fraction comprising non-carbonate particles in 
the size range 2-63pm (%) 
Proportion of the fines fraction comprising non-carbonate particles in 
the size range IO-63pm (%) . 
Mean size of non-carbonate particles in the size range 8-63pm (pm) 
Mean size of non-carbonate particles in the size range 2-63pm (pm) 
Mean size of non-carbonate particles in the size range 2-8pm (pm) 
Median size of the non-carbonate fines fraction (pm) 
BODC core reference 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and CORDEP. 
The distance along core üf the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into lcm segments. Alternate slices were analysed and the 
remaining slices archived giving a 2cm resolution profile. 
The sediment was divided into coarse and fines fractions by wet sieving through a 
63pm mesh. 
Files KBFHEAD and KBFDAT 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKlT\CORE\KASCORE. T.XT. 
The files KBFHEAD and KBFDAT are related through a one to many relationship. File 
KBFHEAD contains one record for each core sampie counted whilst file KBFDAT 
contains one record for each taxon counted within that !legment. ( 107 








Distanee along eore to midpoint of eore segment (ern) 
Core segment length (ern) 
BODC sampie referenee (primary key) 
Number of speeimens eounted 
Number of species identified in the sampie 
Number of foraminifera per gram of dried sediment 
BODC eore referenee 
The BODC eore referenee may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. Whilst 
this file has an independent primary key (used to link with KBFDAT), a primary key 
may also be formed from ICORE and CORDEP in eommon with the other Kasten eore 
data files. 
The distanee along eore of the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The eores 
were subdivided into lern segments. Alternate sliees were analysed and the 
remaining sliees arehived giving a 2em resolution profile. 
The value in NSPC is the number of spee1es identified in the sampie. This should not 
be eonfused with the number oftaxa as a taxon may eontain more than one spee1es. 
Consequently, NSPC is either equal to or, more usually, exeeeds the number of 
reeords (equal to the number of taxa identified) for a sampie in file KBFDAT. 





Taxon name or deseription 
Number of oeeurrenees of the taxon in the sampie 
lee rafting flag 
BODC sampie referenee 
The primary key to this file is formed from fields ISAMP and TAXON. The file is linked 
to KBFDAT (and henee to COREINDX and EVENT) through the field ISAMP. 
The iee rafting flag is set to '.' to indieate taxa wh1eh are believed to have been added 
to the 1ndigenous fauna through iee rafting. 
D2.8.2 Organie Biomarkers 
Assoeiated data doeument: DOCV\DBKIT\CORE\LlPSED. TKT. 
The seeond benthie data set eonsists of near surfaee (top 5em) profiles from 
multieorer sampies on which a wide range of organie speeies have been measured. 
Related data from the water eolumn may be found in direetories DBKIT\BOTNET (file 
LIPBOT) and DBKIT\SAP (file LIPSAP). The parameter set is extremely large and 
eonsequently the data have been split between a number of files. 
These files are: 




LSAA Alkanoic acids 
LIPSED 1 Lipids and sterols volume 1 
LIPSED2 Lipids and sterols volume 2 
r~P '-::> 
Fil(LS~UL:J 









Distance along core to mid-point of segment (cm) -1 
Core segment length (cm) X 
Carbonate (%) fD 
Total organic carbon (%) 6 r 
Nitrogen (%) 1-3 ~ 
Molar carbon/nitrogen ratio ',t;tt", :,...,. ,_~J, ' Sulphur (%) =r:u 
Phosphorus (%) B8 ffv::. .. 
BODC core reference X· ' , 
, 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These ffies are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and DIST. 
The distance along core of the proffies is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into segments varying in thickness from Imm to 4mm. DIST 
specifies the distance from the sediment/water interface to the mid-point of the 
segment and hence may be used as the independent variable for profile plots. The 
sampling scheme may be determined by looking at SEGLEN. 
FileLSANE 


















Distance along core to mid-point of segment (cm) 
Core segment length (cm) 
CI8 n-alkane (jlg/g dry weight) 
CI9 n-alkane (jlg/g dry weight) 
C20 n-alkane (jlg/g dry weight) 
C2I n-alkane (jlg/ g dry weight) 
C22 n-alkane (jlg/ g dry weight) 
C23 n-alkane (jlg/ g dry weight) 
C24 n-alkane (jlg/ g dry weight) 
C25 n-alkane (jlg/ g dry weight) 
C26 n-alkane (jlg/ g dry weight) 
C27 n-alkane (jlg/g dry weight) 
C28 n-alkane (jlg/ g dry weight) 
C29 n-alkane (jlg/ g dry weight) 
C30 n-alkane (jlg/ g dry weight) 
C3I n-alkane (jlg/g dry weight) 




C33 n-alkane (pg/g dry weight) 
BODC core reference 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and DIST. 
The distance along core of the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into segments varying in thickness from Imm to 4mm. DIST 
specifies the distance from the sediment/water interface to the mid-point of the 
segment and hence may be used as the independent variable for profile plots. The 
sampling scheme may be determined by looking at SEGLEN. 
FileLSANOL 














Distance along core to mid-point of segment (ern) 
Core segment length (ern) 
CI6 n-alkanol (pg/g dry welght) 
CI8 n-alkanol (pg/g dry weight) 
C20 n-alkanol (pg/g dry weight) 
C22 n-alkanol (llg/ g dry welght) 
C23 n-alkanol (pg/ g dry welght) 
C24 n-alkanol (pg/ g dry weight) 
C25 n-alkanol (pg/ g dry weight) 
C26 n-alkanol (llg/g dry welght) 
C27 n-alkanol (pg/g dry weight) 
C28 n-alkanol (pg/ g dry welght) 
BODC core reference 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters In files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and DIST. 
The distance along core of the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdlvided into segments varying in thlckness from lmm to 4mm. DIST 
specifies the distance from the sediment/water interface to the mid-point of the 
segment and hence may be used as the independent variable for profile plots. The 
sampling scheme may be determined by looking at SEGLEN. 
File LSAA 








Distance along core to mid-point of segment (ern) 
Core segment length (ern) 
C 15 n-alkanoic acid (llg/ g dry weight) 
Cl7 n-alkanoic acid (llg/g dry weight) 
C22 n-alkanoic acid (pg/g dry weight) 









C24 n-alkanoic acid (llg/ g dry weight) 
C25 n-alkanoic acid (llg/ g dry weight) 
C26 n-alkanoic acid (llg/ g dry weight) 
C27 n-alkanoic acid (llg/g dry weight) 
C28 n-alkanoic acid (llg/ g dry weight) 
C29 n-alkanoic acid (llg/g dry weight) 
C30 n-alkanoic acid (llg/ g dry weight) 
BODC core reference 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and DIST. 
The distance along core of the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into segments varying in thickness from Imm to 4mm. DIST 
specifies the distance from the sediment/water interface to the mid-point of the 
segment and hence may be used as the independent variable for profile plots. The 
sampling scheme may be determined by looking at SEGLEN. 
File LIPSEDI 
















Distance along core to mid-point of segment (cm) 
Core segment length (cm) 
27-nor-24-methylcholesta-5.22E-dien-3ß-ol (llg/g dry weight) 
Cholest-5.22-dien-3ß-ol (llg/g dry weight) 
5a-cholest-22E-en-3ß-ol (llg/g dry weight) 
Cholest-5-en-3ß-ol (llg/g dry weight) 
Cholest-7-en-3ß-ol (llg/g dry weight) 
5a-cholestan-3ß-ol (llg/g dry weight) 
24-methylcholesta-5.22-dien-3ß-ol (llg/g dry weight) 
24-methyl-5a-cholesta-22-en-3ß-ol (llg/g dry weight) 
24-methylcholest-5-en-3ß-ol (llg/g dry weight) 
24-ethylcholesta-5.22-dien-3ß-ol (llg/g dry weight) 
24-ethylcholest-5-en-3ß-ol (llg/g dry weight) 
24-ethy!-5a-cholestan-3ß-ol (llg/g dry weight) 
BODC core reference 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and DIST. 
The distance along core of the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into segments varying in thickness from Imm to 4mm. DIST 
specifies the distance from the sediment/water interface to the mid-point of the 
segment and hence may be used as the independent variable for profile plots. The 
sampling scheme may be determined by looking at SEGLEN. 
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File LIPSED2 
















Distance along core to mid-point of segment (ern) 
Core segment length (ern) 
4a-,23,24-trimethyl-5a-cholest-22-en-3ß-ol (j.lg/g dry weight) 
C32 hopanoic acid (j.lg/g dry weight) 
C32 hopanol (j.lg/ g dry weight) 
Heptatriaeonta-8E,15E,22E-trien-2-one (j.lg/g dry weight) 
Heptatriaeonta-15E,22E-dien-2-one (j.lg/g dry weight) 
Methyl hexatriaeonta-7E,14E,21E-trienoate (j.lg/ g dry weight) 
Methyl hexatriaeonta-14E,2IE-dienoate (j.lg/g dry weight) 
Oetatriaeonta-9E,16E,23E-trien-3-one (j.lg/g dry weight) 
Octatriaconta-9E,16E,23E-trien-2-one (j.lg/ g dry weight) 
Octatriaeonta-16E,23E-dien-3-one (j.lg/g dry weight) 
Octatriaeonta-16E,23E-dien-2-one (j.lg/g dry weight) 
C30 l,15-alkanediol (j.lg/ g dry weight) 
BODC eore referenee 
The BODC eore referenee may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT, These files are linked together through field BEN, The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and DIST. 
The distance along eore of the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into segments varying in thiekness from Imm to 4mm. DIST 
specifies the distanee from the sediment/water interface to the mid-point of the 
segment and hence may be used as the independent variable for profile plots. The 
sampling seheme may be determined by looking at SEGLEN. 
D2.8.3 Radionuclides 
Assoeiated data document : DOCU\DBKlT\CORE\RADCORE. TXT. 
The data presented here are down eore profiles of radionuelides. Lead isotope profiles 
were determined from either multieorer or box core sampies. Uranium and thorium 
data were eolleeted for some of the box eore sampies. The data are presented in two 
files, PBISO and UTHISO whieh contain the lead and uranium/thorium data 
respeetively. 
The strueture of these files Is: 
File PBISO 







Distanee along eore to mid-point of segment (ern) 
Segment length (ern) 
210Pb eontent ofthe sediment (dpm/g) 
Standard error ofthe 210Pb eontent (dpm/g) 








Standard error ofXPB210 (dpmjg) 
Excess 210Pb inventory (dpmjcm2) 
Standard error ofXPBINV (dpmjcm2) 
Bioturbation coefficient (cm2 jyear) 
Dry bulk density (gj cm3) 
BODC core reference 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and CORDEP. 
The distance along core of the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into segments ofvarying thickness. CORDEP specifies the distance 
from the sedimentjwater interface to the mid-point of the segment and hence may 
be used as the independent able for profile plots. The sampling scheme may be 
dete '~ looking a GLEN. 
l .. 
Fi ,UT:;J 



















Distance along core to mid-point of segment (ern) 
Segment length (ern) 
Uranium content (ppm) =IOA 
Standard error of the uranium content (ppm) " 
Thorium eontent (ppm) lii"'t~ 
Standard error of the thorium content (ppm) )(, 
234U j 238U activity ratio =t-B 3 
Standard error of the 234U j 238U aetivity ratio =r~'-I 
23o-rhj23'1'h aetivity ratio 151+lf _ 
Standard error of the ~hj23'1'h aetivity ratio /1;4" 
234u aetivity (dpmjg) AtV\ 
Standard error ofthe 234U activity (dpmjg) A.D.t/ 
23o-rh activity (dpmjg) 1C't"~ 
Standard error ofthe 23o-rh activity (dpmjg) 'f'lFtI 
~h excess (dpmjg) }'JA.. 
Standard error of the 23o-rh excess (dpmjg) "1-j L 
Dry bulk density (gjcm3) l'2-
BODC core reference .,L 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and CORDEP. 
The distance along eore of the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into segments ofvarying thickness. CORDEP specifies the distance 
from the sedimentjwater interface to the mid-point of the segment and henee may 
be used as the independent variable for profile plots. The sampling scheme may be 
determined by looking at SEGLEN. 
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D2.8 .4 Dissolved Oxygen Profiles 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\CORE\COXPROF. TXT. 
This data set comprises dissolved oxygen profiles, measured using a 
micromanipulator-mounted electrode. from pore waters in multicorer sampies. 
Replicate profiles within a single core tube are presented as separate fields within the 
file. In some cases. profiles were determined from more than one core tube from a 
single deployment. These are treated as separate cores: Le. each core tube measured 
has a unique value of ICORE assigned. 






Distance from the sediment/water interface (ern) 
Oxygen saturation for replicate profile 1 (0/0) 
Oxygen saturation for replicate profile 2 (0/0) 
Oxygen saturation for replicate profile 3 (0/0) 
BODC core reference 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and DIST. 
The field DIST is the distance of the probe tip [rom the sediment/water interface. 
Negative values mean that the measurement was taken in the bottom water overlying 
the sediment in the core tube. Positive values are below the sediment surface. 
The probe was calibrated in terms of oxygen saturation. The data presented are 
therefore as measured and not algorithmically derived from a measured oxygen 
concentration. 
D2.8.5 Carbon and Nitrogen Profiles from Multicorer SampIes 
Associated d~ta ~~ocument: DOCIJhl)BIaT\CORE\MCCN. r. 
The data presented here are profiles of basic sediment ijioperties and carbon and 
nitrogen content from multicorer sampies. S, ome of r' ad isotope data presented 
in file PBISO were taken from the s~,~p'les. Thes . I have common values of 
ICORE and CORDEP. r · ~~ .. , 
r,;;'" ~ 
The data are presented in a s~:~vucture of this file is: 









segment (ern) /1 
Segment length (ern) X 
Water content (0/0) A.~ 
Porosity 2..6 
Total carbon content (0/0) -=!.37:)" 
Standard error of the total carbon content (0/0) X 
Organic carbon content (0/0) Cr 





Calcium carbonate content (%) :;'0 
Total nitrogen content (%) ~3 
Dry bulk density (g/ cm3) Z. L 
BODC core reference K 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and CORDEP. 
The distance along core of the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into segments ofvarying thickness. CORDEP specifies the distance 
from the sediment/water interface to the mid-point of the segment and hence may 
be used as the independent variable for profile plots. The sampling scheme may be 
determined by looking at SEGLEN. 
D2.8.6 RadiocarboD Dates and lSC Promes 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKlT\CORE\ClSO. TXT. 
The data presented here are radiocarbon dates and profiles of the stable isotope 13C. 
The bulk of the data is for the total sediment which are presented in file CISO. In 
addition. there is a small amount of size fractionated data. presented in file SFCISO. 
These data were obtained from box core sampies. Additional radionuclide data from 
these cores are presented in files PBISO and UTHISO. These may be linked through 
fields ICORE and CORDEP. Note. however. that sometimes data were obtained from 
separate subcores from a box core sampie and therefore the CORDEP values for the 
two profiles need not necessarily match. 
~M!ft!I:mddata document: DOCU\DBKlT\CORE\ClSO. TXT. 
CORDEP 





Distance along core to mid-point of segment (ern) -1 
Segment length (ern) X 
Delta-13C (ppt) .l( 
Calcium carbonate content (%) -:rO 
Radiocarbon age (conventional years BP) 9...t 
Standard deviation ofthe radiocarbon age (years) 92., 
BODC core reference X 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and CORDEP. 
The distance along core of the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into segments ofvarying thickness. CORDEP specifies the distance 
from the sediment/water interface to the mid-point of the segment and hence may 
be used as the independent variable for profile plots. The sampling scheme may be 
determined by looking at SEGLEN. 
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The term BP used for the radiocarbon dates is 'Before Present'. In this context, 
'Present' is defined as the year 19S0 AD. 
File SFCISO 











Distance aIong core to mid-point of segment (ern) 
Segment length (ern) 
Delta-13C in the <Spm size fraction (ppt) 
Delta-13C in the >Spm size fraction (ppt) 
Proportion of caIcium carbonate in the <Spm size fraction (%) 
Radiocarbon date from the <Spm size fraction (conventionaI years BP) 
Standard deviation ofthe radiocarbon age from the <5pm size fraction 
(years) 
Radiocarbon date from the >5pm size fraction (conventionaI years BP) 
Standard deviation of the radiocarbon age from the >5pm size fraction 
(years) 
BODC core reference 
The BODC core reference may be used to link the data to header parameters in files 
COREINDX and EVENT. These files are linked together through field BEN. The 
primary key is formed from ICORE and CORDEP. 
The distance aIong core of the profiles is defined in terms of segments. The cores 
were subdivided into segments ofvarying thickness. CORDEP specifies the distance 
from the sediment/water interface to the mid-point ofthe segment and hence may 
be used as the independent variable for profile plots. The sampling scheme may be 
determined by looking at SEGLEN. 
The term BP used for the radiocarbon dates is 'Before Present'. In this context, 
'Present' is defined as the year 1950 AD. 
D2.9 Subdirectory CALm 
This subdirectory presents the caIibrations applied to the CTD data by BODC during 
the post-cruise data processing. These caIibrations therefore describe the difference 
between data as they came off the ship and the fmaI data set. 
The data are held in a single file, CTDCAL. The data processing system used aIlowed 
separate caIibrations to be specified for each CTD cast. However, caIibrations were 
generaIly determined on a cruise basis and consequently significant numbers of CTD 
casts share the same caIibration coefficients. 
Null vaIues in this table mean that, for the CTD cast in question, the charmel with 
null caIibration coefficients must be considered as unavailable, even if data were 
logged for the charmel. This generally means that no caIibration sampIes were taken 
and caIibrations from another cruise could not be used. 

















Pressure correction (db) 
Salinity calibration slope 
Salinity calibration intercept 
Temperature calibration slope 
Temperature calibration intercept 
Chlorophyll calibration slope 
Chlorophyll calibration quench term 
Chlorophyll calibration intercept 
Oxygen calibration slope 
Oxygen calibration intercept 
Upwelling irradiance calibration slope 
Upwelling irradiance calibration intercept 
Downwelling irradiance calibration slope 
Downwelling irradiance calibration intercept 
BODC event number 
To be of use, the equation to which the coefficients pertain must be known. These 
equations are specified below: 
The pressure correction, PCOR, is a simple offset which is added to the uncalibrated 
CTD pressure. 





TRAW*TEMPS + TEMPC 
SRAW*SALINS + SALINe 
ORAW*02S + 02C 
The chlorophyll concentration (in mg chlorophyll-a/m3) is obtained from the 
fluorometer voltage and downwelling irradiance (PAR) in units of llE 1m2 I s using the 
following equation: 
CHLOROPHYLL = EXP (VOLTS*CHLS +PAR*CHLPAR + CHLC) 
The irradiance calibrations (upwelling and downwelling) are ofthe form: 
IRRADIANCE = EXP (VOLTS*SLOPE + INTERCEPT) 
This equation returns values in llW/cm2 which are converted to llE/m2/s by 
multiplying by 0.0375. Note that this is an empirically determined conversion for the 
type of light meter used on the CTD during BOFS. The calibration is valid over the 
range -1.5V to 1.0V. 
02.10 Subdirectory SEDTRAP '" 
The files in this subdirectory contain data collected from the moored sediment traps 
deployed during BOFS. In addition to the basic mass flux detenninations, are 
carbon, nitrogen and opal data, radionuclide data and data on species distributions 
in the trapped material. 
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D2.1O.1 File STCN 
Associated data document: DOCV\DBKlT\SEDmAP\SEDTRAP. T.XT. 
This file contains carbon, nitogen and opal content data for the trapped material. The 


















Total carbon content (%) 
Total carbon content error (%) 
Inorganic carbon content (%) 
Inorganic carbon content error (%) 
Organic carbon content (%) 
Organic carbon content error (%) 
Total nitrogen content (0/0) 
Total nitrogen content error (%) 
Calcite content (%) 
Calcite content error (%) 
Organic matter content (%) 
Organic matter content error (%) 
Opal content (%) 
Opal content error (%) 
Molar organic carbon/total nitrogen ratio 
Molar organic carbon/total nitrogen ratio error 
BODC sediment trap sampie reference (primary key) 
The BODC sediment trap reference provides a linkage to the trap depth and sampling 
period information held in file STINDX. It is also possible to link to details of the 
mooring deployment held in file EVENT through file STINDX. Files EVENT and 
STINDX are linked through field BEN. 
D2.10.2 File STCNFX 
Associated data document: DOCV\DBKlT\SEDmAP\SEDTRAP. T.XT. 

















Mass flux (mg/m2/day) 
Mass flux error (mg/m2 /day) 
Total carbon flux (mg/m2/day) 
Total carbon flux error (mg/m2/day) 
Inorganic carbon flux (mg/m2/day) 
Inorganic carbon flux error (mg/m2/day) 
Organic carbon flux (mg/m2/day) 
Organic carbon flux error (mg/m2/day) 
Total nitrogen flux (mg/m2 /day) 
Total nitrogen flux error (mg/m2/day) 
Calcite flux (mg/m2/day) 
Calcite flux error (mg/m2 /day) 
Organic matter flux (mg/m2/day) 




Opal flux (mg!m2 !day) 
Opal flux error (mg!m2 jday) 
BODe sediment trap sampie reference (primary key) 
The BODe sediment trap sampie reference provides a linkage to the trap depth and 
sampling period information held in file STINDX It 1s also poss1ble to link to details 
of the mooring deployment held in file EVENT through file STINDX. Files EVENT and 
STINDX are linked through field BEN. 
The mass flux values quoted combine the results of several laboratories that were 
supplied With splits of the trap sampies. The value in this file should be used in 
preference to mass flux estimates in other data sets which were based on a single 
split. 
D2.1O.3 File STRD 
Associated data document: DOCV\DBKlT\SEDTRAP\SEDTRAP. 'IXT. 
This file contains radionuclide content data for the trapped material. The structure 








=-rh content (dpm!g) 
=-rh content error (dpm!g) 
210Pb content (dpm!g) 
210Pb content error (dpmjg) 
23~h content (dpm!g) 
23~ content error (dpmjg) 
BODe sediment trap sampie reference (primary key) 
The BODe sediment trap sampie reference provides a linkage to the trap depth and 
sampling period information held in file STINDX It is also possible to link to details 
of the mooring deployment held in file EVENT through file STINDX. Files EVENT and 
STINDX are linked through field BEN. 
D2.1O.4 File STRDFX 
Associated data document: DOCV\DBKlT\SEDTRAP\SEDTRAP. 'IXT. 













Mass flux for radlochemical split (mg!m2 !day) 
23CTh flux (dpm!m2 !day) 
=-rh flux error (dpm!m2! day) 
210Pb flux (dpmjm2jday) 
210Pb flux error (dpmjm2 j day) 
21OpO flux (dpmjm2jday) 
21OpO flux error (dpmjm2jday) 
21Opoj210pb flux ratio 
210poj210Pb flux ratio error 
23~ flux (dpmjm2jday) 
23~ flux error (dpmjm2jday) 
BODe sediment trap sampie reference (primary key) 
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The BODC sediment trap sampIe reference provides a linkage to the trap depth and 
sampling period information held in file STINDX. It is also possible to link to details 
of the mooring deployment held in file EVENT through file STINDX. Files EVENT and 
STINDX are linked through field BEN. 
D2.10.5 File STSPFX 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\SEDTRAP\SEDTRAP. T.XT. 
This file contains the fluxes of taxa which were identified and counted in the 





Taxon flux (number ofspecimens/m2/day) 
Taxon name 
Plain language comment conceming the taxon 
BODC sediment trap sampIe reference 
The BODC sediment trap sampIe reference provides a linkage to the trap depth and 
sampling period information held in file STINDX. It is also possible to link to details 
of the mooring deployment held in file EVENT through file STINDX. Files EVENT and 
STINDX are linked through field BEN. 
Unlike the other sediment trap data files in subdirectory DBKIT\SEDTRAP, the 
relationship between this file and STINDX is one to many, not one to one. 
Consequently, the primary key must be formed from the fields ISAMP and TAXON. 
D2.11 Subdirectory CURR 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBKIT\CVRR\ARGOS. T.XT. 
This subdirectory contains a single file, ARGOS, which presents the Lagrangian 
current data collected by Argos drifting buoys released during BOFS. The structure 





Date and time of position fix 
Latitude (degrees +ve N) 
Longitude (degrees +ve E) 
BODC event number 
The BODC event number, BEN, provides a linkage to buoy deployment details in file 
EVENT. The primary key for this file may be formed from BEN and DATIM. 
Dates and times are presented in the format dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm. 
D2. 12 Subdirectory XBT 
Associated data document: DOCU\DBK1T\XBT\XBT.T.XT. 
This subdirectory contains a number of files which contain the expendable 
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bathytherrnograph (XBTl data collected during BOFS. The data have been split on a 
cruise basis, with the cruise mnemonics used for filenames. Thus the file 
DBKIT\XBT\DIl82 contains the XBT data for cruise Discovery 182. 







Temperature quality flag 
BODC event number 
Tbe BODC event number, BEN, provides a linkage to the header parameters held in 
file EVENT. The primary key for tbis fIle must be formed from fields BEN and DEPTH. 
Tbe temperature quality control flag is set to 'G' for temperatures considered 
acceptable and to '5' for temperatures considered suspect. 
D2.13 Corrigenda 
One cause of unease about the electronic publication of a data set on CD-ROM is 
that once the disks have been produced, the data are cast in stone. Errors cannot 
be corrected and additional data may not be incorporated without the CD-ROM 
equivalent of a reprint. 
However, in the case of the 'kit-form' database, a relatively straightforward update 
mechanism is possible. Tbe 'kit' is made up of a large number of files which are 
relatively small. Consequently, implementing corrections by placing updated versions 
of a subset of the fIles on hard disk is feasible. 
When the software is instalied, a set of directories mirroring the 'kit-fonn' database 
structure on the CD-ROM are created under the installation directory (\BOFS by 
default). Any future corrections may then be issued on floppy dlsk with an 
installation program which copies the data into the mirrored structure and updates 
the DBMERGE program driver file. 
ln this way, the correction is implemented transparently for DBMERGE users. A 
catalogue documentlng the nature of the problem and the fIles afIected would also 
be issued to allow users who have loaded the files directly to make any necessary 
corrections to their system. 
STOP PRESS: An error in the BOFS CD-ROM 'kit-form' database has come to light 
just as this manual was going to press. The data in columns NTOT 
and croTln file DBKIT\BOTNET\MESOMASS have been transposed 
for one cruise (Discovery 183). Tbe corrected file has been included 
on the software installation disk and will be automatically copied to 
the hard disk as described above when the software is instalied. 
DBMERGE users will automatically access the corrected fIle: other 
users should use the version of the file on their hard·disk and not the 
version on the CD-ROM. 
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Section D3 
The Underway Data Set 
D3. 1 Introduction 
During all BOFS cruises, the ship's computers automatically logged a range of 
sensors mostly sampling surface sea water. The files described in this chapter, 
termed the underway data set, contain these data merged on a common time base 
with a sampling interval of 30 seconds. 
The data from 11 research cruises have been worked up and included on the 
CD-ROM. For each cruise, a document has been written describing the protocols 
followed, calibrations applied and any problems noted either during the cruise or the 
subsequent data processing. These may be found in the subdirectory 
DOCU\UNDERWAY. 
D3.2 Directory UNDERWAY 
The data are stored in directory UNDERWAY with one file per cruise named using the 
cruise identifier and the file extension BMM (e.g. DIl82.BMM). The data are stored 
in a compact binary format termed 'Binary Merge Format' which is fully documented 
in Appendix 1. However, software utilities (documented in Section S) are provided to 
present the underway data graphically or to list binary merge files to screen, printer 
or disko Consequently, most users should not need to work directly with the binary 
files and need not be concerned with their structure. 
D3.2.1 Parameters Measured 
The CD-ROM contains data from 11 BOFS cruises. The range of sensors deployed 
varied from cruise to cruise both intentionally and due to equipment faUures. The 
table below summarises the parameters available for each cruise: 
Cruise Parameter Set Logging started Logging ceased 
DIl82 ABCFDIQGEHLYZMNKTIWOa 08/05/198923.33 07/06/198912.10 
DIl83 ABYZDGILCFKO lTUVWa 11/06/198908.25 11/07/198920.18 
DIl84 ABKJOICFLYZa 15/07/1989 13.01 12/08/198906.35 
DIl90 ABKY1 CFQOZDGLlTUVWEHa 14/04/199008.28 08/05/199006.52 
CD46 ABKDGLCF /?IYZIOab 28/04/199009.31 21/05/1990 15.12 
DIl91 ABKCFILYZla 12/05/1990 14.59 06/06/199017.08 
CD47 ABKCFYZ/DGLI?IOab 25/05/1990 11:02 16/06/199020.34 
DIl92 ABKQTUVWDGCFYZO 124ILEH{a 09/06/1990 15.52 27/06/199007.00 
CD 53 ABKCFL?!VWfJIE 18/09/1990 19.44 22/10/199021.28 
CD60 ABKYZl/CFLTPJI?DEHGI_OabUVQ 13/06/1991 09.09 02/07/1991 16.01 
CD61 ABKYZl/CFLU1WJI?DEGlabOQ 06/07/1991 06.47 28/07/199109.11 
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Where: A = Latitude (deg +ve N) 
B = Longitude (deg +ve E) 
C = Temperature (C) 
D = Raw fluorescence from Turner Designs through-flow fluorometer 
E = pC02 (llatm) 
F = Salinity (PSU) 
G = Chlorophyll from Turner Designs (mg/rn") 
H = TC02 (llmol/kgJ 
I = Optical attenuance (per m) 
J = Bathymetric depth (m) 
K = Distance run (km) 
L = Photosynthetically available radiation (W /m2) 
M = pH (pH units) 
N = Temperature of the pH determination (C) 
° = Solar radiation (W /m2) 
P = Ammonia (pM) 
Q = Dissolved oxygen at in-situ temperature and salinity (pM) 
T = Nitrate + nitrite (pM) 
U = Nitrite (pM) 
V = Phosphate (pM) 
W = Silicate (pM) 
Y = Absolute wind speed (knots) 
Z = Absolute wind direction (degrees from which the wind blows) 
1 = Barometric pressure (mb) 
2 = Dxy bulb air temperature from port bridge sensor (C) 
4 = Dxy bulb air temperature from starboard bridge sensor (C) 
/ = Long wave radiation (W /m2) 
? = Raw signal from Chelsea Instruments Aquatracka fluorometer (V) 
= Chlorophyll from Aquatracka (mg/rn") 
= Attenuance calibrated in terms of calcite (mg Ca/m3) 
= Potentiometric alkalinity (llEq/kgJ 
a = Combined dxy bulb air temperature (C) 
b = Combined wet bulb air temperature (C) 
Before using the underway data set, it is strongly recommended that the data documents 
in directoxy DOCU\UNDERWAY are consulted. Abrief summaxy ofthe protocols used and 
the major pitfalls awaiting the unwaxy user folIows, but full details cannot be given 
without reproducing the full documentation. 
Note that where an underway data set comprised a small (tens or hundreds) number of 
discrete sampies taken from the non-tOldc supply, the data are managed as water bottle 
sampies in the 'kit-form' database (section D2). Exceptions are the underway nutrients 
from Discovexy 183 and alkalinity data from Discovexy 192 which have been included in 
the underway files to maintain consistency with other cruises, or with related 
automatically logged parameters. 
Each data channe!, except the time channel, carries a quality control flag channe!. These 
form the only mechanism of quality control: any suspect data values, including total 
garbage, are just flagged 'S' and not deleted from the data set. Users therefore ignore flags 
at their peril. 
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Navigation 
Navigation on BOFS cruises was predominantly based on GPS combined with ern-log, 
retrospectively corrected dead reckoning. The major source of positlonal error is therefore 
the intentional GPS degradation imposed to render the system useless for military 
purposes. 
Temperature and SaHnity 
Temperature and salinitywere usually measured by a thermosalinograph intercalibrated 
against CTD data and discrete salinometer salinity determinations. On cruises CD60 and 
CD61 a SeaBird 'CTD in a bucket' was used. On other cruises, the instrument was a 
TSG 103. The thermosalinograph conductivity was not operational for Discovery 190. The 
salinity data present in the file were obtained from calibrated SeaSoar (towed undulating 
erD) data. 
Chlorophyll 
Chlorophyll was measured by either a Turner Designs through flow fluorometer or a 
Chelsea Instruments Aquatracka fluorometer in apond. Sometimes both types of 
instruments were deployed giving parallel chlorophyll channels. These were calibrated 
using extracted chlorophyll data, but the sophistication and quality of the calibration 
varied according to the availability of calibration data. Full details of the calibrations are 
given in the data documentation. 
Attenuance 
With one exception, optical attenuance was measured using a SeaTech 661 nm 
transmissometer with a 25 cm path length. The excepuon was Charles Darwin 60 where 
a 531 nm instrument was used. Corrections were applied wherever possible for light 
source decay. However, air readings were not always available and consequently some 
cruises remain uncorrected. Details are given in the data documentation. 
Nutrients 
Nutrients were measured by autoanalyser. DuTing DI183 the determinations were done 
on discrete sampies taken from the ship's non-toxic sea water supply. For the other 
cruises the autoanalyser was connected up to the non-toxic supply by a continuous filter 
block and the output voltages were logged on the ship's computers. A segmented baseline 
correction and calibration was subsequently determined and applied. 
Dissolved Oxygen 
Dissolved oxygen was determined using a pulsed electrode system calibrated against 
Winkler titrations on discrete sampies. 
Carbonate System 
TC02 was determined coulometrically and recomputed per kilogram using calibrated 
thermosalinograph data. On Charles Darwin 60, a continuous filter block was used to 
remove coccoliths prior to analysis. 
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pC02 was measured using a shower head equilibrator and gas chromatography. Values 
are computed at in-situ temperature. 
Alkalinity was measured by potentiometrie titration. Some additional discrete surface 
spectrophotometric measurements are included in the 'kit-form' database. 
pH was measured by glass electrode potentiometry in a continuous automated flow system 
with a free diffusion liquid junction. 
Irradiance 
For the 1989 cruises, photosynthetically available radiation was measured by a single 
planar Plessey light meter. On subsequent cruises, twin PML 2-pi PAR irradiance meters 
were used and a combined channel derived by taking the maximum of the two readings. 
Because of the geometrical differences between these instruments, the two data sets are 
N<Yf comparable except through complex mathematical relationshlps. 
Solar radiation was measured by twin Kipp and Zonen planar solarimeters and a 
combined channel was generated by taking the maximum of the two readings. These are 
geometrically compatible with the Plessey meters but not the PML instruments. 
Air Temperature 
Air temperature was measured by either two (Discovery) or live (Charies Darwin) wet and 
dry bulb psychrometers located at various points on the ship. These were averaged to 
produce a single air temperature channel, excluding any anomalous data that were 
Identified. In the case of Discovery 192, the match between the two instruments was so 
poor that the source data have been left in the data set so that users can make thelr own 
assessment of the severity of the problem. 
Wind Velocity 
Wind velocity was derived from the relative wind velocity, ship's velocity over the seabed 
and ship's heading. 
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Section D4 
The CTD Plot Files 
D4.1 Introduction 
The C1D data form a significant part of the BOFS data set, with over 500 separate 
profiles. The C1D instrument used was a complex package including dissolved 
oxygen, fluorescence, optical transmittance and irradiance sensors in addition to 
temperature and conductivity. 
Graphical images are useful aids to the assimilation oflarge quantities ofnumerical 
Information. For example, questions such as 'was there a well-developed mixed layer 
at station 11865 (worked during Discovery 182)?' may be readily answered by a quick 
look at a set of C1D profile plots. 
The problem is how to supply the CD-ROM user with such graphical information. 
The solution adopted was to produce aseries of plot files in PostScript format which 
are presented on the CD-ROM. These may be either viewed on the screen (using a 
utillty) or produced as hard copy by simply copying the file to a PostScript printer. 
The files were generated using the Unlras 6 PostScript driver. 
The plots have been produced in black and white using different styles of dotted line 
to identify the different channels. Use of colour was avoided to allow hard copy to be 
produced on commonly available laser printers. Each plot Is labe1led with originator's 
identifier, date and time, position and cruise mnemonic. 
D4.2 Plot Descriptlon 
A sampie profile plot is presented in figure D4.1. It can be seen that all channels are 
overlain on a common set ofaxes with individual scales on the X-axis. A maximum 
of 9 channels are displayed. If no good data were obtained for a parameter, that 
parameter is totally excluded from the plot including axis labels and the key. 
Both X and Y scaling have been automatically adjusted following an algorithm which 
was designed to make comparison between plots as easy as possible. However, any 
such algorithm is inevitably a compromise and users are strongly advised to check 
the axis scales, particuIarly the X-axis, carefully when comparing plots. 
The scales on the X-axis are labelIed using the letters A-I which cross reference to a 
key giving the line style used and the parameter description, including units. Each 
plot is labelIed with the originator's identifier for the C1D cast (field OID in the kit-
form database file \DBKIT\INDEX\EVENT.CSVl, the date and time when the cast 
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04.3 File Namlng Conventlon 
The files are stored under the directory CTDPLOT. In this directory there is one 
subdirectory per cruise named using the cruise mnemonic. For example, the plot files 
for Discovery 182 are stored in the directory \C'IDPLOT\DI182. Each plot file has 
the form PLTxxxxx.yyy where 'xxxxx' and 'yyy' make up the originator's identifter for 
the XID cast. For example, the plot file for CTD cast 11864#57 is stored in file 
\CTDPLOT\DI182\PLTI1864.57. 
04.4 Uslng the Plot Files 
A collection of over 500 CTD plot files might seem at first sight to be a daunting 
prospect. If one is interested in all data from a particular cruise, the problem is 
reduced to reasonable proportions through the directory structure used. Even then, 
some cruises have ofthe order of 100 CTD casts and wading through these to find 
just what 1s required Is a major task. 
Some form of indexing Is obviously required which is provided by the 'kit-form' 
database file \DBKIT\INDEX\EVENT.CSV. This file may be perused using a text 
editor or wordprocessor but it contains thousands of entries and scanning through 
these for CTD data from a particular latitude might not appeal to most users. 
The answer is provided by commercial database software. The job of extracting the 
subset of records that are of interest may be handled with equal ease using any of 
the workstation (or mainframe) relational database packages (Orac1e, Ingres, 
Empress and the like) or with the current generation of PC (or Mac) based packages. 
Microsoft Access has been used as a test bed. Loading the data file into the system 
took ten minutes. Creating a display form took a further five. Once this was done, the 
record filter capability of the package made searching for exactly what was required 
a pleasant and easy task. Whilst it has not been tested, information from reviews on 
Borland Paradox indicates that it would be equally suited to the task. Other packages 
may also do the job but, one suspects, not as easily. 
If one is working in a PC/Mac environment and no database program is available an 
alternative would be to use a spreadsheet package. Whilst more suited to the task 
than a text editor, this has to come a poor second to a database package which was 
designed for precisely thls kind of task. It's a bit like the difference between a Stilson 
wrench and a good set of spanners. 
Once the CTD cast or casts have been identified, locating the plot files is a simple 
task. In the EVENT record there Is the crulse mnemonic which locates the directory 
of interest and the om fteld is used as shown above to derive the filename. 
The chosen plot files may then be printed by simply copytng them onto a PostScript 
printer or viewed using the public domain program GhostScript. 
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Seetion D5 
Kasten Core X-Ray Images 
05.1 Introduction 
On Discovery 184, a set of Kasten cores was taken from a number of locations elose 
to 20"W, north of 47°N. Kasten cores are typically up to 3m long, penetrating into 
Holocene sediments, and 15cm square. After removing a 6cm slice along the length 
of the core, plastic trays (33cm by 15cm by 2cm deep) were pressed into the 
remaining core and released using cheese wire. 
These samples were X-Rayed on board ship and the negatives printed to produce 
positive composite images. These were pieced together to produce an X-Ray image 
along the whole length of the core. These were supplied to BODC where they were 
scanned, merged with computer-generated scale bars and added to the CD-ROM. 
05.2 The Kasten Cores 
X-Ray images are ineluded for the following Kasten cores: 
Cambridge Discovery Date Latitude Longitude 
Name Name 
2K 11879#2 20/7/89 47.7697 -21.6250 
3K 11880#2 21/7/89 47.7845 -20.3200 
4K 11881#5 25/7/89 49.8475 -21.2720 
5K 11882#4 26/7/89 50.6876 -21.8630 
6K 11883#3 27/7/89 51.1155 -21.2000 
7K 11884#4 28/7/89 51.7531 -22.5390 
8K 11886#2 30/7/89 52.5033 -22.0620 
9K 11889#2 31/7/89 53.6963 -21.3200 
lOK 11890#2 01/8/89 54.6671 -20.6540 
11K 11891#4 01/8/89 55.1928 -20.3460 
14K 11896#1 03/8/89 58.6288 -19.4350 
15K 11898#1 04/8/89 59.0894 -20.1130 
16K 11902#1 07/8/89 59.4693 -23.2430 
17K 11905#1 10/8/89 58.0010 -16.5010 
05.3 Digitisation Procedures 
The material arrived at BODC as strips up to 3m long and 12.5cm wide made up of 
33cm (approx.) segments joined together. 1t was decided that separating the 
segments was unwise due to the risk of damage and of getting the unlabelled 
segments out of order. Consequently, the use of a flatbed A4 scanner was ruled out 
as such scanners are invariably hinged along their short axis. However, scanning 
long images accurately with a hand scanner is virtually impossible. 
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Tbe problem was solved by building ajig for the hand scanner. Tbe photograph was 
clamped to the base of the jig and the scanner was kept accurately on track by rails 
along each side. Tbe joins between the individual photographs were not perfectly flat. 
Consequently. each segment was scanned as a separate image to prevent distortion 
when the scanner ran over these joins. 
Tbe images were scanned using a Logitech ScanMan 256 level grey scale hand 
scanner. Tbe scan head was not Wide enough for the image to be recorded on a single 
pass. AB a result. the image was recorded in two overlapping passes which were 
stitched together using the FotoTouch software supplied With the scanner. This 
proved to be a simple and effective procedure. 
Tbe images were saved out of FotoTouch in PCX format and processed using a 
bespoke program to incorporate the scale bars. After vieWing to check the scale bars 
against actual measurements on the photographs. the images were converted into 
Tagged Image Format (TIF) format using FotoTouch. 
TIF format has been used because it is generally regarded to be the most portable 
image format between platforms. Unlike the compressed TIF format used for satellite 
images (see seetion D6), the TIF files produced by FotoTouch have proved to be highly 
portable and have been successfully imported into every shareware and commercial 
image handling package available for testing. 
Should any problem be encountered reading the TIF files or if another format is 
specifically required. the shareware package Paintshop Pro may be used to import 
the data and export them into a Wide range offormats includingJIF. BMP and PCX. 
D5.4 File Naming Convention 
Tbe files are all stored in directory KASCORE. Underneath this are aseries of 
subdirectories. one for each core, named using the originator's convention (modified 
to avoid a leading digit) such as K5, K8 etc .. Within each subdirectory are two types 
of file: image files and core description files. 
The image files are named using the conventionPARTx.TIF where x is a single digit 
number. Each image represents approximately 33cm of the core and the file!:' are 
numbered from 1 at the top of the core. Thus the file KASCORE\K5\PARrl.TIF 
contains L'ie image of the top 33cm of Kasten core K5. 
The core description files contain plain language descriptions of the core seetions 
that were supplied With the photographic material. These are named using the 
convention BOFSxxx.yyy where xxx is the originator's name for the core. Tbe file 
extension, yyy. specifies the format of the document which is either WordPerfect 5.1 
(.WP). flat ASCII text (.TXT) or PostScript (.PS). For example, the flat ASCII 
description of core K5 1s in file KASCORE\K5\BOFS5K.TXT. 
D5.5 Uslng the Image Files 
The scale of the core image data set is small enough to allow it to be navigated With 
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ease using the description of the directory structure given above. Simply move to the 
directory of the core of interest and view the images in ascending numerical order. 
Viewing the images is simply a matter of loading them into a suitable utility. 
Paintshop Pro is a shareware Windows utility which is both readily available and 
ideally suited to the purpose. The package is not simply a viewer: images may be 
printed. resized. subsampled. filtered. contrast adjusted or exported in different 
formats using the package. Packages offering similar capabilities abound in both the 
shareware and commercial sectors of the software market. 
The core descriptions may be accessed in a number of ways. The flat ASCII versions 
may be read by loading them into any text editor or word processor. Windows users 
will find that if the directories are examined using File Manager. the .TXr files may 
be read in Notepad by simply double clicking them. 
The WordPerfect and PostScript versions of the files are more aesthetically pleasing 
than the flat text files. The WordPerfect files may be read using most of the modern 
word processors. Hard copy may be produced from the PostScript files by copying 
them to a suitable printer. 
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Section D6 
BOFS Satellite Images 
06. 1 Introduction 
During the BOFS programme, significant efforts were made to supply research 
vessels at sea with processed satellite images in as near to real time as possible to 
assist in the direction of cruise operations. 
During 1989 and 1990, the techniques were developed and a small number of images 
were sent to the ships at sea. However, largely due to abundant c10ud cover, the 
results were useful but not dramatic. Drama came in 1991 when c1ear skies and a 
massive coccolitophore bloom coincided with cruise Charles Darwin 60. The resulting 
images not only influenced the scientiflc programme of the cruise but also c1early 
showed the evolution of structure in the North Atlantic over aperiod of several days. 
The images were taken by the AVHRR on the NOAA satellites and show reflectance 
in either the visible or infra-red bands. A fuH description of the image processing 
methodology, the images themselves and bibliography are inc1uded with the data on 
the CD-ROM. 
06.2 File Naming Convention 
The images are presented in the directory SATIMG. The filenames reflect the date on 
which the image was taken, foHowed by an 'I' for infra-red images. Thus the visible 
image for 17th June 1991 is in file 17JUN91 and the infra-red image for the same 
day is in file 17JUN911. 
The file extension refers to the image format. This is either TIF or PCx. Every image 
is present in both formats. The reason for this is that the images were supplied to 
BODC and copied onto the CD-ROM in a compressed variant of TIF. It was found 
that several packages had problems reading this format. In fact, of the packages 
available, only Paintshop Pro could import the images. Consequently, they were 
converted into PCX to make them accessible to a wider range of software packages. 
The image documentation is contained in the directory DOCU\SATIMG which 
contains a single document (SATIMG) in three formats as shown by their file 
extension. These areflatASCII (.TXI1, WordPerfect 5.1 (.WP) and PostScript (.PS). The 
document may be consulted using a text editor or Windows Notepad (.TIITl, most 
modern word processors (.WP) or as hard copy by copying the .PS file to a PostScript 
printer. For convenience, the same document is inc1uded in flatASCII format in the 
SATIMG directory under the name README.TXT. 
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D6.3 Using the Image Files 
The scale of the satellite image data set is small enough to allow it to be navigated 
by simply browsing through the contents of SATIMG directory. 
VieWing the images is simply a matter of loading them into a suitable utility. 
Paintshop Pro is a shareware Windows utility which is both readily available and 
ideally suited to the purpose. The package is not simply a viewer: images may be 
printed, resized, subsampled, filtered, contrast adjusted or exported in different 
formats uslng the package. This is the only package tested by BODC which was able 
to import the files in TIF format. Windows users should not forget that PCX files may 
be viewed using the Paintbrush package in the accessories program group. 
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Appendix 1 
File Formats Used on the CD-ROM 
Al.l Introduction 
Much ofthe data on the CD-ROM is supplied as simple comma separated value (CSV) 
or flat ASCII files which require no further documentation. However, the surface 
underway data set is present in a structured binary format termed 'binary merge 
format'. Software utilities are supplied with the CD-ROM which will satisfy the 
requrrements of users equipped with PC clones. However, due to the flexibility ofISO 
9660, it is possible to access the data on the CD-ROM from other platforms such as 
Unix or Macintosh. 
Users on these platforms wishing to access the underway data will need to develop 
interface software. The descnption ofbinary merge format in this section Is provided 
to make this possible. 
Al .2 Binary Merge Format 
Binary merge format is a binary format for the compact storage of high volume time 
senes data. The format was initially developed for use on an IBM main-frame and 
subsequently adapted for use on Unix workstations. 
The file structure compnses a single header record followed by the datacycles. All the 
data on the CD-ROM in binary merge format have a regular time channel with a 
sampling interval of 30 seconds. 
The structure of the header record Is: 
Cruise identifier 
Pointer to first data record 
Pointer to last data record 
Number of data channels excluding 
date and time (always present) 
Processing status mask 
Data source indicator 
Project indicator word 
Padding 
Channelldentifiers 
- 12 byte character 
4 byte integer 
4 byte integer 
4 byte Integer 
4 byte integer 
4 byte integer 
4 byte integer 
set to binary zero 
1 byte per flagged channel 
The cruise identifier is of the form DInnn/yy (for Discovezy cruises) or CDnn/yy (for 
Charles Darwin cruises) where nn is the cruise number and yy is the year in which 
the data were collected. It is stored in ASCII character code. 
The processing status mask indlcates the data processing operations to which the 
data have been subjected. The pnnciple of a bit mask is that each bit in the word is 
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given a specialised meaning. In the description of the meanings of each bit below, the 
description is true when the bit is set on. The bit numbering convention used is 1 
(most significant) through 32 (least significant). 
The bit meanings are: 
1 - Thermosalinograph salinity calibrated 
2 - Thermosalinograh temperature calibrated 
3 - Navigation checked and gaps filled by interpolation 
4 - Unassigned 
5 - Unassigned 
6 - Unassigned 
7 - Unassigned 
8 - Transmissometer converted from voltage to attenuance 
9 - Unassigned 
10 - Unassigned 
11 - Unassigned 
12 - Unassigned 
13 - Unassigned 
14 - Unassigned 
15 - Unassigned 
16 - Phosphate baseline correction applied 
17 - Phosphate calibrated 
18 - Nitrate calibrated 
19 - Nitrite calibrated 
20 - Silicate calibrated 
21 - Silicate drift corrected 
22 - Ammonia calibrated 
23 - File has been workstation screened 
24 - Irradiance channels calibrated 
25 - Nitrate baseline corrected 
26 - Nitrite baseline corrected 
27 - Silicate baseline corrected 
28 - Ammonia baseline corrected 
29 - Urea baseline corrected 
30 - Urea channel calibrated 
31 - Unassigned 
32 - Unassigned 
Tbe data source and project indicator words have no relevance to the data stored on 
the CD-ROM. They will always be set to zero and one respectively. 
The padding words are inc1uded to ensure that the header contains the same number 
of bytes as the data records which follow. Consequently, the number of words of 
padding depends upon the number of data channels (it is in fact the number of data 
channels minus 7). 
The channel identifiers are single characters, encoded in ASCII, which specify the 
channels (other than date and time which are always present) in the file. Tbe order 
of the identifiers in the header specißes the order of the data channels in the data 
records. 
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The channel identifiers are deflned as follows: 
A = Latitude (deg +ve N) 
B = Longitude (deg +Ve E) 
C = Temperature (C) 
D = Raw fluorescence from Turner Designs through-flow fluorometer 
E = pC02 (patm) 
F = Salinity (PSU) 
G = Chlorophyll from Turner Designs (mg1m3) 
H = TC02 (pmol/kgl 
I = Optical attenuance (per m) 
J = Bathymetric depth (m) 
K = Distance run (km) 
L = Photosynthetically available radiation (W 1m2) 
M = pH (pH units) 
N = Temperature of the pH determination (C) 
° = Solar radiation (W 1m2) 
P = Ammonia (pM) 
g = Dissolved oxygen at in-situ temperature and salinity (pM) 
T = Nitrate + nitrite (pM) 
U = Nitrite (pM) 
V = Phosphate (pM) 
W = Silicate (pM) 
Y = Absolute wind speed (knots) 
Z = Absolute wind direction (degrees from which the wind blows) 
1 = Barometrie pressure (mb) 
2 = Dry bulb air temperature from port bridge sensor (C) 
4 = Dry bulb air temperature from starboard bridge sensor (C) 
I = Long wave radiation (W 1m2 ) 
? = Raw signal from Chelsea Instruments Aquatracka fluorometer (V) 
= Chlorophyll from Aquatracka (mg1m3) 
_ = Attenuance calibrated in terms of calcite (mg Ca/m3 ) 
= Potentiometrie alkalinity (pEq/kgJ 
a = Combined dry bulb air temperature (C) 
b = Combined wet bulb air temperature (C) 
At the right hano end of the header record are up to 3 blank padding bytes to ensure 
that the record length is a multiple of 4 bytes (to allow it to be specifled in terms of 
words). Tbe same number ofpadding bytes is also added to each datacycIe record. 
Each datacycIe contains the date (word 1), time (word 2), the data values (words 3 
to number of channels plus 2) and their flags. Date is stored in binary integer form 
as a 'Loch day number', deflned as the number of days elapsed since the start of the 
Gregorlan calendar. Time is stored in IEEE binary floating point representation (as 
used on Unix systems) as a day fraction (06:00 = 0.25, 12:00 = 0.5 etc.). 
The data values are stored as IEEE binary floating point numbers in the order 
prescrlbed by the channel identifiers in the header. At the rlghtmost end of the 
record are the data quality control flags occupying one byte each. Tbe flag definitions 
used are as follows: 
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B - Bad data 
G - Good data 
I - Interpolated data 
N - Null data 
S - Suspect data 
U - Data outside range of calibration 
The main problem awaiting those who wish to access the binary merge files without 
the assistance of the software Interface provided is the conversion of 'Loch day 
numbers' into calendar dates. IEEE floating point structure is rapidly establishing 
itself as a de facto standard and therefore should not prove to be a problem. 
The following subroutine listings, one in Fortran and one in Pascal, convert a Loch 




*********************************************** * ***************** 






SIR ca1culates date given the number of (complete) days since 















No. of complete days elapsed 
3 element array containing 1) year . 2) month 
and 3) day of month 
DIMENSION IDATE(3) 
INTEGER MONTH(12) / 0,31,59,90 , 120 , 151,181,212,243 , 273,304.334 / 
IC 0 
IDYCO = IDY - 51133 
ICEN 19 
IF(IDYCO.GT.O) GO Ta 20 
ICEN ICEN - 1 
IDYCO IDYCO + 36524 
GO Ta 10 
IDYC IDYCO - 365 
IF(IDYC.GT.O) GO Ta 30 
IDYC = IDYCO 
IDATE(l) ICEN*100 
GO Ta 40 
C NOW DETERMINE NO OF FULL LEAP YEAR CYCLES PRESENT 
C 
30 NLPYR (IDYC-1) /1461 
IYR 4*NLPYR 
IDYC IDYC - NLPYR*1461 
IYRX (IDYC-1)/365 
IF(IYRX.EQ.4) IYRX = 3 
IDYC IDYC - IYRX*365 
IDATE(l) IYR + IYRX + ICEN*100 + 1 
IF(IYRX . EQ.3) IC = 1 
C 
C NOW GET MONTH AND DAY 
C 
40 L 13 




L L - 1 
1F(L.EQ.2) 1C = 0 
MN MONTH(L) + 1C 
1F(1DYC . GT . MN) GO TO 60 
50 CONT1NUE 









Y : Word; 
M,D : Byte 
End; 
Mon t h S u m A r r a y [ 1 
Word=(0,31,59,90 , 120,151 , 181,212,243,273 , 304,334 ); 
Procedure Cmaady(Var 1dy : Long1nt; Var tDate : 1ntArr); 
1 2 o f 
{ SIR calculates date given the number of (complete) days since 
{ 1760 . 01.01 (= 0 days elapsed). Not valid for 21'st century 
Var 
iC,iCen,nLpYr,iYr : Long1nt; 
mn,i,L,iYrx : Long1nt; 
iDyc,iDycO : Long1nt; 
Begin 
1C := 0; 
1DYCO:= 1DY - 51133 ; 
1CEN : = 19 ; 
While 1DYCO <= 0 Do 
Begin 
1CEN := 1CEN - 1; 
1DYCO := 1DYCO + 36524 
End; 
1DYC : = 1DYCO - 365; 






Beg i .t1 
{ NOW DETERMINE NO OF FULL LEAP YEAR CYCLES PRESENT } 
NLPYR := Trunc«1DYC-1) / 1461); 
1YR := 4*NLPYR; 
1DYC .- 1DYC - NLPYR*1461; 
1YRX := Trunc«iDYC-l)/365 ) ; 
1F 1YRX=4 Then 
1YRX := 3; 
1DYC := 1DYC - 1YRX*365; 
tDate.Y:= 1YR + 1YRX + 1CEN*100 + 1; 
1F 1YRX=3 Then 
1C := 1 
End; 
{ NOW GET MONTH AND DAY } 
L : = 13; 
1:=1; 
While 1<13 Do 
Begin 
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L : = L-1; 
IF L=2 Then 
IC:= 0; 
MN := MonthSum[Ll + IC ; 






tDate.D:= Integer (IDYC) - Mn 
End; 
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